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I
ABSTRACT
Studies on suicide have largely been inadequate because they have failed to understand
suicidality from a com prehensive theoretical basis, w hich has contributed to the poor
ability o f mental health practitioners to predict and avert com pleted suicide. The aim o f
the present study was therefore to apply B latt’s theory o f distinctive forms o f disorder,
based on dependent and self-critical personality dimensions (Blatt 1974, Blatt &
Shichm an, 1983), to suicidal behavior, and use this theory to facilitate an in-depth
discussion o f suicidal action. Ninety-six undergraduate students that had attempted
suicide in the past participated and were adm inistered a series o f measures related to
suicidal behavior, involving im pulsivity, intent, and lethality. D ependent and self-critical
individuals engaged in often contrasting suicidal behavior along these param eters, with
self-critical individuals posing the greatest level o f risk. These differences were
congruent with the theoretical fram ework proposed. Implications for suicide risk
assessm ent, m anagem ent and treatm ent are discussed, with special reference to the
im portance o f identifying distinctive suicidal subgroups along anaclitic and introjective
personality dimensions.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
It is com m only accepted that many more individuals attem pt suicide than those
that ultim ately com plete the act (Health Canada, 1997; U.S. Public Health Service, 1999;
W orld Health Organization, 1999). For instance, although approxim ately one m illion
individuals die yearly via suicide, or 1.8% o f total world m ortality (National Institute o f
M ental Health, 1999), when non-fatal suicide attempts are taken into account, this
num ber is magnified ten to fifteen times (Retterstol, 1993). Stengel (1964) was the first
individual to theorize that the characteristics o f suicide attempters; that is, those
individuals who survive their suicide attempts, were different from those o f individuals
who ultim ately com pleted the suicide act. In fact, m any recent studies have confirm ed
that, based on the characteristics o f those posing a low versus high risk or intention o f
term inating their lives, these two groups appeared to represent quite different populations
(e.g., Swahn & Potter, 2001). This distinction has becom e a m ajor principle in m any
studies on suicide and subsequently in the clinical m anagem ent o f suicidal individuals
(Klerman, 1987); however, this well-documented finding highlights a significant problem
w ith our existing knowledge base about suicide. The problem essentially involves our
inability as mental health professionals to reliably discrim inate between these two
categories o f suicidal individuals; namely, those who seriously intend to kill them selves
and those who do not (Clark & Fawcett, 1992).
The ability to identify low versus high-risk suicidal individuals has been sought
for decades, yet an adequate method to accomplish this has remained elusive. Simply
put, it remains exceedingly difficult for psychologists and psychiatrists to predict suicide
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in an individual person given our current state o f knowledge. The best that we can do is
to make probability estimates, which is essentially a risk estimate. W hile there are a
num ber o f predictors o f suicidal behavior, the false-positive rate generally remains
unacceptably high; m eaning that only a small minority o f individuals who m eet certain
risk criteria actually com plete suicide (Fawcett, 2001; M ann, 1987; M cKeown, Garrison,
Cuffe, W aller, Jackson, & Addy, 1998).
The devastating consequences o f suicidal behavior constitute the prim ary motive
that com pels researchers to find more effective methods o f determ ining suicidal risk, and
effectiveness depends, to a large extent, on our ability to m ore accurately classify suicidal
individuals according to level o f risk. Unfortunately, m any o f the sym ptom s and
variables that clinicians and researchers have traditionally relied upon to estim ate suicide
risk have been poor discrim inating tools. Progress in suicidal research, treatm ent and
prevention ultim ately hinges on the identification o f additional risk domains (Conner,
Duberstein, Conwell, Seidlite, & Caine, 2001). Thus, if effective interventions are to be
developed, the discipline o f clinical psychology w ill have to move beyond the standard
set o f risk factors that are considered im portant in an attem pt to gain insights into
possible intervention targets in the high risk segm ent o f the population (Kessler, Borges,
& W alters, 1999).
A significant factor in our inadequacy as mental health professionals in predicting
suicide risk is attributable to research on risk factors that continue to focus on
dem ographic markers, and that overlook the role o f personality traits and interpersonal
functioning in suicidality (Truant, O ’Reilly, & Donaldson, 1991). This focus on
dem ographic variables has prevailed in spite o f considerable evidence that personality
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factors m ay be helpful in determining suicidal risk (Eym an & Eyman, 1991; Fazaa &
Page, 2003; Truant et al., 1991). Personality factors believed to predict life-threatening
behavior have included introversion, difficulty expressing em otion, perfectionism ,
pessimism , dependency, rigidity, impulsivity, and self-punitiveness (Lacy, 1990;
Stelmachers, 1995). M oreover, most studies investigating personality variables in suicide
have tended to examine suicidal threat, cognition, ideation, or intent, and have neglected
the study o f actual suicidal behaviors (Hewitt, Flett, & Tum bull-D onovan, 1992;
Leenaars, de Wilde, W enckstem , & Krai, 2001).
The present study thus represents the first attem pt to overcom e the numerous
shortcom ings noted in the literature; that is, by developing a com prehensive theory o f
suicidality that could be used to account for differences in suicidal risk and behavior.
Despite a growing body o f suicide research, prior studies have tended to be atheoretical,
and have, therefore, provided little insight into the “suicidal m ind” (Leenaars et al.,
1997). This omission provides the impetus for the present study. Further, considering
the obvious heterogeneity o f the suicide population; that is, including unsuccessful
attempters and completers, there has been a growing need to identify hom ogeneous
subgroups o f suicidal individuals. The present study attem pts to assess w hether these
suicidal subgroups exist and to evaluate differences am ong these groups along
personality dimensions, w ith the aim o f describing two relatively hom ogeneous
subgroups o f suicidal individuals based on a num ber o f characteristics and behaviors
related to suicidal lethality. To date, in spite o f a surge in studies on suicide, no adequate
explanation or theory exists to provide a convincing reason or m echanism for the large
and clinically significant gap in suicide rates between attem pters and com pleters.
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Two Distinctive Depressive Experiences
The theoretical underpinnings utilized in the present study to help differentiate
am ong suicidal subgroups were derived from theory regarding personality style,
depressive experiences, and psychological disorder (e.g., Blatt, 1974). The rationale for
adopting theory from literature on depression revolves around the fact that depression has
frequently been identified as a strong predictor o f suicidal behavior. M any studies,
involving both clinical and non-clinical populations, have dem onstrated that individuals
who have engaged in suicidal acts (W estefeld et al., 2000; Tanney, 2002) or have
endorsed suicidal ideation (Brown & Vinokur, 2003; V andivort & Locke, 1979) score
higher on indices o f depression. Individuals with certain types o f character structures, for
exam ple, have been view ed as being differentially vulnerable to depression and likely to
display different suicidal behaviors (Beck, 1983; Blatt, 1995; Fazaa & Page, 2003;
Raffes, 1999).
Theorists from psychodynam ic (e.g., Arieti & Bem porad, 1980; Blatt, D ’Afflitti,
& Quinlan, 1976; Bowlby, 1980) and cognitive-behavioral theory (Beck, 1983) have
described two m ajor dim ensions o f personality involving vulnerability to depression and
other forms o f disorder. These perspectives make a sim ilar distinction; that is,
psychopathology is related m ainly to disruption in interpersonal, social, or relational
issues, or to disruption in o n e’s self-concept or sense o f personal identity. The most
prom inent theory that has attempted to integrate a developmental model o f personality
with the notion o f two distinctive types o f depression relating to personality structure is
that proposed by Blatt (1995; Blatt et al., 1976). B latt’s model o f personality
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developm ent and associated psychopathology is both theoretically derived and well
supported by empirical data.
In a review o f the literature, Blatt and colleagues (1976) attempted to integrate
several findings on depression, and concluded that two distinct types o f depressive
experiences could be reliably distinguished: 1) an anaclitic state o f depression that is
“characterized by feelings o f helplessness and weakness, by fears o f being abandoned
and by wishes to be cared for, loved and protected” (Blatt et al., 1976, p. 383) and; 2) an
introjective state, that is “developm entally more advanced and characterized by intense
feelings o f inferiority, guilt and worthlessness and by a sense that one has failed to live
up to expectations and standards” (Blatt et al., 1976, pp. 383-384). In general, anaclitic
personality configurations are characterized by needs for social acceptance and
nurturance, whereas introjective configurations are associated with needs for achievem ent
and independence. Blatt (1974) claimed that anaclitic and introjective depressive
characteristics are nearly universal experiences in normal populations, and that the two
are not m utually exclusive because some individuals may experience both anaclitic and
introjective characteristics.
Based upon clinical observations o f depressed patients, Blatt has thus postulated
two personality dispositions, referred to as dependency and self-criticism, which
ultim ately predispose an individual to either anaclitic or introjective forms o f depression,
respectively. For persons with high levels o f dependency (“dependents”), the nature and
quality o f interpersonal interactions are a prim ary preoccupation that determ ines their
feelings and thoughts about themselves. They experience a prim ary need to be loved and,
in some sense, protected. Concerns regarding an unfulfilled longing to be cared for
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creates a need for constant reaffirm ation about the availability o f care and comes at the
expense o f developing one’s own identity and autonom y (B latt & Zuroff, 1992). Beck
(1983) described the motive for these individuals as “receiving” (p. 272), as they tend to
be very aware o f and influenced by environmental factors (Blatt & Shichman,
1983;W itkin, 1965). In contrast, self-critical persons (“self-critics”) exhibit excessive
self-evaluative concerns, as well as high personal standards and the need for recognition
(Blatt, 1990). Since they place a premium on separation and individuation, self-critics
tend to be am bivalent in terms o f both self-view and interpersonal relationships (Blatt &
Zuroff, 1992). As a result, self-critical individuals are often unable to turn to others, even
those that are closest to them, for help or to share in their anguish (Blatt, 1995).
Interpersonal relationships are important for both personality types, although they serve
quite different purposes: Dependents yearn for intim acy and protection from others,
whereas self-critics seek adm iration and status through their relationships with others
(Z uroff & Fitzpatrick, 1995). N ot surprisingly, a self-critic’s judgm ents are prim arily
influenced by internal rather than by environmental factors, (Blatt & Shichm an, 1983;
W itkin, 1965).
The two personality styles have consistently been related to substantially higher
scores on standard depression measures, with self-criticism producing the largest effect
sizes (Blatt et al., 1976, 1982, 1992; Klein, Harding, Taylor & Dickstein, 1988; Nietzal &
Harris, 1990; Riley & M cCranie, 1990).
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Do Sim ilar Suicidal Subgroups Exist?
M any investigators have speculated that suicidality involves acts o f deliberate
self-harm, characterized by behavior that m ay differ in lethality and contribute to
differential suicide attem pt and com pletion rates (e.g., O ’Carroll et al., 1996; Swahn &
Potter, 2001). Since there appears to be quite a strong positive relationship between
introjective and anaclitic personality dimensions and two distinct forms o f depression,
would there be two sim ilar subtypes o f suicidal individuals that could be differentiated on
the basis o f personality type and the lethality o f suicidal behavior? A num ber o f
investigators have sim ilarly questioned w hether suicidal individuals represent a
homogenous group, or w hether there m ay exist distinct subgroups o f suicidal individuals
along the lines o f dependent and self-critical personality styles.
Shneidm an (1968), for instance, suggested two types o f suicide that appear
analogous to the characteristics associated with anaclitic and introjective depressions.
The first form was labeled “dyadic” suicide and appears to be related to issues o f
dependency. In dyadic suicide, suicide attempts are the result o f prim arily deep,
unfulfilled needs and w ishes pertaining to significant others. These individuals are best
characterized as being social in nature, so that, in turn, suicidal behavior is conceived o f
as essentially an interpersonal event. Secondly, according to Shneidman, “egotic”
suicides are those m ost nearly associated with issues o f self-criticism, where death is the
result o f prim arily an intrapsychic debate, a struggle in the mind, or a dialogue with o n e’s
self. Suicide here essentially involves a conflict between various aspects o f the self. The
person engaging in suicidal behavior w ith an egotic focus is characterized as selfcontained. Egotic suicides are thus ultim ately intrapsychic in nature, in contrast to dyadic
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suicides, which are interpersonal in nature. Although Shneidm an did not address issues
related to suicide risk or lethality for each suicidal subtype, he felt that, for attempters,
suicidal behaviors serve com m unication or interpersonal functions, w hereas for
com pleters, suicidal behaviors represent a means o f escape from an unbearable
intrapsychic process. Shneidm an believed that, in the form er case, the act is m eant to
evoke helping behavior from significant others, whereas, in the latter case, the more
lethal or com pleted suicide is generally meant to do no such thing.
Beck (1983) theorized as to w hy sociotropic (sim ilar to the B latt’s anaclitic type)
and autonomous (sim ilar to B latt’s introjective type) individuals seem to differ with
respect to suicidal behavior, although he did not offer any empirical support for the
postulated relationship betw een personality style and suicidal behavior. Beck believed
that sociotropic individuals, those that would most likely be unsuccessful attempters and
closely resem ble dependent individuals, are more likely to use “passive” methods for
their suicide attempts, such as taking pills. Prior research has clearly shown that passive
suicide methods, such as overdose, are associated with attempts o f low medical lethality
(e.g., Health Canada, 1997). The desire to die is frequently linked to irreversible
disruptions in key interpersonal relationships. These attempters believe they cannot live
without love, that they cannot stand the suffering, that life is m eaningless, and that
nobody cares about them. A lvarez (1984) believed that, in some cases, non-serious
suicidal gestures seemed to have mattered to them m ore than their outcome.
Beck (1983) further postulated that autonomous individuals, who are m ost sim ilar
to com pleters and closely resem ble self-critical individuals, are more likely to use
“ active” forms o f suicide, such as firearms, automobile crashes, or hanging. Active
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m ethods are often associated with more violent, hence lethal, suicide attempts (Brent,
1987; Clark & Fawcett, 1992; Health Canada, 1997; W orld Health Organization, 1999).
Because autonomous or self-critical individuals try to m axim ize control over their
environm ent in an attem pt to decrease the probability o f failure and criticism , they may
represent more successful attempters. They ultimately kill them selves in order to achieve
a calm and control they were never able to find in life. Individuals in the autonomous
mode contemplate suicide because o f a sense o f being trapped or com pletely stymied.
They perceive them selves in an intolerable situation, confronted w ith overw helm ing
dem ands on them, with no possible adaptive m ethod for dealing with such demands.
Suicide for these persons thus represents an escape from an “ impossible situation” (Beck,
1983, p. 277). Since autonom ous individuals place enorm ous weight on freedom o f
choice, action, and getting results, they are highly responsive to situations that impede
their specific goal-seeking behavior.
Both Shneidm an’s and B eck’s ideas regarding the existence and nature o f suicidal
groups are based on theory, not empirical investigation. Their respective theories have
also been largely unable to explain why and how individuals engage in distinct
expressions o f suicidality. Obviously, these are critical questions that need to be
addressed in order to obtain a com prehensive understanding o f different suicidal groups.
Clinically, the implications o f such knowledge would be im portant and pivotal with
respect to both the assessm ent o f suicide risk and the ability to respond in a clinically
informed manner.
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Distinctive Forms o f Suicide: Em pirical Support
Actual empirical evidence for the distinction am ong forms o f suicide based on
anaclitic (dependent) and introjective (self-critical) personality dim ensions has only been
acquired recently and is extrem ely limited in scope. Raffes (1999) found that life stresses
that were congruent with the content o f an individual’s personality characteristics
imposed a greater risk o f suicide than stresses that did not m atch that individual’s
personal concerns. Raffes preclassified these stressors according to personal and
interpersonal themes. For instance, an individual characterized as dependent would
typically experience m ore negative life events that revolve around dependency issues,
such as relationship difficulties, and that these are more likely than other types o f events,
characterized as personal o r intrapsychic in nature (e.g., jo b failure), to prim e suicidal
potential. Although dependent and self-critical individuals typically differed in the
precipitating life stressors that prim ed suicidal behavior, R affes’s study did not assess for
differences in the expression o f suicidal behavior on the part o f dependents and self
critics.
Provided that there is the intent to engage in suicidal behavior, the choice o f
suicide m ethod should be highly associated with the ultim ate outcome o f the attempt; i.e,
attem pts characterized by low or high levels o f lethality. Blatt, Quinlan, Chevron,
M cDonald, and Z uroff (1982) attempted to determine how accurately raters could
determ ine dependency and self-criticism scores from individuals’ clinical records. Raters
used suicide method as only one o f their criteria for determ ining whether hospitalized
psychiatric inpatients were m ost likely dependent or self-critical. The authors noted that
the clinical case records o f the dependency group were characterized by suicidal gestures,
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prim arily through such means as taking overdoses o f prescribed antidepressants. In
contrast, the clinical case records o f the self-critical group were characterized by social
isolation, feelings o f w orthlessness and failure, acting out, and a fear o f loss o f control.
M embers o f this group tended to engage in more serious and violent suicide attempts,
although no ratings o f lethality were conducted. In other words, self-critics dem onstrated
suicide attempts that seemed to involve a higher degree o f lethality. A lthough these
observations implied that dependents and self-critics seemed to represent distinctive
suicidal subgroups, no em pirical data w ere offered to support these observations.
Fehon, Grilo, and M artino (2000) were the first to exam ine the association
between dependency, self-criticism , impulsivity, and suicidal behavior. A fter controlling
for depression, Fehon et al. found that self-criticism and dependency showed differential
associations with hopelessness, violence potential, and impulsivity. They found that
suicide risk did not differ between highly self-critical and highly dependent patients.
Self-critical patients displayed significantly higher mean scores with respect to their
potential for aggression and violence than did dependent patients, w hile dependent
patients had significantly higher m ean scores on impulsivity. Therefore, despite a shared
risk for suicide, which m ay not be surprising given the fact that the sam ple consisted only
o f hospitalized suicidal adolescents, dependent individuals may be m ore inclined to
engage in impulsive gestures and attempts, whereas self-critical individuals m ay be less
impulsive and more likely to plan for harm ing themselves. Fehon and colleagues did not
evaluate the impulsivity o f actual suicide attempts; rather, they assessed how im pulsivity
as a personality trait (not directly related to suicidal behavior) was associated with
dependency and self-criticism.
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Fehon et al. (2000) reasoned that the dependent’s excessive investm ent in
relationships m ay have led to impulsive attempts to overcom e intense feelings o f
aloneness, abandonment, and worthlessness on their part. Fehon and colleagues felt that
the relationship between im pulsivity and dependency may, “in part be understood as a
partial cause, or consequence, o f the dependent’s frantic efforts to ward o ff object loss in
the face o f intense fears o f abandonm ent” (p. 102). Arieti and Bem porad (1980)
described this type o f person as clingy, passive, and m anipulative, and that they tend to
avoid anger. These traits, in particular, m ay be a means by which this type o f individual
attempts to elicit support and attention from significant others, in addition to ensuring the
continuation o f a present troubled relationship. These individuals m ay believe that their
attem pt will com municate their distress to others and so m ay effect a change in their
environment, or that it will provide them with a sense o f relief from their problem s;
however, it would be contingent upon surviving their suicide attempt. Freem an and
Reinecke (1993) similarly theorized that impulsive suicide attem pts represent a form o f
attention seeking and lead to non-lethal suicidal behavior, w hereas non-im pulsive suicide
attem pters view death as a direct solution to their problem s and culm inate in m edically
dangerous or lethal attempts.
Fazaa and Page (2003) conducted the most com prehensive study to date regarding
the nature o f the relationship between dependency and self-criticism with suicidal
behavior. In contrast to the work by Fehon and colleagues, Fazaa and Page assessed
suicide attempts in a more heterogeneous sample o f suicide attempters (those requiring
medical attention and those requiring no medical intervention) and found dramatic
clinical differences in the suicidal behaviors o f dependent, as opposed to self-critical,
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individuals. D ependent suicidal individuals were likely to resem ble attempters; that is,
those not perform ing highly lethal acts. Alternatively, w hen self-critical individuals
attempted suicide, they were m ore likely to resemble individuals who ultimately
com pleted the act and w ho engaged in m ore lethal acts. Fazaa and Page also found that
dependent individuals were m ore likely to attempt suicide as a means o f com munication;
that is, w ithout the explicit m otivation to term inate one’s life, and that they generally
possessed suicidal m otivation o f lower intensity, took fewer precautions to prevent
discovery, and frequently sabotaged their own attempts. Their attempts were also
frequently related to interpersonal stressors. In contrast, self-critical individuals generally
indicated an unequivocal wish to end their lives, and viewed suicide as a m eans o f
escape. Tow ard that end, they appeared to take more precautions to prevent discovery
and generally engaged in attem pts following intrapsychic, as opposed to interpersonal,
stressors. Self-critical individuals also appeared more likely to report feeling sorry, even
angry, to have been saved or to have recovered from their suicide attempt, whereas
dependents usually appeared grateful that their attempts were unsuccessful. Interestingly,
descriptions o f suicidal behavior obtained from this study through narratives o f suicidal
behavior, used to rate for the lethality o f attempts, also highlighted the potential role o f
im pulsivity in explaining the finding that self-critical, as opposed to dependent
individuals, engaged in m ore lethal suicidal behavior. Although Fehon and colleagues
found differences in im pulsivity between dependents and self-critics, the m anner in
which such im pulsive tendencies influenced suicidality or outcome was not addressed.
A dditionally, im pulsivity w as not assessed in Fazaa and P age’s study, thus, providing the
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impetus for exam ining the influence o f this variable on suicidal behavior in the present
study.
The Role o f Im pulsivity with Depressive Experiences & Suicidal B ehavior
Impulsivity has recently been recognized as a m ajor determ inant in suicidal
behavior (U.S. Public Health Service, 1999). Similarly, m any investigators have
recognized impulsivity as a potential major risk factor in the study o f suicidal behavior
often associated with the lethality o f suicide attempts (Hall & Platt, 1999). Although
suicide attempts are often characterized as being im pulsive and there has been a large
increase o f scientific literature in this area, little is known about the characteristics o f
im pulsive suicide (Simon et al., 2001). In fact, there is substantial disagreem ent among
researchers regarding the nature o f the relationship between im pulsivity and suicide
lethality. For instance, despite strong biological (Coccaro, 1992; M ann et al., 1999;
Oquendo & M ann, 2000) and non-biological evidence (Apter, Plutchik, & Van Praag,
1993, M aser et al., 2002) that impulsivity is related to greater suicide lethality,
epidemiological studies have often found a negative relationship between im pulsivity and
suicide lethality (Baca-Garcia et al., 2001; Klerman, 1987). It is generally acknowledged
that m any acts o f deliberate self-harm are impulsive, yet there is no coherent conceptual
framework for understanding impulsivity in this context (Suom inen et al., 1997).
Only recently has impulsivity, or a lack o f impulse control, as a personality factor
or general style begun to appear more frequently in studies on suicidal risk and behavior
(Arffa, 1983; Horesh, Gothelf, Ofek, W eizman, & Apter, 1999; Lester, 1990).
Duberstein and colleagues (2000) suggested that certain longstanding patterns o f
thinking, feelings and behavior, might have a bearing on and/or contribute to suicidal
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thoughts and behaviors. Their findings support the need to consider personality variables
in understanding suicidal behavior. For instance, a study by Corruble, Damy, and Guelfi
(1999) highlighted the relevance o f impulsivity in the prediction o f suicide attempts in
depressive individuals. Yet it remains unclear whether there are subgroups o f attempters
who are characterized by increased impulsivity, and how they m ay differ from attempters
who do not evidence im pulsive tendencies, with respect to a num ber o f behaviors related
to suicide lethality. The present study undertook the task o f addressing the issue o f
im pulsivity by utilizing a well-developed conceptual fram ework for understanding two
distinct subtypes o f psychological disorder to suicide. Although Fehon et al. were the
first to assess the relationship between dependency, self-criticism, impulsivity, and
suicidal behavior, they did not assess for the im pulsivity o f actual suicide attempts. In
fact, there are no published data on how impulsivity m ay interact w ith dependency and
self-criticism to produce suicide attempts o f varying degrees o f lethality. Impulsivity, for
example, m ay be seen as exerting unique influences on the intent and lethality o f suicide
attempts o f individuals characterized as dependent or self-critical. U nique com binations
o f psychological dim ensions, such as these (dependency, self-criticism, and impulsivity),
might be especially lethal.
Summary
There is limited theoretical support, and even less em pirical evidence, to suggest
that persons who attem pt suicide do not constitute a hom ogeneous group o f individuals.
Rather, there are likely distinctive subgroups o f suicidal individuals that differ with
respect to the reasons for attem pting and the m anner in w hich the act is ultim ately carried
out, w hich contributes to suicidal behavior o f varying degrees o f lethality (Blatt, 1995;
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Fazaa & Page, 2003; Raffes, 1999). A review o f the literature with respect to personality
variables and suicidality strongly suggests that individuals who display behaviors
characteristic o f the self-critical profile appear to represent the greatest risk with respect
to suicidal behaviors. Individuals who engage in serious suicidal behavior tend to be
angry and aggressive, socially withdrawn, hypersensitive and/or perfectionistic, have low
self-esteem, high self-blame, and a high level o f introversion (Beautrais, Joyce & Mulder,
1999; Brent et al., 1993; Shaffer & Piacentini, 1994; Shagle & Barber, 1994), all
characteristics related to the self-critical profile. There is alm ost no research literature on
the dependent aspect o f personality and depression or suicide (Blatt et al., 1982).
Dependency has not been explored as fully in research as com pared to such self-critical
characteristics as self-worth and guilt in relation to depression and suicide. Thus, the
dependent dim ension o f suicide seems to be a neglected one.
Impulsivity may be seen as one factor that might account for the observation in
the literature that self-critics are generally m ore lethal in their attempts than dependents.
Fazaa and Page (2003) speculated that the degree o f prem editation and planning o f the
attem pt may have differed in both groups o f attempters and that this degree o f
forethought, or lack o f it, m ay have mediated the relationship between personality and the
intent/lethality o f the suicide attempts. This observation arose from verbal accounts o f
the suicide attempts o f participants that were gleaned through interviews regarding their
suicidal acts. O ther researchers have sim ilarly posited that system atically exploring the
role o f im pulsivity in suicide research would be tenable and im portant (Baca-G arcia et
al., 2001; Duberstein et al., 2000; Fehon et al., 2000; Lester, 1990; Simon et al., 2001; U.
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S. Public Health Service, 1999), and further, that this task should be carried out in a
m anner rooted in established theory.
W hen investigating im pulsiveness at the behavioral level, as opposed to the
chemical level, it seems that subjects who attempt suicide im pulsively score higher on
extraversion (Eysenck & Eysenck, 1978), are less depressed (Brown et al., 1991), less
hopeless (Fehon et al., 2000), m ore anxious (M ongrain, 1993), dem onstrate a less strong
intent to die than non-im pulsive attempters (Souminen et al., 1997), attem pt in response
to interpersonal stressors (M ann, 1987; W eyrauch, Roy-Bryne, Katon, & W ilson, 2001),
and attem pt in ways representing lower suicide lethality (Klerman, 1987 ). Given what
we know about the dependent and self-critical profile, this clinical picture o f an im pulsive
attem pter would therefore likely have differential associations with both personality
styles; however, the nature o f how such an association influences the lethality o f suicide
attempts has not be studied to date.
Rationale & Research Questions
Conner, Duberstein, Conwell, Seidite, and Caine (2001) claimed that
psychological vulnerabilities are discrete traits that are dysfunctional, and used the term
“personality trait” to label this set o f dysfunctional cognitions, behaviors, and emotions.
These authors claimed that greater attention to the issue o f psychological vulnerability in
suicide research could deepen our current understanding o f the factors that contribute to
suicide. In their review o f studies on psychological vulnerability to suicide, C onner et al.
concluded that psychological vulnerability factors have been able to account for or
explain a meaningful am ount o f variance on suicide outcome after controlling for the
influence o f psychiatric disorders. Additional researchers have also dem onstrated that
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suicide risk m ay be elevated in psychologically vulnerable individuals who do not
necessarily have a personality disorder (M arttunen, Aro, H enrikson, & Lonnquist, 1994).
For instance, Blatt and colleagues (Blatt, 1974, 2004; Blatt et al., 1976; Blatt &
Schihman, 1983; Z uroff & M ongrain, 1987) have shown how dependency and selfcriticism are two personality styles that create specific vulnerabilities to experiencing
distinctive forms o f psychopathology.
The w ay in which individuals perceive, organize, and understand their life
experience is likely related to the nature o f suicidal behavior. It was, therefore, theorized
in the present study that dependents and self-critics would display different types o f
suicidal behaviors, analogous to the w ay they do with regard to depression. The
assessm ent o f psychological factors in the present study thus involved dependency and
self-criticism, as well as impulsivity. Dependency, self-criticism, and im pulsivity have
all been implicated as being potentially im portant and inform ative variables to pursue in
research on suicidality. Im pulsivity has not been characterized as a vulnerability factor in
suicidal research to date. A lthough increased im pulsivity m ay not be characteristic o f all
attempters, it m ay help to define groups o f different risk levels (Brown et al., 1991), and
has particular implications for the personality constructs dependency and self-criticism.
Ultimately, the clinical goal o f the present study w as to perm it early identification
o f the high-risk suicidal person, so that more com plete understanding o f this behavior
could lead to m ore effective prevention and treatment. To date, as mentioned earlier, the
discipline o f suicidology has proven ineffective in its ability to reliably discrim inate
between those posing low versus high suicidal risk. Part o f the reason for this
shortcom ing can be attributed to a paucity o f research regarding the psychological
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processes involved in suicidal behavior, especially since m ost research to date has
focused on describing social and demographic factors associated with suicidality (M aris,
Berm an, M altsberger, & Yufit, 1992).
Even with improvements in our knowledge, the field o f psychology has been
unable, as yet, to translate our limited knowledge o f suicidal behavior into a coherent
theory-driven approach to both assessm ent and intervention (C onner et al., 2001). The
field’s reliance on largely atheoretical approaches has resulted in lim ited evidence o f skill
in averting suicide and a lack o f integration between risk assessm ent and treatm ent
m ethods (Fazaa & Page, in press). The focus o f the present study, therefore, involved an
attem pt to further test the merits o f B latt’s conceptual model o f depression and
psychopathology (Blatt, 1974, Blatt et al., 1976; Blatt & Shichm an, 1983) in its
applicability for understanding and explaining suicidality from a well-developed
theoretical basis. If it could be shown that dependents and self-critics attem pt in different
ways, that influence the lethality o f their attempts, this would validate the concept o f two
distinctive suicidal subgroups. Subsequently, this inform ation could then be used to
better understand suicidality in a more com plete manner. It was believed that such an
approach would lead to a more com prehensive understanding o f the phenom enological
experience o f each suicidal group and allow for an in-depth discussion regarding suicidal
action on the part o f dependent and self-critical individuals. In the present study, impulse
control was not regarded as a cause o f suicide, but rather as a sym ptom or expression o f
suicidal behavior, in the context o f one’s dominant personality configuration; that is, selfcriticism or dependency.
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A lthough m any theories have been advanced regarding suicidal subgroups, no one
has been able to adequately explain why such groups exist, or explicate the m echanism s
that influence the lethality o f suicidal behavior. B latt’s theory offers a clinically relevant
and novel w ay o f conceptualizing suicidality, and allows for testing o f m any com mon
assum ptions about suicidal acts. The present study thus represented the first attem pt to
integrate dependency, self-criticism , and im pulsivity in explaining differences in actual
suicidal behavior. In spite o f the apparent heterogeneity o f suicidal behavior, it was
believed that through exam ination o f the current research, a num ber o f underlying
patterns might emerge, based on these theoretical ideas.
Research Question 1: Suicidal Subgroups? Personality Style & Suicide Lethality
One o f the rationales for the current study involved the issue o f being able to
identify groups o f differing levels o f suicide lethality, with the b elief that such a
distinction would dem onstrate that suicidal individuals, as a whole, do not represent a
hom ogeneous category.
M any researchers have suggested that individuals characterized by predom inantly
self-critical characteristics represent the greatest level o f suicide risk. Thus, the first
research question concerned whether dependent and self-critical individuals engaged in
different types o f suicidal behavior, which had a direct impact on the intent and lethality
o f their suicide attempts. Level o f suicide risk is greatly affected by the m anner in which
the act is carried out from the contemplation stage to action stage (Pierce, 1977). Factors
influencing the lethality o f attem pts may involve both opportunities for intervention and
medical lethality (W eisman & W ordem , 1972). A ssum ing that B latt’s (1974) conceptual
model o f psychopathology is robust and reliable, differences in the intent to die and
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associated lethality o f attem pts between the two personality types were expected. If such
differences were found, it would lend further support to the assum ptions formulated by
Blatt and colleagues (1982) and Beck (1983) regarding how personality characteristics
contribute to attempting suicide in quite different ways.
The assessm ent o f lethality in the present study was based on the assum ption that
the closer a person w as to killing him self or herself, the m ore he or she resem bled a
person who has successfully attempted suicide. There is currently a com m on sense
recognition that, am ong the general population o f suicide attempters, there exists a
subpopulation o f individuals who more likely resem ble suicide com pleters com pared to
the general suicide attem pter population; that is, those with suicide attem pts characterized
by a high degree o f lethality (Beautrais, 2002; Linehan, 1986; O ’Carroll, Crosby, M ercy,
Lee, & Simon, 2001). Past studies have dem onstrated that the epidem iological risk
factors for m edically serious suicide attempts are very sim ilar to those associated with
com pleted suicides (M oscicki, 1995). M any other investigators have sim ilarly shown
that individuals who made m edically lethal attempts, as opposed to parasuicides or
m edically non-serious attempts, appeared to have characteristics that converged with
those who have com pleted suicide (Brent, 1987; Hamdi, Amin, & M attar, 1991; M ann,
1987). The same held true for high intent attempters (M ichel, 1987). O ther investigators
have found that that survivors o f m edically serious or dangerous attem pts were also at a
higher or increased risk to com plete suicide than were survivors o f less dangerous
attempts (Fawcett, 2001; M aser et al., 2002; Pallis, Gibbons, & Pierce, 1984; Pierce,
1981). Therefore, it appears that those who die by suicide and those w ho m ake m edically
serious, though non-fatal, attem pts form two strongly overlapping populations w ith a
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sim ilar pattern o f risk factors predicting both outcomes. The prim ary purpose o f
increasing know ledge about m edically serious suicide attempts in addition to ones o f
lower lethality, as in the present study, involved the potential application o f this
know ledge in order to prevent potential serious suicide attempts, and perhaps, com pleted
suicides.
Research Question 2: The Impulsive Nature o f Suicide Attempts A m ong D ependents &
Self-Critics
To date, little work has been undertaken to differentiate and measure different
aspects o f suicide attempts (M ieczkowski, Sweeney, Haag, Junker, Brown, & M ann,
1993). K essler et al. (1999) specifically called for more preventative efforts to focus on
the level o f planning associated with attempts, a characteristic typically associated with
impulsivity. These investigators argued that more research was needed to better
understand the determ inants o f planning level associated with attempts.
Im pulsivity was assessed, in the present study, as both a transient state and a
characterological trait in suicidal individuals with previous attempts, since researchers
have suggested that impulsivity may be both a state and a trait in suicidal individuals
(Corruble et al., 1999; Lester, 1990). Further, although im pulsivity m ay develop into a
trait, it could be influenced in a given moment, such as at the time o f a suicide attempt,
and thus resemble a state as well.
An im portant question involved whether or not B latt’s model is sensitive enough
to assess whether dependents and self-critics would also differ in the m anner in which
they typically attempted along another dimension which m ay in turn also impact the
lethality o f their attempts; nam ely, state impulsivity? In the present study, state
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im pulsivity specifically involves the am ount o f deliberation and/or planning that went
into suicidal acts only. Since im pulsivity might be an im portant determ inant o f suicide
lethality (Baca-Garcia et al., 2001; Klerman, 1987; M ann et al., 1999), and dependents
and self-critics have been shown to differ in the lethality o f their attempts (Fazaa & Page,
2003), differences in the am ount o f time between the initial thought o f suicide and the act
m ight be expected between individuals with each personality type. In this view,
differences in impulsivity o f the suicidal act would be hypothesized as being consistent
w ith the conceptual understanding o f the characteristics associated w ith each personality
type.
Research Question 3: Im pulsivity Traits in Dependents & Self-Critics
Individuals, including dependents and self-critics, m ay dem onstrate different
patterns o f impulsivity in various states (i.e., such as during suicide attempts). Therefore,
it was necessary to measure im pulsivity as a m ore stable characterological trait in
individuals characterized as dependent and self-critical.
The fact that im pulsivity has been defined and measured in m any ways has raised
questions about the scientific value and clinical utility o f this construct. In fact, many
researchers have made distinctions among different forms o f im pulsivity (Barratt, 1985;
D epue & Collins, 1999; Eysenck, 1987; Lecrubier, Braconnier, Said, & Payan, 1995;
Lorr & W anderlich, 1985). Since there continues to be a lack o f agreem ent on what
constitutes impulsivity, two com prehensive measures o f trait im pulsivity that break down
im pulsivity into a num ber o f constituent parts were utilized in the present study
(Dickman, 1990; W hiteside & Lynam, 2001).
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Dependency and self-criticism also reflect more characterological w ays o f
interacting in the world. Therefore, it was believed that individuals characterized as
dependent and self-critical m ay be characterized by different types or facets o f
impulsivity. The ability to organize the present conceptualization o f im pulsivity into
m any facets allowed analysis o f how such facets m ay be differentially related to
dependency and self-criticism . Differences in the identification with various facets o f
impulsivity among dependents and self-critics might be expected on the basis o f the
belief that pathological behaviors o f individuals who are dependent or self-critical result
from different preoccupations, vulnerabilities, motivations, and characteristic patterns o f
interacting in their respective worlds.
Research Question 4: Is State Impulsivity Associated with Suicide Lethality?
The following two research questions involved the relationship between
impulsivity and suicide intent/lethality. M ore specifically, the present question
concerned w hether levels o f state impulsivity were associated with the intent and lethality
o f suicide attempts. I f differences existed between dependency and self-criticism with
regard to state impulsivity, then it was considered im portant to assess whether state
impulsivity was also associated with the lethality o f suicide attempts. Differences in the
am ount o f deliberation and planning associated with the suicidal acts o f dependents and
self-critics in the present sam ple were considered likely, based on B latt’s conceptual
model and prior research. D ifferences in suicidal behavior on the part o f self-critical and
dependent individuals could suggest that dependency, self-criticism , and state impulsivity
are associated with lethality o f suicide attempts in an important, and perhaps consistent,
manner.
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Research Question 5: Is Trait Im pulsivity Associated with Suicide Lethality?
The fifth research question concerned w hether different types o f im pulsivity were
related to differing levels o f intent and lethality between the suicide attempts o f
dependent and self-critical individuals. In other words, would the various facets o f trait
impulsivity account, in a systematic way, for suicidal lethality? If the personality
constructs o f dependency and self-criticism were shown to be related to different facets
o f impulsivity, then an issue o f great clinical importance w as w hether these particular
forms o f im pulsivity were also related to the lethality o f suicide attempts. W hereas state
im pulsivity involves im pulsive behavior at the time o f the suicide attempt, m easures o f
trait impulsivity assessed for various facets o f impulsivity that were viewed as being
stable personality traits not directly related to suicidal behavior. A ssessing w hether these
traits were related to dependency and self-criticism and suicidal behavior was important,
as these represent characteristics that could be assessed in an individual prior to the
initiation o f suicidal behavior, and therefore, could be used to predict the m anner in
which a given person would likely attem pt suicide, depending on the level o f
identification with dependent and/or self-critical personality traits.
Research Question 6: Can W e Predict Suicide Risk Based on Personality Characteristics?
A related sixth research question involved whether levels o f dependency, selfcriticism, and various forms o f trait im pulsivity could be reliably utilized to classify
individuals into low and high lethality groups. The ability to classify individuals into low
and high-risk groups along these dimensions would have significant clinical im plications
for suicide risk assessm ent and im proving the ability o f m ental health professionals to
respond in a clinically appropriate manner.
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The Effect o f Gender
Considering that males have been shown to have introjective or self-critical
personality configurations and females to have anaclitic or dependent personality
configurations (Blatt & Shichman, 1983), differences between males and fem ales w ith
dependent and self-critical personality styles were examined. Other investigators have
sim ilarly noted that women are m ore “social”; that is, more concerned w ith interpersonal
concerns and relationships, relative to men (Gilligan, 1982). W ith respect to suicide
lethality, M aris (1981) dem onstrated that salient failures for com pleted suicides by males
tended to revolve around work and achievement, both o f which are prim arily introjective
concerns. Fazaa and Page (2003) found that females generally displayed the same
patterns o f suicidal behavior as did individuals characterized as being dependent, w hereas
m ales generally showed patterns characteristic o f the self-critical profile. Controlling for
the effect o f gender, Fazaa and Page still found that dependent individuals engaged in
less lethal suicidal behavior than self-critical individuals. In the present study, it was
deem ed necessary to assess w hether the relationships am ong personality style,
im pulsivity, and suicide lethality held when gender was controlled for. The effect o f
gender was also im portant to consider, given that prior research has suggested that m ales
are generally much m ore likely to die from their attempts than are w om en (Beautrais,
2002; Health Canada, 1997), m ales are more likely to act im pulsively (Sim on et al.,
2001), and that impulsivity has been shown to be more im portant as a facilitator o f
suicidal behavior in men (Horesh et al., 1999).
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A lcohol & Substance Use
The effect o f alcohol or other drug use prior to attem pting suicide was also
assessed and controlled for in the present study. The rationale for the inclusion o f this
variable involved the disinhibiting effect o f substance use and its association with
im pulsive suicide attempts (Kendall, 1983). In addition, suicide attempts o f high medical
lethality are more com m on in individuals with mood disorders involving substance
m isuse (Elliott, Pages, Russo, & W ilson, 1996).
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CHAPTER II
Method
Participants
Participants in the present study consisted o f 96 students (13 males, 86 females)
recruited from undergraduate psychology courses at the U niversity o f W indsor, Ontario,
Canada. Although these students were recruited through psychology courses, not all
were psychology majors. Students that chose to enroll in these courses were required to
com plete a screening battery online in order to be eligible to participate in the studies
offered through the D epartm ent o f Psychology. An item w as included on this online
m easure that assessed for o n e’s personal experiences surrounding suicide. Response
options included having attem pted suicide in the past, having had thoughts but no actual
attempts, or having had no previous suicidal thoughts. In order to be a participant in the
present study, individuals had to indicate that they had attem pted suicide on some
occasion in the past on the screening item. Participants who simply had suicidal ideation
or a wish to attempt, but who did not engage in any actual attempt(s), were excluded from
the study. A suicide attem pt was defined using O ’Carroll, Berm an, M aris, M oscicki,
Tanney, and Silverm an’s (1996) definition, which can be sum m arized as a self-injurious
act with some evidence that the person intended to kill himself/herself.
A total o f 107 participants were contacted for participation. Two participants
chose not to participate since they had already accumulated their m axim um level o f
course credit. Six participants failed to show up for their scheduled sessions and efforts
at rescheduling were unsuccessful. Two participants believed that they attem pted
suicide, w hen in fact they sim ply had suicidal ideation with no actual attempt. For
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instance, these individuals reported behaviors such as holding a knife to their wrists, but
did not proceed to cut. Lastly, one individual denied having attem pted suicide despite
having indicated otherwise on the screening item. An effort was also m ade to obtain
participants through two counseling centres at the university in order to increase the
sam ple size and locate individuals outside the university’s psychology courses.
Therapists at these two counseling centres were asked to give their clients inform ation
about the study and ask them if they were interested in participating. Unfortunately, no
responses were received from either o f these centres; therefore, no participants were
obtained through these two sources. Participants com pleted the m easures described
below and, following departmental policy, received course bonus credits for
participation.
M easures
D ependency & Self-Criticism
The D epressive Experiences Questionnaire (DEQ: B latt et. al., 1976) is a 66
Likert-type item self-report questionnaire, which was developed to m easure dependency
and self-criticism (Appendix A). The DEQ is the most widely used instrum ent for
assessing dependency and self-criticism, which have been found to be nearly orthogonal
factors. The DEQ has been shown to have high internal consistency and test-retest
reliability (M ongrain & Zuroff, 1994; Z uroff et al., 1983), as well as convergent and
discrim inant validity (Blaney & Kutcher, 1991). Construct validity has been evidenced
in m any different contexts, including both clinical and non-clinical samples (M cCranie &
Bass, 1984; Z uroff & M ongrain, 1987; also see Blatt & Zuroff, 1992 for a review).
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State Impulsivity
Im pulsivity was m easured as both a state and a trait in the present study.
Im pulsivity as a state was m easured as described in the literature (Baca-Garcia et al.,
2001; Brown et al., 1991) by com bining two items o f the Beck Suicidal Intent Scale (SIS:
Beck, Beck, & Kovacs, 1975). This represented a more com plex index o f impulsivity
than found in other studies, which have typically defined im pulsive attempts as those
w ith a short period o f prem editation (from no prem editation to less than five minutes)
(Brent, 1987; O ’Donnell, Farmer, & Catalan, 1996; Simon et al., 2001). The SIS was
appropriate for the present study since this instrument was developed to measure suicide
intent associated with a previous suicide attempt. These two items are: 1) active
preparation for the attempt and 2) degree o f premeditation. As with all items o f the SIS,
each item is scored from 0 to 2. For active preparation involving the attempt, 0
represented none, 1 represented minimal to moderate, and 2 for extensive. W ith respect
to the degree o f premeditation, 0 represented none, 1 represented suicide contem plated
for 3 hours or less, and 2 for suicide contemplated for more than 3 hours. The two items
are presented in Appendix B.
Trait Im pulsivity
Im pulsivity Inventory. D ickm an’s Impulsivity Inventory (Dickman, 1990)
represented the first measure utilized to measure impulsivity as a long-standing
personality trait or characteristic (Appendix C). The Impulsivity Inventory is a 23-item
self-report scale developed to identify both positive and negative forms o f impulsivity,
and yields two facets o f impulsivity, functional im pulsivity (11 items) and dysfunctional
im pulsivity (12 items). Functional im pulsivity reflects the tendency to act with relatively
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little forethought w hen such a style is considered optimal. In contrast, dysfunctional
im pulsivity reflects the tendency to act with less forethought than m ost people o f ability
when this tendency is a source o f difficulty. An exam ple o f an item rated positively on
the functional im pulsivity scale is, “I would enjoy working at a job that required me to
make a lot o f split-second decisions.” A typical dysfunctional im pulsivity item, rated in
the positive direction is, “Often, I don’t spend enough tim e thinking over a situation
before I act.” Respondents were required to endorse “yes” if the particular item was
characteristic o f them and “no” if the item did not characteristically describe them.
Dickm an dem onstrated that both types o f im pulsivity could be reliably
distinguished within the self-report domain. Further, a low correlation between both
forms o f impulsivity (r.= .07) suggested that these two traits were sufficiently different to
be worth exam ining separately. Both factors evidenced good intem al-consistency
reliability (C ronbach’s Alpha =.83 for functional im pulsivity, C ronbach’s A lpha = .86 for
dysfunctional impulsivity). The scale also has dem onstrated high discrim inant validity,
as the two types o f im pulsivity differed in personality and cognitive correlates in
expected directions. One item was deleted in the present study on the dysfunctional
im pulsivity scale since it was worded incorrectly when adm inistered, resulting in a total
o f 11 items in the dysfunctional impulsivity scale.
The UPPS Impulsive Behavior Scale. The UPPS Im pulsive Behavior Scale
(W hiteside & Lynam, 2001) represented the second measure utilized to assess
im pulsivity as a personality trait (Appendix D). W hiteside and Lynam (2001) made a
com prehensive attempt to clarify the m ulti-faceted nature o f im pulsivity by investigating
the com m onalities across m any m easures that purport to measure im pulsivity and placing
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them in an all inclusive theory o f personality, the Five-Factor M odel o f Personality
(FFM: M cCrae & Costa, 1990). The 180 items assessing neuroticism , extraversion, and
conscientiousness from the N eo-PI-R (Costa & M cCrae, 1992) were adm inistered to a
large sample o f young adults, along with m any o f the m ost w idely used m easures o f
im pulsivity and additional items the authors believed were related to impulsivity.
Exploratory factor analyses identified four distinct personality facets associated with
im pulsive-like behavior. The prim acy factor, (lack of) prem editation, represents the m ost
frequent conceptualization o f impulsivity. This factor is believed to assess the tendency
to delay action in favor o f careful thinking and planning. The second factor, urgency,
reflects a tendency to com m it rash or regrettable actions as a result o f intense negative
affect. This is related to acting rashly while upset, and reflects dysfunctional behaviors
inspired by this negative affect. The third factor, sensation seeking, is com prised o f items
m easuring the tendency to seek excitement and adventure. Lastly, the fourth scale,
labeled (lack of) perseverance, includes items that assess o n e’s ability to rem ain w ith a
task until com pletion and avoid boredom. Respondents w ere required to rate each item
as “yes”, that it was reflective o f them, or “no”, that the item was not characteristic o f
them. Items were scored 1 for “ yes” and a 0 for “no” responses, w ith som e items on the
scales being reverse-scored.
Intent
The Intent and Precipitating Events Scale (Fazaa, 2001) is com prised o f 11 items
that assess the frequency o f suicide attempts, subjective lethality, m otivation for
attempting, the precipitating life events that triggered the suicidal attempt, and the level
o f intent to die via the attempt. Essentially, the items on this scale were chosen due to
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their relevance to the personality constructs dependency and self-criticism. The scale is
presented in Appendix E. W ith respect to intent, respondents are asked to rate “how
badly you wanted to die on the following scale with respect to your m ost serious suicide
attem pt” on a 10-point scale. A score o f 10 is representative o f w anting to die “very
badly,” with a score o f 0 representing wanting to die “not that badly.” A lthough m ost
items that were assessed for through this scale are not included as specific hypotheses,
additional analyses with these variables are presented in the Appendix.
Suicide Lethality
The lethality o f suicide attempts was assessed with the Risk-Rescue Rating Scale
(W eism an & Worden, 1972). The Risk-Rescue Rating Scale is a 10-item scale that
consists o f two dimensions (risk and rescue) with respect to actual suicidal behavior.
Suicide attempts are rated on each o f the ten items (five in each dim ension) based on a
detailed interview on the circumstances surrounding the suicidal act. Risk is a function
o f the method used in the attempt, the actual physical dam ages that occurred, and the
level o f treatm ent required. Rescue represents the probability o f discovery, or
circum stances o f the event that either facilitate or impede rescue. The resulting riskrescue score represents an overall rating o f suicide lethality that takes into account both
risk and rescue factors. The measure has demonstrated high inter-rater reliability (0.95),
and face validity that correlated well with other clinical and em pirical judgem ents
(W eism an & W orden, 1972). The scale has proven effective at discrim inating
significantly between those w ho had died and those who were alive after suicide
attempts. The Risk-Rescue rating Scale was also related to the level o f treatm ent
required after suicide attempts. The D rug and Chemical Ingestion Lethality chart
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(Fremouw, Perczel & Ellis, 1990) was used to assess the lethality o f suicide attempts
involving overdose.
Substance Use
D uring the research interview regarding the circum stances surrounding their
suicidal behavior, participants w ere asked to report on substance use prior to their most
serious suicide attempt. Alcohol consum ption was assessed by asking participants to
report on how m any glasses o f wine, bottle or cans o f beer, or drinks o f liquor they
consum ed in “the 3 hours before your suicide attem pt.” This item was taken directly
from Simon et al.’s (2001) study on characteristics o f im pulsive suicide attempts.
Respondents were also asked if they used ingested substances other than alcohol prior to
engaging in their m ost serious suicide attempt.
Procedure
Upon receiving the list o f individuals who reported previous suicide attempts
from the mass testing procedure, the researcher consecutively telephoned individuals on
the resulting list for possible participation in the present study. Participants were told that
the purpose o f the study was essentially to determ ine the circum stances surrounding
suicide attem pts and personality factors associated with suicidal behavior. Individuals
were then asked if they agreed to participate in the study in order to help further the state
o f knowledge and understanding in this area o f inquiry.
For those individuals w illing to participate (90% o f contacted individuals), a
consent form was provided. Further, the researcher attempted to verify that respondents
understood the consent form and answered any questions that participants had. Phone
numbers for various intervention agencies were provided on a resource sheet.
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Participants were also told that they could speak with the supervising psychologist or a
licensed clinical psychologist at any point in time if they becam e upset through their
participation in the study. The consent form clearly indicated that the study dealt with
matters that might be o f a sensitive nature and potentially upsetting to some people.
Therefore, participants were explicitly informed that their participation was com pletely
voluntary and that they would be free to refrain from answ ering any questions that they
wished to omit, or were free to w ithdraw from the study at any time, without penalty. If
participants chose to end the study prem aturely they were informed that they would still
receive their course credit.
Participants were further informed that the study involved a questionnaire
regarding dem ographic inform ation, a short interview about the specific m anner in which
they attempted suicide, two short questionnaires relating to circumstances surrounding
their suicidal behavior, and three questionnaires about how they generally experience
events in their lives (two trait im pulsivity measures and the DEQ). Participants were not
explicitly told in detail what the questionnaires attempted to measure, as the titles o f the
questionnaires were removed.
The author collected all the data.
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CHAPTER III
Results
Characteristics o f the Sam ple
There were a total o f 96 participants. The ratio between females and m ales was
approxim ately 6:1 (83 female and 13 male participants). The high rate o f female
attem pters relative to males is consistent with previous epidemiological research
indicating that females greatly outnum ber males in the frequency in which they attem pt
(W orld Health Organization, 1999). The high rate o f females com pared to males also
reflects the sex distribution o f students in the participant pool at the U niversity o f
W indsor. The mean age for all participants, with gender collapsed, was 23. M ore
specifically, the mean age for female participants was 24, and the mean age for male
participants was 21. The mean amount o f time between the study date and the most
serious suicide attempt was approxim ately 18 months. O ver h alf o f the participants
indicated that they had attem pted suicide on more than one separate occasion (54%).
Alternatively, 46% o f respondents reported that they had attem pted suicide on only one
occasion. The range o f suicide attempts in this sample was 1 to 10. The reader is
referred to Table 1 for a descriptive summary o f the sample.
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Table 1
Characteristics o f the Sample for Selected Variables

Dependency
Males
Females
Overall
Self-Criticism
Males
Females
Overall
State Impulsivity Total
Males
Females
Overall
Functional Impulsivity
Males
Females
Overall
Dysfunctional Impulsivity
Males
Females
Overall
UPPS (lack of) Premeditation
Males
Females
Overall
UPPS Urgency
Males
Females
Overall
UPPS Sensation Seeking
Males
Females
Overall
UPPS (lack of) Perseverance
Males
Females
Overall
Intent
Males
Females
Overall
Risk-Rescue Scores
Males
Females
Overall

M ean

SD

Min.

Max

Range

-.29
-.13
-.16

1.30
1.07
1.09

-2.69
-3.42
-3.42

1.72
1.79
1.79

4.41
5.20
5.20

.82
.53
.57

.99
1.03
1.03

-1.07
-2.18
-2.18

2.76
2.26
2.76

3.83
4.44
4.94

1.85
1.74
1.76

1.41
1.34
1.34

0
0
0

4
4
4

4
4
4

5.92
5.30
5.39

3.17
3.08
3.08

1
1
1

12
12
12

11
11
11

5.54
4.26
4.43

3.86
3.72
3.74

0
0
0

11
11
11

11
11
11

8.15
7.69
7.75

2.41
2.89
2.82

4
0
0

11
12
12

7
12
12

7.69
7.47
7.50
8.23
6.76
6.95

3.45
3.44
3.42
3.19
3.54
3.52

1
0
0
3
0
0

12
12
12
12
12
12

11
12
12
9
12
12

5.92
6.82
6.70

2.02
2.53
2.48

3
0
0

10
10
10

7
10
10

7.92
7.77
7.79

1.75
2.03
1.99

4
1
1

10
10
10

6
9
9

43.23
31.26
32.89

22.18
14.72
16.32

17
17
17

83
71
83

66
54
66
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N orm ality o f the Data
Statistical Analyses w ere perform ed using SPSS 10.0. As a prelim inary first step,
values o f skewness and kurtosis were obtained for the continuous independent and
dependent variables used in the analyses in order to investigate for assum ptions o f
normality. Table 2 presents the breakdown o f variables used in the analyses. A
histogram with a normal curve superim posed was also created for each variable in order
to visually inspect for violations o f normality. Skewness and kurtosis values were
converted to z-scores by dividing the skewness values by the skewness standard error and
dividing the kurtosis values by the kurtosis standard error, respectively. V alues greater
than 1.96 (p<.05) indicated substantial skewness and/or kurtosis, which was not detected
for any o f the variables in any o f the cells. Transform ations were not carried out since
the data met the assumption o f normality.
Since dependency and self-criticism were both m ajor predictors in the analyses, it
was important to ascertain their degree o f correlation. D ependency and self-criticism
were not significantly correlated, r = -.09, n = 96; ns. A sim ilar nonsignificant correlation
was observed between self-criticism and dependency after controlling for the effect o f
gender, r = -.086, n = 96; ns. The influence o f gender was controlled for in order to
exam ine w hether gender affected this relationship. Taken together, the present results
support the finding that both self-criticism and dependency are nearly orthogonal factors
(Blatt et al., 1976), and not related to gender in this sample.
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Table 2
Breakdown o f V ariables U sed in the Analyses
------- --------------------Continuous Variables

Categorical Variables

Independent Variables
Dependency
Self-Criticism
State Impulsivity Total
Functional Im pulsivity
Dysfunctional Impulsivity
Perseverance
Premeditation
Sensation Seeking
Urgency

Gender
Substance Use
D ichotom ized Dependency
D ichotom ized Self-Criticism
Levels o f State Impulsivity

Dependent V ariables
Intent
Risk
Rescue
Risk-Rescue
State Im pulsivity Total
Functional Impulsivity
Dysfunctional Impulsivity
Perseverance
Prem editation
Sensation Seeking
Urgency
Levels o f State Impulsivity
D ichotom ized Risk-Rescue

Note. Certain variables may be listed in multiple categories, depending on the specific research question
being tested and the statistical test utilized. Therefore, som e variables may be represented as both
independent and dependent variables, or, as both continuous and categorical in nature. Details are given in
each analysis.

Scoring
Continuous Variables
In general, the scales were scored so that a high score represented a higher score
on that particular rating. For instance, the DEQ was scored so that a higher score
reflected stronger identification with that personality construct. The higher one scored on
self-criticism, the m ore self-critical he or she was believed to be. The sam e was true for
dependency.
The addition o f the two items o f the Suicide Intent Scale (SIS) com prised the
continuous measure o f state im pulsivity (state impulsivity total). H igher absolute total
scores on these two items reflected a greater level o f prem editation and preparation with
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respect to suicidal acts, which meant lower levels o f impulsivity. This total score was
also categorized into impulsive, moderate level o f impulsivity, and impulsive levels.
On D ickm an’s Im pulsivity Inventory, higher scores indicated higher levels o f
both functional and dysfunctional impulsivity.
The UPPS Im pulsive Behavior Scale yields four factor scores, two o f w hich were
reverse scored. For instance, scoring high on UPPS prem editation and perseverance was
associated w ith lower levels o f prem editation (e.g., deliberation) and perseverance (e.g.,
focus). A lternatively, scoring high on UPPS urgency and sensation seeking was
associated w ith greater levels o f feeling strong impulses under conditions o f negative
affect and excitem ent seeking, respectively.
The Risk-Rescue R ating Scale was scored such that a high score reflected a more
lethal suicide attempt. The three subscales, risk, rescue, and risk-rescue were scored in
the sam e way. A ccordingly, a high-risk score indicated a m ore medically serious
attempt, w hereas a high rescue score indicated a greater chance o f being discovered
before death w ould occur, or would make death highly unlikely. G reater risk-rescue
scores are associated with m ore lethal suicide attempts.
Level o f intent was rated on a 10-point scale such that a higher level o f intent was
associated w ith a greater w ish to die. Low er intent scores indicated that respondents did
not wish to die as “badly,” com pared to persons scoring higher on this scale.
Categorical Variables
State im pulsivity, as measured by the addition o f two items o f the SIS, was also
classified into three levels. This variable was coded a 1 if the attempt was non-im pulsive
(sum o f scores o f 3 and greater), a 2 if the attempt was characterized by intermediate
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levels o f impulsivity (total sum o f scores o f 1 or 2), and a 3 if the attem pt was
characterized by high levels o f im pulsivity (sum o f scores equal to 0).
The responses o f participants were coded as a 1 if they did not endorse using any
substance prior to attem pting and 2 if they indicated using either alcohol or other illicit
drugs prior to attempting suicide. Although the am ount o f substances consum ed was
asked o f participants through this measure, this amount was difficult to quantify when
substances other than alcohol were consumed. In addition, participants often experienced
difficulty in recalling the num ber o f alcoholic drinks consumed.
Levels o f dependency, self-criticism, and overall lethality (risk-rescue score) were
continuous variables that were also dichotom ized into low and high in order to perform
additional statistical operations. M edian splits were utilized to dichotom ize each o f these
variables into low and high levels. These variables were coded so that a score o f 1
reflected a low score on that variable and a score o f 2 reflected the higher end o f scores
for that particular variable.
The scoring system utilized in the present study, w hether variables were
continuous or categorical in nature, was carried out in accordance with past use and
accepted procedures (e.g., B aca-G arcia et al., 2001; Blatt et al., 1976; Dickm an, 1990;
Fazaa & Page, 2003; Simon et al., 2001; W eism an & W orden, 1972; W hiteside &
Lynam, 2001).
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Correlations
Correlations am ong the independent and dependent variables were calculated and
are reported in Table 3. Significant correlations at the .05, .01 and .001 levels o f
significance are noted.
Table 3

s-c

1.0

Dep.
State Imp.
Total
Functional
Imp.
D ysfunct.
Imp.
(lack of)
Premedit.
U rgency
Sensation
Seeking
(lack o f)
Persever.
Intent
RiskR escue

-.09

.04
.26**
-.05
38***
.03

1.0

-.40***

1.0

-.39***

-.12

1.0

.17

- . 01

.12

1.0

-.16

.04

.05

_ 5 9 ***

.2 1 *
-.19

-.15

_ 3 4 **+

-.07

.24*
34***

-.14
-.27**

.18

.06
46***

-.10

.07

3g***
43***

.12

.32**

.61***
.03
-.42***
.05
.14

1.0

-.47***

1.0

-.01

-.01

42***

-.39***

.12

.01

.01

-.01

1.0

.15
.23*
.12

*_P<.05 Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed)
** pc.Ol Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
*** gc.001 Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
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T otal
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Research Questions
Research Question 1: Suicidal Subgroups? Personality Style & Suicide Lethality
Differences in the intent and lethality o f suicidal acts on the part o f individuals
characterized as dependent and/or self-critical were assessed. If differences along these
two param eters o f suicidality existed, this was believed to be suggestive o f the existence
o f two distinctive subgroups o f suicidal individuals along anaclitic and introjective
personality dim ensions. A series o f Pearson r correlations were com puted to determine
the relationship between dependency, self-criticism, intent, and lethality. Dependency
was positively correlated with rescue scores (r = .25, n = 96, p<.05), and negatively
correlated with risk (r = -.22, n = 96, p<.05), and risk-rescue scores(r = -.27, n = 96,
P < .0 1). D ependency was unrelated to intent, r = -. 14, n = 96, ns. In contrast, selfcriticism was negatively correlated with rescue scores (r = -.30, n = 96, jK .O l), and
positively correlated with intent (r = .24, n = 96, p<.05), risk(r = .29, n = 96, p<.01), and
risk-rescue seores (r = .34, n = 96, p<.01). Taken together, these results suggested that
increases in dependency were associated with suicide attempts characterized by higher
rescue potential and lower risk, whereas those scoring higher on self-criticism evidenced
lower rescue potential, and greater intent and medical risk associated with their attempts.
Further, the pattern o f these correlations suggests that hom ogeneous subgroups o f suicide
atteinpters were evident and operational in the present sample.
Partial Pearson r correlations were also performed with the above variables; that
is, controlling for the possible influence o f gender and the presence o f substance use on
the day o f the most serious suicide attempt. The results yielded the identical pattern o f
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results observed above, indicating that gender and substance use did not appear to affect
the relationship between personality type with suicide intent or lethality.
Standard multiple regressions were also performed for each lethality measure
(intent, risk, rescue, risk-rescue), entered separately as the dependent variable for each
analysis. The predictors in each analysis were dependency, self-criticism , their
interaction, substance use, and gender. Substance use and gender w ere entered as
predictors to assess for any potential influence they might exert on the intent and lethality
o f suicide attempts. Regression analyses were utilized in order to determ ine if
personality style could be used to effectively predict intent and lethality ratings. N either
independent variable was significant on its own in predicting intent, although the model
as a whole was, R2= .12, F(5, 90) = 2.30, p<.05. The model yielded a significant
prediction o f risk scores; that is, how deadly the most serious suicide attem pt was, R 2 =
.14, F(5, 90) = 3.03, £<.01. Self-criticism was the only significant predictor in the model
in predicting risk scores (g = .29, t = 2.45, £<.05). Dependency (g = .26, t = 2.27, £<.05),
self-criticism (g = -.29, t = -2.85, £<.01), and gender (g = -.24, t = -2.53, £<.05) were
found to be significant predictors o f rescue scores; that is, factors which serve to reduce
the medical risk associated with suicide attempts, R 2= .20, F(5, 90) = 4.48, £<.01.
Similarly, dependency (g = -.26, t = -2.34, £<.05), self-criticism (g = .30, t = 3.01,
£<.01), and gender (g = .21, t = 2.21, £<.05) were significant predictors o f risk-rescue
scores, an overall lethality rating that took into account both variables o f risk and rescue,
R “ = .23, F(5, 90) = 5.23, £<.001. Substance was not a significant predictor in any o f the
models, suggesting that substance use on the day o f suicide attempts m ay not be related
to the intent and lethality o f suicidal behavior.
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Since gender was associated w ith the lethality o f suicidal behavior(rescue and
risk-rescue scores), it was necessary to see if the relationship between dependency/self
criticism and suicide lethality held w hen analyzing males and females separately.
D ependency, self-criticism, and their interaction were entered as independent variables,
with risk-rescue scores entered as the dependent variable in each standard multiple
regression. For males, the model yielded a significant prediction o f risk-rescue scores, R 2
= .57, F(3, 9) = 4.00, p<.05. The model also yielded a significant prediction o f riskrescue scores for females, R 2 = . 11, F(3, 79) = 2.91, g<.05. Therefore, sim ilar effects
w ere observed for males and females, w ith respect to the relationship between
dependency, self-criticism, and the lethality o f attempts.
A 2 x 2 between subjects M ANOVA was perform ed to assess the nature o f
dependency and self-criticism differences along a num ber o f lethality indices. The
dependent variables included, intent, risk, rescue, and risk-rescue scores. Independent
variables were dichotom ized dependency (low and high) and self-criticism (low and
high). The findings were consistent w ith the correlations and regressions performed.
W ith the use o f W ilks’ criterion, the com bined (composite) dependent variables were
significantly affected by both dependency (W ilks’ Lam bda = .94, F(4, 8 8 ) = 2.34, g<.05),
and self-criticism (W ilks’ Lam bda = .89, F(4, 8 8 ) = 2.84, p<.05), but not their interaction.
Significant univariate effects for the dependency multivariate effect included risk (F (l,
91) = 3.42, g c.0 5 ) and risk-rescue scores (F (l, 91) = 4.50, g<.05). Thus, individuals
scoring higher on dependency tended to engage in suicidal attempts rated as less lethal.
Significant univariate effects for the self-criticism multivariate effect included risk (F (l,
91) = 4.90, g<.05), rescue (F (l, 91) = 10.29, g<.01), and risk-rescue scores (F (l, 91) =
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9.10, £<.01). In general, higher levels o f self-criticism were thus associated with higher
medical lethality (risk scores) and lower rescue potential, leading to greater overall
lethality ratings (risk-rescue scores). Figure 1 graphically depicts the com bined means
plots for low/high levels o f dependency and self-criticism w ith risk-rescue scores.
Figure 1
Combined M eans Plot for Personality Levels & Risk-Rescue Scores

Dependency
Self-Criticism

26
Low

High

Levels of Dependency & Self-Criticism

In general, self-critics endorsed a higher intent to die than dependent individuals, and
furthermore, self-critics attem pted in ways that eventuated in greater levels o f lethality
than their dependent counterparts. This was true for both males and females in this
sample.
Research Question 2: The Im pulsive N ature o f Suicide A ttem pts A m ong Dependents &
Self-Critics
If B latt’s conceptual model was effective at dem onstrating that dependent and
self-critical individuals represent two distinctive groups o f suicidal individuals, then it
was hypothesized that dependent and self-critical individuals might also differ in the
am ount o f time thought about attem pting suicide, as well as the degree o f planning
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associated w ith suicidal acts. In order to determine the existence o f and/or the nature o f
the relationship between dependency, self-criticism and the level o f
planning/prem editation in the hours preceding the most serious suicide attempt, a num ber
o f Pearson r correlations were initially calculated. There was a significant negative
relationship between dependency and state im pulsivity total (r = -.40, n = 96, £><.01), and
a significant positive relationship observed between self-criticism and state im pulsivity
total (r = .35, n = 96, p<.01).
A series o f partial Pearson r correlations verified that the relationship between
dependency and state im pulsivity total, p r = -.38, n = 96, £<.01, and between selfcriticism and state im pulsivity total, p r = .36, n = 96, p<.01, remained significant after
controlling for gender and the presence o f substance use on the day o f the suicide
attempt. The results suggested that persons scoring higher on self-criticism engaged in
greater prem editation and planned the m anner in which they ultim ately attempted,
relative to those who scored lower on self-criticism. The opposite pattern was apparent
for those scoring higher on dependency, who tended to engage in less planning and
prem editation on the day o f their attempts. M oreover, the relationship between
personality style and level o f premeditation or planning held independent o f the effects o f
gender and substance use.
Chi-square tests w ere com puted to determine if levels o f dependency and selfcriticism were associated w ith levels o f state impulsivity. Two separate chi-square tests
were run by entering dichotom ized dependency and self-criticism (two levels: low and
high for each variable), w ith levels o f state im pulsivity (three levels: non-im pulsive,
intermediate, and impulsive) as variables in each analysis. There was a significant
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relationship between levels o f dependency with levels o f state impulsivity ( x (2, N = 96)

= 7.47, p<.05), and between levels o f self-criticism with levels o f state im pulsivity (x 2(2,
N = 96) = 7.49, p<.05). Individuals who scored lower on dependency tended to engage
in m ore attem pts characterized as non-im pulsive, whereas those with higher levels o f
dependency displayed suicide attempts characterized by m ore intermediate and high
levels o f impulsivity. In addition, persons who scored higher on self-criticism appeared
to engage in less im pulsive attempts; therefore, these individuals engaged in greater
levels o f deliberation and preparation with respect to their attempts.
Tw o one-w ay ANOVAs, w ith dichotom ized dependency and self-criticism
entered as independent variables, and state im pulsivity total entered as the dependent
variable in each analysis, were carried out. This analysis was carried out to help
determ ine w hether levels o f dependency and self-criticism could be used to predict the
im pulsive nature o f suicide attempts. Consistent with the correlations chi-square tests
perform ed, significant relationships were observed between dependency and state
im pulsivity total, F (l, 94) = 7.56, £><.01, and between self-criticism and state impulsivity
total, F (l, 94) = 7.58, p< .01. Figure 2 displays the com bined means plots for levels o f
dependency and self-criticism w ith state impulsivity.
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Figure 2
Combined M eans Plot for Personality Levels & State Im pulsivity Total
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In general, higher dependency scores were associated with lower state im pulsivity totals.
Persons scoring high on dependency prem editated and planned out their acts less than
persons who scored lower on dependency. Individuals who scored higher on selfcriticism tended to dem onstrate higher state im pulsivity total scores, suggesting that they
engaged in greater prem editation and planning (low impulsivity) with respect to their
suicide attempts, com pared to individuals who scored at low er levels o f self-criticism.
Taken together, the results with respect to the nature o f the relationship between
dependency, self-criticism and the impulsive characteristics o f suicide attempts, revealed
that dependent and self-critical individuals differed in the am ount o f thought and
planning that w ent into their suicidal acts. Self-critical individuals, for instance,
generally deliberated longer about attem pting and engaged in m ore preparation for the
act, com pared to dependent individuals. Dependent individuals seemed to generally
attempt more abruptly and their suicide attempts involved little to no planning. It
therefore appeared that B latt’s conceptual model was able to address differences in the
am ount o f deliberation and planning related to suicidal behavior on the part o f
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dependents and self-critics. These findings also provided additional support for the
existence o f suicidal groups along anaclitic and introjective personality dim ensions, as
dependents and self-critics differed in the impulsive characteristics o f their respective
suicide attempts.
Research Q uestion 3: Im pulsivity Traits in Dependents & Self-Critics
D ickm an’s and W hiteside and Lynam ’s conceptualizations o f im pulsivity were
analyzed for their relationship w ith dependency and self-criticism. Taken together, they
broke down im pulsivity into six distinct facets. This conceptualization o f im pulsivity
therefore allow ed for analyses o f how such facets might be differentially related to
dependency and self-criticism , w hich would also be consistent with B latt’s conceptual
model.
D ickm an’s Im pulsivity Inventory. Dickman reduced impulsivity into two
constituent parts, nam ely functional and dysfunctional forms o f impulsivity. A series o f
Pearson r correlations were carried out between dependency, self-criticism , and
D ickm an’s functional and dysfunctional forms o f impulsivity. The results showed that
dependency was negatively correlated with functional im pulsivity (r = -.39, n = 96,
£<.01), and displayed no relationship with dysfunctional im pulsivity (r = .17, n = 96, ns).
On the other hand, self-criticism was unrelated to functional im pulsivity (r = .04, n = 96,
ns), but showed a positive correlation with dysfunctional im pulsivity (r = .26, n = 96,
£<.05).
Partial Pearson r correlations, controlling for gender, revealed the identical pattern
observed above. D ependency rem ained negatively correlated w ith functional
im pulsivity, p r = -.38, n = 96, £<.01, while self-criticism rem ained correlated positively
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with dysfunctional im pulsivity, pr = .25, n = 96, p<.05. The relationship between
dependency and dysfunctional impulsivity remained insignificant (pr = .17, n = 96, ns),
as was the relationship betw een self-criticism and functional impulsivity (pr = .03, n =
96, ns). In general, the pattern o f correlations thus suggested that the higher that one
scored on dependency, the low er one was likely to score on functional impulsivity,
whereas the higher one scored on self-criticism, the greater the level o f expected
dysfunctional impulsivity. In other words, w hen the situation dem ands appropriate quick
decision making, dependent individuals tend to be ineffective. Those who score higher
on self-criticism are likely to act with less forethought than m ost people, w hich then leads
to inappropriate action that is a source o f difficulty. Therefore, those who scored high on
either dependency or self-criticism do not benefit from functional or dysfunctional
impulsivity, as dependency is related to low functional im pulsivity and self-criticism to
higher dysfunctional impulsivity.
In order to determ ine w hether dependency and self-criticism scores were
predictive o f functional and dysfunctional impulsivity scores, a series o f standard
m ultiple regressions were also performed. M ultiple regressions represented another
approach for assessing the relationship between dependency and self-criticism with
functional and dysfunctional impulsivity. Functional and dysfunctional im pulsivity were
entered as dependent variables in each analysis. The independent variables for each
analysis included dependency, self-criticism, their interaction, and gender. G ender was
entered as a predictor sim ultaneously with dependency and self-criticism in order to
assess for any potential influence that it might exert. Tables 4 and 5 display the
unstandardized regression coefficients, the standardized regression coefficients, the
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squared semi partial correlations (sr2), and R, R 2, and adjusted R2. The model predicting
functional impulsivity scores was significant, R2= .16, F(4, 90) = 4.24, £<.01, w ith only
dependency being a significant predictor in the model (p<.01). The model predicting
dysfunctional im pulsivity scores was also significant, R2= .14, F(4, 90) = 3.48, p<.01,
w ith dependency and self-criticism both being significant predictors in the model (£<.05).
Table 4
Standard Regression on Functional Impulsivity by Dependency. Self-Criticism, their
Interaction. & Gender

Variable

B

Dependency
Self-Criticism
Dependency X
Self-Criticism

- 1.21
.08

-.43
.03

.21

.10

.00
.01

.58

.07

.00

Gender

s r 2 (unique)

R 2= .16
Adjusted R 2= .12
R = .40
* £<.05, ** £<.01, *** £ < .001
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Table 5

Interaction. & Gender

Variable

B

a

s r 2 (unique)

D ependency
Self-Criticism
D ependency X
Self-Criticism

.97
.77
-.47

.39
.38
.31

.07*
.04*
.02

.83

1.09

.01

Gender
R 2= .13
A djusted R 2= .10
R = .37
* £<.05, ** £<.01, *** £<.001

A 2 x 2 between-subjects M ANOVA was also carried out to help determ ine the
nature o f the relationship between differences in levels o f dependency and self-criticism
(independent variables w ith low and high levels each) with functional and dysfunctional
im pulsivity (dependent variables). W ith the use o f W ilks’ criterion, the com bined
dependent variables were significantly affected by both dependency (W ilks’ Lam bda =
.89, F(2, 90) = 5.80, p<.01) and self-criticism (W ilks’ Lam bda = .94, F(2, 90) = 3.12,
P<.05), but not their interaction. These results were consistent with those obtained
through correlations and m ultiple regressions noted above. Significant univariate effects
for the dependency m ultivariate effect involved only functional impulsivity, F (l, 91) =
10.29, g< .01. Analysis o f the means plot, see Figure 3, suggests that persons w ho score
low er on dependency display higher levels o f functional impulsivity, whereas persons
who score higher on dependency evidence lower levels o f functional impulsivity.
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Figure 3
M eans Plot for Levels o f D ependency & Functional Impulsivity
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A lternatively, significant univariate effects for the self-criticism m ultivariate effect
involved only dysfunctional impulsivity, F (l, 91) = 5.82, p<.05. Analysis o f Figure 4
indicates that individuals who score lower on self-criticism tend to dem onstrate lower
dysfunctional im pulsivity scores, in contrast to individuals who score higher on selfcriticism and evidence increased levels o f dysfunctional impulsivity.
Figure 4
M eans Plot for Levels o f Self-Criticism & Dysfunctional Im pulsivity
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In general, it appeared that dependents and self-critics differed in im pulsive
character traits, as assessed by D ickm an’s functional and dysfunctional im pulsivity
dim ensions. Individuals scoring at the lower level o f dependency were characterized by
higher levels o f functional impulsivity, com pared with those scoring at the upper levels o f
dependency. This suggested that the more one identified with the characteristics o f
dependency, the less likely such an individual would be to act quickly w ithout much
forethought when the situation required in order to experience a desirable outcome.
Surprisingly, greater identification with self-criticism was associated w ith greater
endorsem ent o f dysfunctional impulsivity. In other words, individuals who scored at the
upper end o f self-criticism were likely to act quickly, and this was often associated w ith a
less favorable outcome.
The Four Facets o f the UPPS Impulsive Behavior Scale. In an attem pt to “break
dow n” the notion o f impulsivity, W hiteside and Lynam identified four distinct facets o f
im pulsivity (urgency, sensation seeking, prem editation, and perseverance). A series o f
Pearson r correlations were calculated between dependency, self-criticism , and the four
facets o f the UPPS Im pulsive Behavior Scale in order first to achieve a general sense o f
how dependency and self-criticism related to different facets o f im pulsivity as a
characterological trait. D ependency showed a significant positive association w ith only
urgency, r = .2 2 , n = 96, p<.05. Self-criticism sim ilarly showed a significant positive
relationship with urgency, r = .38, n = 96, p<.01. In addition, there was a significant
negative correlation between self-criticism and (lack of) perseverance, r = -. 3 4 , n = 96,
p<.01.
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Sim ilar results were obtained after com puting partial Pearson r correlations with
gender controlled for. That is, higher levels o f both dependency (pr = -.22, n = 96, p<.05)
and self-criticism (pr = .38, n = 96, p<.01) appeared to be related to higher levels o f
urgency. However, only higher levels o f self-criticism were related to low er levels o f
(lack of) perseverance (pr = -.33, n = 96, p<.01).
Standard m ultiple regressions were preform ed with each o f the four facets o f the
UPPS Impulsive Behavior Scale entered separately as dependent variables. The
independent variables for each analysis included dependency, self-criticism , their
interaction, and gender. The regression analyses were used to determ ine if dependency
and self-criticism were adequate predictors o f UPPS facets o f im pulsivity. Consistent
with the correlations preformed, dependency, self-criticism, their interaction, and gender
were not significant predictors o f (lack of) premeditation, (R 2= .09, F(4, 91) = 2.31, ns),
or sensation seeking (R 2 = .06, F(4, 91) = 1.38, ns). The model yielded a significant
prediction o f urgency, R 2= .22, F (4 ,91) = 6.34, p<.01, with both dependency and selfcriticism (p<. 0 1 ), but not their interaction or gender being significant predictors (p>.05).
The model was also a significant predictor o f (lack of) perseverance, R2= .15, F(4, 91) =
3.98, p<.01. Self-criticism was the only significant predictor in the model in predicting
(lack of) perseverance (p<.01). Tables 6 and 7 display the unstandardized regression
coefficients, the standardized regression coefficients, the squared sem i partial correlations
( s r ) , and R, R , and adjusted R“. Gender failed to reach significance as a predictor in any
o f the above regression models.
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Table 6
Standard Regression on UPPS Urgency bv Dependency. Self-Criticism, their Interaction.
& Gender

Variable
D ependency
Self-Criticism
Dependency X
Self-Criticism
G ender

B

s r 2 (unique)
.07**
12 ***

-.31

.32
.37
-.14

-.23

-.0 2

.00

.99
1.22

.01

R 2= .22
A djusted R 2 = .18
R = .47
* £<.05, ** £<.01, *** £<.001

Table 7
Standard Regression on UPPS (lack of) Perseverance bv D ependency. Self-Criticism.
their Interaction. & Gender

Variable

B

D ependency
Self-Criticism
D ependency X
Self-Criticism

-.07
-.92
-.25

o cn
r r

.13***

-.15

.01

Gender

-.84

-.12

.01

s r 2 (unique)
.00

00

R 2= .15
A djusted R 2= .11
R = .39
* £<.05, ** £<.01, *** £<.001
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In order to determ ine the nature o f the relationship between dependency, selfcriticism , and the four facets o f the UPPS Impulsive B ehavior Scale, a 2 x 2 between
subjects M ANOVA was computed. The four dependent variables included urgency,
sensation seeking, (lack of) premeditation, and (lack of) perseverance. The independent
variables consisted o f dichotom ized dependency (low and high) and self-criticism (low
and high). W ith the use o f W ilks’ criterion, the com bined dependent variables were
significantly affected by both dependency (W ilks’ Lambda = .8 6 , F(4, 89) = 3.60, p<.01)
and self-criticism (W ilks’ Lam bda = .79, F(4, 89) = 5.95, p<.01), but not their interaction.
Significant univariate effects for the dependency m ultivariate effect included urgency
(F (l, 92) = 7.19, p<.01) and sensation seeking (F (l, 92) = 3.61, p<.05), but not for (lack
of) perseverance or (lack of) premeditation. Figure 5 depicts the means plot for levels o f
dependency, urgency, and sensation seeking. Inspection o f the figure suggests that
individuals who score on the higher levels o f dependency endorse a greater sense o f
urgency, and further, that they have lower sensation seeking interests.
Figure 5
M eans Plot for Levels o f D ependency with UPPS U rgency & Sensation Seeking
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Significant univariate effects for the self-criticism m ultivariate effect included urgency
(F (l, 92) = 20.2, p<.01) and (lack of) perseverance (F (l, 92) = 8.22, £<.01), but not (lack
of) prem editation or sensation seeking. The means plot for these significant univariate
effects, w ith respect to self-criticism and UPPS facets o f impulsivity, have been merged
together and plotted in Figure 6 .
Figure 6
M eans Plot for Levels o f Self-Criticism with UPPS U rgency & Perseverance
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Taken together, the data show that those individuals who score lower on self-criticism
display low er urgency scores, and further, that they endorse a greater lack o f
perseverance.
D ependency and self-criticism were thus differentially related to different facets
o f im pulsivity as assessed by the UPPS Impulsive Behavior Scale. In general,
individuals who scored higher on dependency were shown to score higher on urgency
and reported having a low er tendency to seek excitem ent and adventure. Dependency
was unrelated to the other two facets o f impulsivity. Interestingly, self-critics were also
found to score higher on urgency, compared to individuals who scored low er on self-
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criticism. Further, individuals who scored higher on self-criticism tended to endorse a
greater level o f perseverance. Therefore, both dependents and self-critics appeared
m otivated to solve their problem s immediately; however, self-critics appeared better able
to remain on task until com pletion.
Research Question 4: Is State Impulsivity Associated with Suicide Lethality?
It was considered im portant to assess w hether im pulsivity associated w ith actual
suicide attempts (state impulsivity) was related to suicidal intent and lethality, especially
since dependents and self-critics were shown to differ with respect to state im pulsivity in
the present data. A num ber o f Pearson r correlations were therefore com puted between
state im pulsivity total and a num ber o f variables related to suicide lethality (intent, risk,
rescue, and risk-rescue).
Significant positive correlations were observed between total level o f state
im pulsivity with intent (r = .36, n = 96, p<.01), risk scores (r = .38, n = 96, p<.01), and
risk-rescue scores (r = .43, n = 96, g<.01). N ot surprisingly, given these findings, state
im pulsivity total scores were negatively correlated with rescue scores, r = -.39, n = 96,
g c .O l. These correlations as a whole, suggested that greater levels o f prem editation and
planning w ere associated with a greater intent to die, greater medical risk, low er rescue
scores, and therefore, greater overall lethality scores (higher risk-rescue scores).
Partial Pearson r correlations were sim ilarly run w ith state im pulsivity total scores
and the various lethality m easures, controlling for both gender and the influence o f
substance use on the day o f individuals’ suicide attempts. Substance use was controlled
for since substance use on the day o f the actual suicidal behavior m ay have influenced the
im pulsive nature o f the suicidal act itself. Identical patterns o f results were observed.
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Interestingly, the correlation values were greater after controlling for these two variables,
suggesting that the relationship between state impulsivity and lethality w as not
confounded by gender or substance use. The reader is referred to Table 8 for results o f
the correlation analysis.
Table 8
Table o f Correlations between State Impulsivity Total & V arious M easures o f Lethality.
Before and A fter Controlling for Both Substance Use & G ender

R

Pr

Intent

.36***

3 9 ***

Risk

.38***

.41***

-.39***

. 4 0 ***

.43***

.45***

Rescue
Risk-Rescue

*** pc.OOl Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)

In support o f the above observations and to exam ine further, a chi-square test was
performed with levels o f state im pulsivity (non-impulsive, interm ediate, im pulsive) and
dichotom ized risk-rescue scores (low and high levels) entered as variables, yielding a
significant result, x “(2, N = 96) = 6.24, p<.05. A chi-square test w as conducted in order
to obtain a simple graphic portrayal o f group membership. The clustered bar chart, as
seen in Figure 7, indicates that the greatest magnitude o f highly lethal attem pts occurs in
the non-im pulsive category, whereas the low lethality attempts m ostly occur in the
im pulsive category. Visually, a downward trend is evident in lethality as attem pts
becom e m ore impulsive. In contrast, attempts are progressively less lethal as attempts
becom e m ore impulsive.
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Figure 7
Clustered B ar Chart o f Levels o f State Im pulsivity & Suicide Lethality
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A M ANOVA was perform ed to assess the relationship between level o f state
im pulsivity and various lethality indices, controlling for type I error. The independent
variable was state im pulsivity and included three levels: non-im pulsive, intermediate, and
impulsive. The four dependent variables included intent, risk, rescue, and risk-rescue.
W ith the use o f the W ilks’ criterion, the combined dependent variables were significantly
affected by level o f state im pulsivity (W ilks’ Lambda = .78, F ( 8 , 178) = 3.03, p<.01).
Table 9 presents the univariate effects for the state im pulsivity m ultivariate effect.
Table 9
Table o f Univariate Effects for the State Im pulsivity M ultivariate Effect on Lethality

Dependent Variable__________ Df_____________ F___________ Significance
Intent
(2 ,9 2 )
5.23
.007
Risk
(2 ,9 2 )
6.93
.002
Rescue
(2 ,9 2 )
6.20
.003
Risk-Rescue_______________(2, 92)____________7.82______________ .001
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Tukey H SD post hoc tests w ere run in order to m ore precisely determ ine the relationship
between levels o f state im pulsivity and suicide lethality. In general, Tukey results
showed that intent scores tended to decrease as suicide attem pts increased in impulsivity.
Further, as levels o f risk decreased, or as levels o f rescue increased, attempts were
characterized as being m ore impulsive. Therefore, as total lethality scores decreased
attem pts became m ore impulsive, whereas increases in lethality scores were associated
w ith less state impulsivity. Figure 8 depicts the means plots superim posed on each other
in order to display the differences in levels o f im pulsivity w ith associated indices o f
suicide lethality.
Figure 8
Com bined M eans Plot for Levels o f State Impulsivity with Intent. Risk. & Rescue Scores
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A few general patterns em erged between state im pulsivity and a num ber o f
variables o f suicide lethality. As attempts were characterized by increasing levels o f
impulsivity, there were associated decreases in the intent and lethality o f suicidal
behavior. M ore specifically, greater levels o f im pulsivity were associated with suicidal
behavior o f com paratively low er medical risk and com paratively higher rescue potential,
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eventuating in low overall lethality. Thus, the am ount o f planning and deliberation that
went into suicide attempts in the present data was an effective predictor o f suicide intent
and lethality.
Research Question 5: Is Trait Im pulsivity A ssociated with Suicide Lethality?
It was considered im portant to assess whether different facets o f im pulsivity were
related to suicidal intent and subsequent lethality o f suicide attempts, especially since
dependents and self-critics w ere shown to differ with respect to their endorsem ent o f
facets o f impulsivity, as assessed by D ickm an’s Im pulsivity Inventory and the UPPS
Impulsive Behavior Scale, in the present data.
D ickm an’s Impulsivity Inventory. D ickm an’s facets o f trait im pulsivity w ere
assessed for their relationship to various m easures o f suicidal intent and lethality through
a series o f Pearson r correlations. Functional impulsivity w as positively correlated with
risk (r = .20, n = 96, p<.05), and risk-rescue scores (r = .31, n = 96, £><.01), and
negatively correlated with rescue scores (r = -.35, n = 96, p<.01). Dysfunctional
impulsivity failed to reach significance w ith either measures o f intent or lethality. Taken
together, D ickm an’s functional im pulsivity facet seemed to be a sensitive measure for
discrim inating differences between m easures o f suicide lethality, but not intent.
Dysfunctional im pulsivity appeared to account for little variability w ith respect to the
intent and lethality o f suicide attempts. Interestingly, individuals who displayed higher
levels o f functional im pulsivity engaged in m ore lethal scenarios, as evidenced by higher
risk and lower rescue scores, leading to greater overall lethality scores. D ependent
individuals were previously shown to also score lower on functional impulsivity. Partial
Pearson r correlations, controlling for gender yielded sim ilar results between functional
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im pulsivity and risk (gr = .20, n = 96, g<.05), rescue (gr = -.34, n = 96, g<.01), and riskrescue scores (gr = .31, n = 96, g < .0 1 ).
In order to establish whether D ickm an’s Im pulsivity Inventory was an effective
predictor o f suicide lethality, a series o f standard m ultiple regressions were performed.
Functional impulsivity, dysfunctional impulsivity, their interaction, and gender were
entered as predictors, with intent, risk, rescue, and risk-rescue scores entered as
dependent variables in separate analyses. The com bination o f these independent
variables was a poor predictor as a whole with respect to intent (R 2 = .03, F(4, 90) = .96,
ns), and risk scores (R 2 = .09, F(4, 90) = 1.7, ns). The model, however, was a significant
predictor o f rescue (R“ = .20, F(4, 90) = 5.61, g<.01), and risk-rescue scores (R“ = .17,
F(4, 90) = 4.61, g<.01). See Tables 9 and 10 for the unstandardized regression
coefficients, the standardized regression coefficients, the squared semi partial correlations
(sr“), and R, R “, and adjusted R". It appeared that, for both o f the significant m odels
noted above, gender was the only significant predictor in each model (g<.05), suggesting
that gender m ay affect the relationship between D ickm an’s forms o f im pulsivity and
suicide lethality (rescue and risk-rescue scores).
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Table 10
Standard R egression on R escue Scores bv Functional Impulsivity. Dysfunctional
Impulsivity. their Interaction. & G ender

Variable

B

Functional Imp.
Dysfunctional Imp.
Functional Imp. X
Dysfunctional Imp.

-.06
.05

G ender

s r 2 (unique)
.01

-.01

-.16
.15
-.31

-.76

-.24

.06*

.01
.02

R 2= .20
A djusted R 2= .16
R = .45
* £<.05, ** £<.01, *** £<.001

Table 11
Standard Regression on Risk-Rescue Scores bv Functional Impulsivity. Dysfunctional
Impulsivity. their Interaction. & G ender

Variable

B

Functional Imp.
Dysfunctional Imp.
Functional Imp. X
Dysfunctional Imp.

.72
-.52
.16

-.1 2

.29

.01
.00
.01

10.54

.22

.05*

Gender

s r 2 (unique)
.14

R 2= .17
A djusted R 2= .13
R = .41
* £<.05, ** £<.01, *** £<.001
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Since gender was found to be an im portant predictor o f rescue and risk-rescue
scores both earlier and above, a sequential regression was em ployed in order to determine
if the addition o f D ickm an’s Im pulsivity Inventory would add any significant variability,
above and beyond that afforded by gender in the prediction o f risk-rescue scores. Riskrescue scores were chosen as the outcome variable because it represented the most
com prehensive measure o f suicide lethality assessed for in the present study, which took
into account the degree o f m edical risk and factors hindering or prom oting discovery
during suicide attempts. G ender was entered as a predictor on block 1, w ith functional
impulsivity, dysfunctional im pulsivity, and their interaction entered sim ultaneously on
block 2. A fter block 1, gender alone appeared to be a significant predictor o f risk-rescue
scores, R 2 = .06, F (l, 93) = 6.28, p<.05. The addition o f functional im pulsivity,
dysfunctional impulsivity, and their interaction on block 2 also added significantly to the
prediction o f overall lethality, R 2inc.= .17, Fjnc.(3, 90) = 3.86, p<.01. Therefore,
D ickm an’s forms o f im pulsivity represented im portant predictors o f lethality ratings,
beyond the contribution o f gender to suicide lethality.
The Four Facets o f the U PPS Impulsive Behavior Scale. The UPPS facets o f
im pulsivity were assessed for their relationship to various m easures o f suicidal intent and
lethality through a series o f Pearson r correlations. The UPPS Im pulsive Behavior Scale
did not appear to explain a significant am ount o f variability with respect to intent and
lethality measures. F or instance, Pearson r correlations perform ed with (lack of)
premeditation, urgency, and (lack of) perseverance with intent and lethality variables all
failed to reach statistical significance. Sensation seeking was found to be positively
correlated with intent (r = .23, n = 96, p<.05), and negatively correlated w ith rescue
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scores (r = -.23, n = 96, p<.05). This suggested that individuals who scored higher on
sensation seeking tended to dem onstrate a higher intent to die through their attempts, and
also evidenced lower rescue potential in the m anner in which they attempted suicide.
W hen controlling for gender, partial Pearson r correlations revealed sim ilar
relationships between the four facets o f the UPPS Impulsive Behavior Scale with suicidal
intent and lethality. That is, only the correlations between sensation seeking and intent
(pr = .23, n = 96, p<.05), and between sensation seeking and rescue scores (pr = -.20, n =
96, p<.05) were significant.
In order to establish w hether the UPPS Impulsive B ehavior Scale was an effective
predictor o f suicide lethality, a series o f standard multiple regressions were performed.
The four facets o f the UPPS Impulsive B ehavior Scale and the interaction between these
four facets, along with gender were entered as independent variables in each analysis.
Intent, risk, rescue, and risk-rescue scores were entered as the dependent variables in
separate analyses. The model with all the variables entered sim ultaneously appeared to
be a poor predictor o f intent (R 2 = .08, F( 6 , 89) = 1.21, ns), risk (R 2 = .06, F( 6 , 89) = .8 6 ,
ns), rescue (R2= .12, F( 6 , 89) = 1.93, ns), and risk-rescue scores (R2= .09, F( 6 , 89) =
1.39, ns). Therefore, it appeared that the UPPS Impulsive B ehavior Scale was a poor
predictor o f suicidal intent and lethality. This finding raises the possibility that breaking
dow n im pulsivity in this m anner is not fruitful with respect to predicting suicidality.

Lastly, a stepwise regression was perform ed in order to determ ine which aspects
o f trait im pulsivity were significantly associated with variables o f intent and lethality.
D ickm an’s two forms o f im pulsivity and the four facets o f the UPPS Im pulsive B ehavior
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Scale were all included in the potential predictor list. The probability o f F to enter into
the equation was set at alpha .05. Dependent variables for each separate analysis
included intent, risk, rescue, and risk-rescue scores. UPPS sensation seeking w as the
only significant predictor o f intent scores, R 2= .06, F (l, 92) = 5.79, p<.05. Functional
im pulsivity was the only significant variable to enter into the model in predicting risk (R 2
= .04, F (l, 93) = 3.99, p<.05), rescue (R2= .12, F (l, 93) = 12.94, p<.01), and risk-rescue
scores (R2= .10, F (l, 93) = 10.20, p<.01). Therefore, know ing levels o f functional
im pulsivity appeared to offer utility in predicting levels o f suicide risk and help seeking
behaviors m eant to sabotage the effectiveness o f suicide attempts (e.g., factors that
increase medical dam age o f attempts and those that increase rescue, such as calling an
am bulance after an attempt). Knowing scores on the UPPS Impulsive B ehavior Scale
appeared quite limited with respect to predicting behaviors associated w ith suicide, with
the exception o f offering some utility in the prediction o f intent scores.
In summary, different facets o f impulsivity were differentially related to the intent
and lethality o f suicide attempts. With respect to D ickm an’s Impulsivity Inventory,
dysfunctional impulsivity was a poor predictor o f suicide lethality. In contrast, functional
im pulsivity was associated w ith the risk o f attempts. G ender appeared as a better
predictor o f suicide lethality than either functional or dysfunctional im pulsivity; however,
the inclusion o f D ickm an’s Impulsivity Inventory added significant variability to the
prediction o f risk-rescue scores above and beyond the influence o f gender alone. In
contrast, the UPPS Im pulsive Behavior Scale was a poor predictor o f both suicidal intent
and lethality. UPPS sensation seeking was found to be associated positively w ith intent
and negatively w ith rescue scores; however, this scale in general was poor at predicting
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levels o f risk and rescue. W hen all six facets o f impulsivity were entered as potential
predictors in a stepwise regression to predict suicide lethality, only UPPS sensation
seeking was an adequate predictor o f intent, while functional impulsivity was an effective
predictor o f risk, rescue, and risk-rescue scores. Therefore, D ickm an’s Im pulsivity
Inventory appeared to be a m ore effective predictor o f suicidal behavior and lethality
com pared to the UPPS Im pulsive Behavior Scale.
Research Question 6 : Can W e Predict Suicide Risk Based on Personality Characteristics?
The last research question involved whether individuals could be correctly
classified into low and high lethality groups based on dependency, self-criticism, and
various trait im pulsivity scores. These particular variables were considered predictors
because these represent variables that could be assessed in individuals believed to be at
risk for suicidality prior to their actual attempts. As personality traits, the evidence
suggests that they are believed to be relatively stable. I f it could be shown that they
predict level o f suicidal lethality, appropriate intervention could then be taken early, that
is, prior to the initiation o f serious suicidal behavior.
Given that findings concerning the effectiveness o f various facets o f im pulsivity
in accounting for suicidal behavior were variable, it was im portant to determ ine which o f
the two measures o f trait im pulsivity to include in the analyses involving the
classification o f individuals according to level o f risk. As a first step, it w as im portant to
assess w hether the various facets o f trait im pulsivity account for significant variability
beyond the influence o f dependency and self-criticism in the prediction o f suicide
lethality. In the first wave o f analyses, the utility o f including D ickm an’s Im pulsivity
Inventory into the prediction o f suicide risk was assessed w ith a sequential regression.
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D ependency and self-criticism were entered as predictors on block 1, w ith functional and
dysfunctional im pulsivity entered sim ultaneously on block 2. The addition o f D ickm an’s
•y

Impulsivity Inventory added significantly to the prediction o f risk-rescue scores, R “jnc. =
•06, Fjnc. ( 2 , 90) = 3 .1 4 , p<.05. Table 12 displays the unstandardized regression
coefficients, the standardized regression coefficients, the squared semi partial correlations
(sr2), and R , R 2, and adjusted R2 after entry o f all independent variables.
Table 12
Sequential Regression on Risk-Rescue Scores bv D ependency. Self-Criticism. Functional
Impulsivity. & Dysfunctional Impulsivity

Variable

B

0

Dependency
Self-Criticism
Functional Imp.
Dysfunctional Imp.

-2.49
4.75
1.23
.27

-.17
.30
.23
.06

s r 2 (unique)
.02
.08**
.04*
.00

R 2= .23
A djusted R 2= .19
R = .48
* P<.05, ** £<.01, *** p<.001

In the second set o f analyses, the utility o f adding the UPPS Impulsive B ehavior
Scale to a suicide risk assessm ent that measured levels o f dependency and self-criticism
was tested with a sequential regression. Dependency and self-criticism were entered as
predictors on block 1, w ith all four facets o f the UPPS Im pulsive B ehavior Scale entering
sim ultaneously on block 2. The addition o f the UPPS Im pulsive Behavior Scale did not
appear to add any predictive pow er beyond that explained by levels o f dependency and
self-criticism, R “inc. = .02, Fjnc.(4, 89) = .54, ns.
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Next, the usefulness o f adding both the Dickm an Im pulsivity Inventory and the
UPPS Impulsive Behavior Scale to suicide risk assessm ents that assess for levels o f
dependency and self-criticism was examined. Once again, dependency and self-criticism
were entered on block 1 in a sequential regression, with all six variables o f trait
im pulsivity (functional impulsivity, dysfunctional im pulsivity, perseverance,
premeditation, sensation seeking, and urgency) entering sim ultaneously on block 2.
Interestingly, the addition o f all six trait im pulsivity variables did not account for
significant variability in risk-rescue scores, above and beyond that afforded by scores o f
dependency and self-criticism alone, R2jnc.= .09, Fjnc.(6, 86) = 1.80, ns. Based on
previous analyses, it appeared that it was w orthw hile and m ore parsim onious to add only
D ickm an’s Im pulsivity Inventory, and not the UPPS Impulsive B ehavior Scale, to suicide
risk assessm ent batteries that include the personality dim ensions dependency and selfcriticism.
Given the finding that the UPPS Im pulsive B ehavior Scale has been shown to be a
poor instrum ent in explaining variability associated w ith suicide risk in the present study,
it was excluded in the following analyses. A sequential direct logistic regression was
perform ed with dependency and self-criticism entered as predictors on block 1, w ith
functional and dysfunctional im pulsivity entered sim ultaneously on block 2. This
statistic was utilized in order to determ ine the effectiveness o f the model in classifying
individuals into low and high risk suicidal attem pters based on their past suicidal acts.
Risk-rescue scores were dichotom ized into high and low via a median split and served as
the dependent variable. A fter block 1, a test o f the model w ith dependency and selfcriticism as predictors was significant, x 2(2, N = 96) = 13.18, p<.01. Only 45% o f low
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lethality attempters were classified, whereas 80% o f high lethality attempters were
correctly classified according to the level o f lethality, yielding an overall classification
success rate o f 66%. The addition o f functional and dysfunctional im pulsivity as
additional predictors on block 2 added significantly to the classification o f level o f
lethality, x 2inc.(4, N = 96) = 6.08, £<.05. The Hosm er-Lem ershow G oodness-of-Fit Test
suggested that this model adequately represented the observed frequencies at the two
levels o f lethality, x 2 = 10.11, N = 96, £>.05. For instance, with all four predictors in the
model (dependency, self-criticism , functional impulsivity, and dysfunctional
impulsivity), 72.5% o f low lethality attempters and 78.2% o f high lethality attempters
were correctly classified according to the level o f lethality during their m ost serious
attempt, yielding an overall classification success rate o f 75.8%.
Lastly, there was the question o f w hether the four variables used in the preceding
analysis, in addition to the influence o f gender, would lead to a better overall prediction
rate o f suicide lethality. Once again, a direct logistic regression was utilized to determ ine
w hether know ing o n e’s gender, levels o f dependency and self-criticism , and functional
and dysfunctional im pulsivity could effectively classify individuals w ith respect to the
lethality o f their attempts. Adding gender to the four predictor model also eventuated in a
significant direct logistic regression, x (5, N = 96) = 20.62, £<.01, yielding an overall
classification percentage o f 74.7%; however, this was not significantly better than that
offered by the four predictor model.
In general D ickm an’s Impulsivity Inventory showed significant ability to predict
suicide lethality beyond the contribution o f dependency and self-criticism , w hereas the
UPPS Impulsive Behavior Scale did not, as assessed through a series o f sequential
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regressions. Once again, this result suggested that the UPPS Impulsive Behavior Scale
was not an effective predictor o f suicidal behavior. In fact, know ing levels o f
dependency, self-criticism, functional impulsivity, and dysfunctional im pulsivity led to a
more accurate classification o f low and high lethality suicide attempts without including
the UPPS Impulsive Behavior Scale, than when it was included. The four-predictor
model (dependency, self-criticism , functional impulsivity, and dysfunctional impulsivity)
provided for the simplest, econom ical, and m ost effective m ethod o f correctly classifying
the type o f suicidal scenario an individual engaged in. The conclusion is that individuals
could be classified according to level o f risk based on these four personality dim ensions
with a high rate o f success.
A dditional Analyses with G ender
A M ANOVA was perform ed to determine the relationship between gender
(independent variable) and a num ber o f personality correlates, as well as param eters o f
suicidal behavior. There were a total o f 12 dependent variables: dependency, selfcriticism , functional im pulsivity, dysfunctional impulsivity, the four facets o f the UPPS
Impulsive B ehavior Scale, intent, risk, rescue, and risk-rescue scores. W ith the use o f the
W ilks’ criterion, the com bined dependent variables were significantly affected by gender
(W ilks’ Lam bda = .74, F(12, 81) = 2.35, p<.05). Significant univariate effects for the
gender multivariate effect included rescue, F (l, 92) = 6.92, pc.01 and risk-rescue F (l, 92)
= 6.07, pc.O l. Taken together, m ales tended to evidence low er rescue scores and higher
risk-rescue scores, as com pared with females, who appeared to evidence the opposite
pattern. There was no relationship observed between gender with dependency and selfcriticism. The relationship between gender and self-criticism approached significance
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and suggested that suicidal males m ay be more self-critical then suicidal females.
Analysis o f the means plots also suggested that had the relationship between gender and
dependency been significant that females would have scored higher on dependency
relative to males, which would be consistent with previous research. The insignificant
results between gender and these two personality constructs m ay reflect the low num ber
o f m ales in this sample that served as a com parison to m any m ore females. In addition, it
is worthwhile to note that gender was not significantly related to m easures o f trait
impulsivity.
A chi-square test was com puted in order to assess for a relationship between
gender and levels o f state impulsivity. There was no relationship between gender and
level o f im pulsivity on the day o f the suicide attempt, x 2(2, N = 96) = .94, ns, suggesting
their was no difference in the am ount o f planning and prem editation betw een the suicide
attempts o f males and females.
Figure 9 displays the means for selected variables am ong m ales and fem ales in
the present sample.
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Figure 9
Overview o f G ender D ifferences
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A dditional Analyses with Substance Use
W hereas gender appeared to be associated with measures o f lethality, substance
use appeared to be m ore related to measures o f impulsivity. An exploratory M ANOVA
was performed to help determ ine the relationship between substance use (independent
variable) and a num ber o f personality correlates, as well as param eters o f suicidal
behavior. There were a total o f 12 dependent variables: dependency, self-criticism,
functional impulsivity, dysfunctional impulsivity, the four facets o f the UPPS Im pulsive
B ehavior Scale, intent, risk, rescue, and risk-rescue scores. W ith the use o f the W ilks’
criterion, the com bined dependent variables were significantly affected by the presence o f
substance use (W ilks’ Lam bda = .78, F(12, 81) = 1.96, p<.05). Significant univariate
effects for the substance use multivariate effect involved dysfunctional im pulsivity (F (l,
92) = 16.39, p<.01), UPPS (lack of) prem editation (F (l, 92) = 4.94, p<.05), and UPPS
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urgency (F (l, 92) = 3.86, p<.05). These findings suggested that those who used
substances on the day o f their m ost serious suicidal attem pt tended to score higher on
dysfunctional impulsivity, endorsed a greater lack o f premeditation, and experienced a
greater sense o f urgency. Those individuals who did not use substances on the day o f
their attem pt tended to engage in greater prem editation and planning, and did not appear
to have a great sense o f urgency.
No relationship was observed between substance use and levels o f state
im pulsivity, as evidenced through a non-significant chi-square test, x 2(2, N = 96) = 4.47,
ns. This finding suggested that substance use on the day o f participants’ actual suicide
attem pts had no bearing on the am ount o f deliberation and planning o f their suicidal acts.
Summary o f Results
The results o f the present study suggested that there were two distinctive suicidal
subgroups in the present sam ple o f suicide attempters, along anaclitic and introjective
personality dim ensions. The evidence to support this finding came from differences in
the m anner in which dependent and self-critical individuals attempted suicide, which
were often in clear contrast to each other. For instance, w ith respect to suicide lethality,
higher scores on dependency were associated with attempts o f low intent, higher rescue
potential, and low er m edical risk. This eventuated in suicide attempts characterized by
low overall lethality for dependent individuals. In contrast, higher scores on selfcriticism were associated w ith attempts o f greater intent to die, lower rescue potential,
and higher m edical risk, resulting in higher levels o f overall lethality. The overall
lethality o f suicide attempts w as influenced by the m anner in which suicide attempts were
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carried out as assessed by both risk and rescue factors, in addition to the level o f planning
and prem editation that w ent into the act.
Dependent and self-critical individuals differed in the am ount o f time they
contem plated and prepared for suicidal action. D ependents seemed to engage in little
deliberation and planning o f their suicidal acts, com pared to self-critical individuals.
Self-critical individuals reported engaging in greater levels o f deliberation about
attem pting and, further, took active preparations in advance o f their suicidal act; e.g.,
saving pills over time to use in their attempt.
There were also differences when considering im pulsivity at the trait level, as
opposed to im pulsivity as a state. On D ickm an’s Im pulsivity Inventory, individuals
scoring lower on dependency dem onstrated higher levels o f functional im pulsivity
com pared to those scoring higher on dependency, whereas individuals scoring higher on
self-criticism relative to those scoring low on self-criticism tended to dem onstrate higher
dysfunctional impulsivity scores. Those who scored higher on dependency displayed
impairment in functional im pulsivity, in contrast to self-critical individuals who typically
displayed dysfunctional im pulsivity but still endorsed norm al levels o f functional
impulsivity. These findings show that dependent individuals experience difficulty in
responding in both a quick and appropriate m anner when the situation warrants such
action, whereas self-critical individuals seem to respond overly quickly and experience a
negative outcom e as a result during times when an im m ediate response is not warranted.
W ith respect to the U PPS Impulsive Behavior Scale, both dependency and selfcriticism were positively associated with scores on urgency. Self-criticism was also
negatively associated w ith (lack of) perseverance. Taken together, it appears that both
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dependent and self-critical individuals typically experience a sense o f urgency to resolve
a problem, but that self-critical individuals experience more success at carrying out their
solution to com pletion. In addition, state impulsivity scores suggested that self-critics
were less im pulsive in the m anner in which they ultim ately attempted suicide than
dependents. In other words, although both types o f individuals appeared equally
distressed and felt a sense o f urgency to solve their problem s, dependent and self-critical
individuals sought to resolve those feelings in very different w ays, as assessed by the
m anner in which they ultim ately carried out their suicidal acts.
N ext, the analyses suggested that suicide attempts that were im pulsive (state
im pulsivity); that is, involving little prem editation and planning, w ere consistently
characterized by low m edical risk and high rescue potential. Dependents were also
shown to have acted m ore im pulsively at the time o f their suicide attempts, and this
finding m ay provide one explanation as to why they were shown to engage in less serious
suicidal behavior. In contrast, the attempts o f self-critics did not tend to be im pulsive and
were characterized as being m ore serious in nature or m ore likely lethal. In general,
greater preparation and deliberation with respect to suicidal acts were associated w ith
m ore m edically dangerous attempts.
Trait measures o f impulsivity, as assessed by D ickm an’s Im pulsivity Inventory
and the UPPS Impulsive Behavior Scale, were also found to be differentially associated
with the lethality o f suicide attempts. For instance, functional im pulsivity w as found to
be positively associated with risk scores and negatively w ith rescue scores. This suggests
that acting abruptly in situations where such behavior is appropriate is associated w ith
greater suicidal risk and low er rescue potential o f suicide attempts. D ependency was
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negatively correlated w ith functional impulsivity, suggesting that the low risk and high
rescue scores obtained by dependent individuals may be related to their low levels o f
functional impulsivity. Therefore, functional impulsivity m ay help greatly to explain the
relationship between trait im pulsivity and suicide lethality. For instance, functional
im pulsivity was positively correlated with lethality scores, whereas dysfunctional
im pulsivity was not. Dysfunctional impulsivity appeared unrelated to suicide lethality.
The relationship between scores on the UPPS Impulsive Behavior Scale and
suicidal behavior w as negligible. Sensation seeking was the only significant predictor o f
suicidal intent and lethality; however, this result was observed only w ith som e statistical
tests and not others. Sensation seeking was positively related with intent and negatively
correlated with rescue scores. Therefore, the higher an individual scored on sensation
seeking, the greater the likelihood that the individual would have endorsed a serious
desire to die, and would have attempted suicide in a m anner that impeded chances for
rescue. D ependents and self-critics were not shown to differ with respect to sensation
seeking. In general, it thus appeared that D ickm an’s forms o f impulsivity were effective
predictors o f suicidal behavior, whereas the UPPS Impulsive Behavior Scale was a poor
overall predictor o f suicide intent and lethality.
It appeared that levels o f functional and dysfunctional impulsivity were valuable
in predicting suicide lethality above and beyond the contribution o f dependency and selfcriticism . In contrast, the facets o f impulsivity com prising the UPPS Impulsive Behavior
Scale did not contribute or add significant variability in accounting for suicide intent and
lethality beyond that o f know ing levels o f dependency and self-criticism. Therefore,
logistic regressions were conducted to determine the accuracy with which the sample
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could be correctly classified as dem onstrating low or highly lethal suicidal attempts based
on subjects’ scores on dependency, self-criticism, functional impulsivity, and
dysfunctional impulsivity. This analysis yielded an overall classification success rate o f
75.8%. The addition o f gender to this four-predictor model reduced the successful
classification rate by approxim ately 1%.
Since the effect o f gender and substance use were believed to potentially have the
ability to affect the relationship between personality variables and suicidal behavior, they
were controlled for and their effects analyzed where appropriate. In general, these two
variables did not m odulate the results. G reater levels o f medical risk and rescue potential
characterized the suicide attem pts o f males, whereas the suicide attempts o f females
showed the opposite pattern. G ender differences were not observed with respect to
dependency and self-criticism. Also, no gender differences were found w ith respect to
measures o f impulsivity, including both state and trait impulsivity. The lack o f difference
between gender regarding personality styles and characteristics o f im pulsivity suggested
that males and females did not differ in the am ount o f tim e they contem plated their
attempts and the level o f planning that went into the act. They also did not differ with
respect to personality traits o f impulsivity, specifically functional impulsivity,
dysfunctional impulsivity, urgency, sensation seeking, prem editation, and perseverance.
Gender differences were found only in the context o f suicide lethality; namely,
that males were generally m ore lethal attempters relative to females. In contrast,
substance use was associated with characteristics o f im pulsivity and not with indices o f
lethality. In general, those individuals that used substances on the day o f their suicide
attem pt tended to score higher on dysfunctional impulsivity, (lack of) prem editation, and
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urgency. Taken together, these findings suggest that the use o f substances contributes to
m ore rash behaviors w hen this response style is not considered appropriate, and a greater
sense o f urgency to act quickly to resolve a m atter, w ith little premeditation. Substance
use w as unrelated to dependency and self-criticism. Interestingly, despite differences in
im pulsive traits, those that used substances prior to attem pting suicide did not differ in
the am ount o f time that they contem plated the suicidal scenario or planned out the details
o f the attempt, as assessed by levels o f state impulsivity.
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C HAPTER IV
Discussion
B latt’s (1974,2004) theory regarding anaclitic and introjective form s o f
psychopathology, depression in particular, was applied to suicidal behavior. Given
B latt’s theoretical fram ew ork and prior research in differentiating subtypes o f depression
along anaclitic and introjective personality dimensions, it was critical to investigate
w hether dependency and self-criticism would be differentially related to suicidal behavior
along a num ber o f critical param eters. For B latt’s model to be clinically valid and useful,
it was necessary to show that there were differences in suicidal behavior on the part o f
dependent and self-critical individuals. The param eters utilized to determ ine the
existence o f two sim ilar suicidal subgroups, and the prediction o f the nature o f suicidal
acts am ong the two different personality subtypes, revolved around the m anner in which
a sample o f suicide attem pters carried out their actual suicidal acts. These param eters
included suicide intent and lethality, as well as characteristics o f impulsivity, both
associated with actual suicide attempts (state impulsivity) and as a general personality
style (measures o f trait im pulsivity). Differences along these param eters dem onstrated
that qualitative differences exist with regard to the m anner in which dependent and selfcritical individuals attem pt suicide, and further, lay the groundw ork for validating the
merits o f personality traits and associated impulsive states in low versus highly lethal
suicide attempts.
Results o f the present study strongly suggest that the self-destructive thoughts and
acts o f suicide between dependent and self-critical individuals are sufficiently different
from one another to require som ew hat different explanations and portrayals. The results,
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therefore, extend B latt’s (1974; 1995; 2004; Blatt et al., 1976) form ulation o f two
depressive experiences to the area o f suicide. Dependent and self-critical individuals
dem onstrated unique suicidal experiences, which were related to contrasting suicidal acts.
The differences observed between dependent and self-critical individuals were in line
with existing theoretical models on various forms o f psychopathology and suicide (Arieti
& Bem porad, 1980; Beck, 1983; Blatt 1974, 1995; Shneidm an, 1985); however, the
present study has offered a m ore com prehensive way o f assessing for, and understanding,
suicidal action. The observation that suicidal behavior on the part o f dependent and selfcritical individuals were often opposite to each other lent further support to the existence
o f two relatively hom ogenous subtypes o f suicidal individuals that engage in two
distinctive types o f suicidal scenarios.
In general, dependent individuals were much less lethal in the types o f scenarios
in w hich they engaged as they attempted suicide, com pared with those scoring high on
self-criticism, as assessed by factors that enhance the probability o f intervention (rescue
factors) and those that prom ote greater physical dam age (risk factors).

State im pulsivity

was an effective predictor o f dependency, self-criticism, intent to die, and suicide
lethality. Both measures o f trait impulsivity dem onstrated differential associations with
dependency, self-criticism, and suicidal behavior. In very general terms, dependent
individuals displayed distinctive personality traits o f impulsivity, and engaged in suicide
attempts that were quite im pulsive and that seemed to also be associated w ith less lethal
suicidal scenarios. Alternatively, self-critical individuals differed in their personality
correlates o f im pulsivity from those o f dependents, appeared m ore prem editated and
planning in the m anner in w hich they attempted suicide, and endorsed a higher intent to
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die. Furtherm ore, their attem pts were characterized as being more m edically serious or
lethal, w ith little opportunity for rescue or intervention. G ender differences existed only
in the context o f suicidal lethality, whereas substance use was only associated with trait
impulsivity; however, all the results noted above remained significant after controlling
for both their effects. Therefore, it appeared that the effects o f dependency and selfcriticism , as assessed by the DEQ, were effective in explaining differences in the intent,
lethality, and levels o f planning and prem editation associated with suicidal behavior.
Suicidal Subgroups? Dependency. Self-Criticism. & Suicidal Intent/Lethality
A lthough m any individuals attempt suicide, the num ber o f persons that actually
engage in lethal attem pts are much fewer. The m anner in which this critical act is carried
out has a direct bearing on the ultim ate outcome; that is, survival versus death, and could
be used to address discrepant rates between attempters and com pleters (e.g., Pierce,
1977). Furtherm ore, it has been theorized that many individuals act in ways that almost
guarantee their survival (H awton & Catalan, 1987). G iven that m any researchers and
theorists have suggested that suicide attempters and com pleters m ay represent unique
suicidal populations, it was im portant to investigate w hether differences in the rates o f
those that attem pt and com plete the act could be explained, in part, based on anaclitic
(dependent) and introjective (self-critical) personality dim ensions. Systematic
differences in the w ay dependent and self-critical individuals attem pt suicide would be
consistent with B latt’s conceptual model (Blatt, 1974, 1995, 2004; Blatt et al., 1976; Blatt
& Shichman, 1983). It was believed that if B latt’s model o f psychopathology
differentiated serious versus less serious suicidal acts, this distinction would strongly
suggest that suicidal individuals do not represent a hom ogeneous group, and further that,
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m ore appropriately, there m ay be suicidal subgroups that differ with respect to the
seriousness o f their suicidal acts. In order to test such an assumption, differences in the
suicidal intent and lethality o f suicide attempts between dependent and self-critical
individuals were assessed.
Levels o f dependency and self-criticism alone classified individuals into low and
high lethality attem pter groups w ith a high rate o f success. This provided support for the
classification o f suicide based on these constructs, which appear to be fundam ental in the
classification o f subtypes o f depression (Zuroff et al., 1983). This is particularly
im portant since it has been argued that m ore lethal suicide attem pters, the high lethality
group in this sample (self-critics), closely resemble suicide com pleters on
epidemiological risk factors (M oscicki, 1995) and sim ilar characteristics (Ham di et al.,
1991; O ’Carroll et al., 2001). H igher levels o f dependency in this sam ple were
associated with greater rescue scores, as well as lower risk and risk-rescue scores, as
com pared with those who score lower on dependency. H igher rescue scores for
dependent individuals suggests that they attempted in ways that ultim ately increased their
chances for surviving their attempts; i.e., calling an am bulance them selves or attem pting
in the presence o f others. This also implies that dependents’ attempts were not carefully
thought out or planned and that they did not have a serious wish to die; although, no
statistical relationship in the present data was observed between intent and dependency.
In contrast, higher levels o f self-criticism were associated w ith increased suicidal intent
(wish to die), risk, and risk-rescue scores, as com pared to those scoring low er on selfcriticism. Earlier, Fehon and colleagues (2000) found no relationship in the level o f risk
between dependent and self-critical individuals; however, their sam ple did not include
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individuals who engaged in non-m edically serious suicidal attempts. Additionally, as
would be expected given their higher suicidal lethality, those who scored higher on selfcriticism, relative to those who scored lower on self-criticism , displayed lower rescue
scores in the present study.
It can be concluded that individuals who obtained high scores on self-criticism
dem onstrated highly lethal suicidal behavior in general. This conclusion w as based on
the observation that self-critics generally endorsed high intent to die, high lethality
ratings, and low chances o f being rescued in the m idst o f their attempts. N ot only did
self-critical individuals attem pt in a m anner that facilitated greater medical lethality than
was characteristic o f dependent individuals, but they also took m ore precautions against
being discovered and hindered during their attempts. Tow ard this end, self-critical
individuals may have m ade careful preparations prior to attem pting and were aware o f
potential factors that could impede them from being successful; that is, resulting in death.
Both o f these factors, m edical risk and rescue potential, com bined to produce highly
lethal suicidal scenarios on the part o f self-critical individuals. Results for those
characterized by higher levels o f dependency stood in sharp contrast to those o f selfcritical individuals; that is, dependents’ attempts were generally characterized by low risk
and higher rescue potential, contributing to suicide attempts characterized by low overall
lethality.
Lester and Beck (1975) conducted a study pertaining to m edical lethality o f
suicide attempts. They found that scores on a measure o f suicide intent increased
significantly as the lethality o f the attempts increased. Similarly, N asser and O verholser
(1999) found that adolescents in the higher lethality group reported the strongest desire to
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end their lives, as did self-critical individuals in the present sample. Lester and B eck ’s
claim that intent and lethality are positively correlated were substantiated in the present
study, although they are in disagreement with earlier studies that found no relationship
between measures o f intent and the lethality or seriousness o f suicide attem pts (Peck
1984; Plutchik, Van Praag, Picard, Conte et al., 1989).
Pierce (1977) believed that suicide intent would be higher in those who chose
suicide methods other than self-poisoning, as these methods, with the exception o f wrist
cutting, result in greater medical risk. This result was confirm ed in the present study, as
those w ith higher intent dem onstrated higher lethality scores and used m ore lethal
methods. A better approach than assessing for intent as an indication o f suicide lethality
involves evaluating the circumstances surrounding the suicidal act, an approach taken
here. Similarly, Eaton and Reynolds (1985) found that overall intent scores w ere not
predictive o f the lethality o f the method employed; however, the objective circum stances
surrounding the attem pt were found to be highly related to the risk factor assigned to each
patient. This view supports using a scale such as the Risk-Rescue R ating Scale in suicide
research; that is, rating the lethality o f suicide attempts according to m ethod used,
m edical risk, and circum stances in which the act was carried out.
Peck (1984) assessed 455 adolescent and youthful com m itters below the age o f 35
years gathered from case files at a medical exam iner’s office. These individuals were
categorized by method o f suicide into low and high lethality groups. Peck observed no
relationship between intent and lethality; however, this finding should be interpreted in
light o f the fact that the method o f suicide alone was the criterion used to categorize
suicides into high and low lethality suicide attempts. Individuals in this sam ple had all
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com m itted suicide and, therefore, likely represented a m ore hom ogeneous population.
Peck also observed that m en were m ore likely to use m ethods o f high lethality such as
hanging, shooting, and jum ping, whereas women were m ore likely to use m ethods o f low
lethality such as the ingestion o f drugs. This is consistent w ith prior findings that have
shown men to score higher on self-criticism, with women scoring higher on dependency
(Blatt & Shichman, 1983; Fazaa & Page, 2003). It is insufficient to categorize lethality
attem pts based on m ethod alone, as was the m ethod em ployed by Peck, a procedure that
was specifically avoided in the present study. However, the present data confirm ed that
dependent individuals generally used different methods o f suicide com pared to selfcritical individuals. For instance, descriptions o f self-critical individuals’ suicidal
behavior involved m ore violent suicide methods (e.g., hanging, shooting, jum ping, and
autom obile crashes), which have been consistently associated with greater likelihood for
suicide com pletion (H ealth Canada, 1997; W orld H ealth Organization, 1999).
M any researchers have speculated that there m ay be subgroups o f suicidal
individuals and, further, that individuals with dependent and self-critical types o f
characteristics m ay engage in different suicidal behavior (Beck, 1983; Blatt, 1995;
Shneidman, 1985). The present study confirm ed the existence o f two suicidal subgroups
based on dependency and self-criticism personality dimensions. In general, both types o f
individuals engaged in distinctive types o f suicidal scenarios that were largely opposite to
each other and resulted in attem pts characterized by either low or high levels o f lethality.
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Personality Style. State Impulsivity. & Suicide Lethality
A n im portant elem ent in suicide risk is related to self-control m echanism s that an
individual possesses. Few studies have exam ined how the characteristics o f im pulsive
suicide attempts differ from those o f non-impulsive attempts. Further, no studies to date
have addressed the relationship between im pulsivity and actual suicidal behavior based
on a well-validated and applicable theory. The present study exam ined the im pulsive
nature o f suicide attempts between dependent and self-critical attempters, and further,
sought to exam ine w hether such differences could be utilized to account for the
relationship between the disparate lethality o f the suicide attem pts o f dependent and selfcritical individuals observed. If dependents and self-critics differed in the im pulsive
characteristics o f their attempts, leading to attempts o f differing lethality, it w as believed
that this would provide additional support for the existence o f distinctive suicidal groups
based on level o f identification with dependent and self-critical personality traits. Since
dependents and self-critics w ere shown to differ in the m anner in which they attem pted
suicide that resulted in different levels o f suicidal risk, B latt’s personality constructs were
believed to also be related to the amount o f thought and preparation that w ent into their
suicidal acts. This high level o f planning has been associated with increased suicide risk
in prior studies (e.g., B aca-G arcia et al., 2001).
In general, individuals characterized by greater levels o f dependency
dem onstrated higher im pulsivity in their suicide attempts, whereas individuals
characterized by greater levels o f self-criticism dem onstrated little evidence o f
im pulsivity in their suicide attempts. For instance, self-critics reported that they
deliberated about attem pting suicide for greater periods o f tim e prior to attem pting than
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dependents, and further, that self-critics engaged in active preparation for their attempts.
These actions m ay have included such behaviors as gathering the m edications to be used
for an overdose attempt or planning a location and time so as to reduce chances o f rescue
or intervention. Interestingly, but not unexpectedly, individuals in the present study
characterized by higher levels o f state impulsivity in their suicide attempts endorsed a
lower intent to die, decreased lethality scores, and increased rescue scores. Therefore, it
appeared that, as im pulsivity increased, there were associated decreases in the lethality o f
suicidal behaviors. This served to reduce suicide lethality and the likelihood o f death. In
conclusion, it appeared that dependents’ past suicide attempts were characterized by
higher levels o f im pulsivity and that this level o f im pulsivity in the hours preceding their
attem pts also appeared to be associated with less lethal suicidal scenarios. The opposite
pattern was observed for self-critical individuals. It appears that low levels o f state
im pulsivity represent an additional risk factor, beyond scoring high on dependency or
self-criticism , to engaging in suicidal behavior o f high m edical risk and low er rescue
potential.
Frem ouw, Perczel and Ellis (1990) claimed that parasuicides, or less lethal
suicides, usually involved methods o f lower lethality (m ost often overdoses) and that
these individuals took few or no precautions against being discovered. This m ay help
explain why dependents are less effective attempters, as they are thought and observed to
be m ore im pulsive and take few er precautions against being discovered and, hence,
rescued. Intuitively, individuals who make careful and deliberate plans about how they
will attem pt suicide would choose the m ost effective time to attem pt and method to carry
out the act. The inference, then, is, if dependents make few er precautions against being
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discovered, they will use less effective suicide methods and have less lethal attem pts than
self-critical individuals. In fact, a study in Oxford, England, found that attempts by
overdose, which are generally less lethal, appear to involve little forethought. Two-thirds
o f the sample claimed they had thought about the act less than an hour beforehand, with
the attempts thus being classified as impulsive (Bancroft, 1977).
Interestingly, W eyrauch, Roy-Byme, Katon, and W ilson (2001) found that
im pulsiveness increased along with certain self-protective behaviors, such as
com m unicating intent. This is consistent with the present finding that, as level o f
im pulsivity increased, there were associated increases in rescue scores. The rescue factor
o f the Risk-Rescue Rating Scale basically assesses circum stances surrounding suicidal
acts that ultim ately serve to reduce the overall lethality o f suicide attempts. Baca-Garcia
et al. (2001) found an inverse association between a person’s expectation o f fatality and
level o f im pulsivity such that those with less impulsive attempts considered fatality to be
a m ore likely consequence o f their attempt, whereas those w ith attempts characterized as
im pulsive tended to expect less chance o f fatality. Similarly, Simon et al. (2001)
observed that individuals who spent less than five minutes in contem plation perceived a
greater likelihood o f discovery, endorsed a lower expectation o f death, and were less
likely to have considered alternative methods. Although the present study did not assess
for expectations regarding death, those that w ere more im pulsive in their attem pts tended
to dem onstrate lower intent to die and engaged in attempts characterized by low levels o f
lethality. M edical lethality also tends to be positively correlated w ith m easures o f
objective planning related to suicidal acts (Beck, Schuyler, & Herman, 1974; Brent,
1987). For instance, Beck, Steer, and Trexler (1989) found that the only predictor o f
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suicide com pletions was the num ber o f precautions taken to prevent intervention
(im plying a level o f deliberation and planning). This finding suggested that individuals
who were less impulsive, sim ilar to self-critical individuals in the present sample, were
m ore likely to eventually com plete suicide.
Brown, Overholser, Spirito, and Fritz (1991) suggested that premeditated suicide
attem pts seem to be m ade by a different group o f individuals than those who make
im pulsive attempts. In fact, the present study found that the degree o f prem editation and
level o f suicidal planning between dependents and self-critics were quite different,
suggesting that they m ay represent two distinct suicidal groups with respect to im pulsive
behavior and subsequent lethality. Brown et al. also found that premeditators, as
com pared with im pulsive suicide attempters, were found to display higher levels o f
depression. Fazaa and Page (2003) observed that self-critics reported greater levels o f
depression preceding their suicidal episodes than did dependents. Since self-critics have
been shown to be m ore depressed, and because greater prem editation is associated with
increased suicidal risk, it appears that self-critics are generally m ore depressed and
engage in greater planned suicidal acts than individuals characterized as dependent.
Freem an and Reinecke (1993) found that im pulsive suicide attempters did not, as a
group, feel particularly hopeless or pessimistic. Rather, im pulsive suicide attempts
appeared m otivated by a desire for attention or revenge. D ependent individuals have also
been shown to attem pt as a m eans o f com munication (Fazaa & Page, 2003). Fehon,
Grilo, and M artino (2000) sim ilarly found that dependency was associated with greater
levels o f impulsivity. Taken together, the present results strongly suggest that greater
im pulsivity in dependent individuals translates into these individuals being less likely to
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think about and plan out their suicidal acts, leading to attem pts characterized by lower
levels o f lethality.
As a whole, the literature analyzing the relationship between the lethality o f
suicidal behavior and im pulsivity is somewhat equivocal. For instance, in the National
Com orbidity Survey, Kessler, Borges, and Walters (1999) found no relationship between
the lethality o f attempts and presence o f a plan or speed o f attem pt after the onset o f
suicidal ideation. Studies have been variable at best, with other studies finding no
relationship between the two (e.g., Plutchik, & Van Praag, 1989), a sm all significant
relationship (e.g., Horesh et al., 1999), a significant positive relationship (e.g., H all &
Platt, 1999; O ’Donnell, Farm er, & Cataln, 1996), or a negative relationship between
im pulsivity and suicide risk (e.g., Brent, 1987; Dear, 2000; Hamdi, Am in, & M attar,
1991; Soum inen et al., 1997). These mixed findings m ay be the result o f how im pulsivity
has been measured, in addition to how lethality has been defined in various research
studies. The present study represented an attempt to overcom e some o f the shortcom ings
in the literature by utilizing a variety o f measures that assess for im pulsivity as both a
state and a trait, and a com prehensive measure o f suicide lethality that took into account
both medical lethality and circum stances o f the suicidal event that have the potential to
impact on the overall lethality o f suicide attempts.
In the present sample, despite a shared risk for engaging in suicidal behavior,
dependent individuals were more inclined to engage in im pulsive gestures and attempts,
w hereas self-critical individuals were less impulsive and planned to harm them selves
well in advance o f their actual attempts. These observations also occurred in expected
directions based on theory derived from literature on anaclitic and introjective form s o f
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psychopathology (Blatt, 1974, 1995). Both types o f individuals m ay experience the
impulse to attempt; however, self-critics deliberate first, then make a conscious decision
to attem pt suicide in a certain way, and proceed to plan out the act to achieve the end it is
intended to. N ot surprisingly, this response style was related to greater levels o f lethality
in the present data. Self-critical individuals generally dem onstrate a history o f high
“achievem ent,” such that the suicidal act represents another goal that has to be achieved
at a higher standard than it does for dependents, who are less perfectionistic and
preoccupied with success. A lternatively, the am ount o f tim e between thought and
attempt was short for the m ajority o f dependent individuals, highly suggestive o f an
im pulsive act that involved little forethought, and perhaps, indicated a low intent to die
through their attempts. This response style eventuated in suicidal behavior characterized
by low levels o f medical risk and high rescue potential in the present data.
Personality Style. Trait Impulsivity. & Suicide Lethality
Impulsivity, as a general style or trait, has been identified as a risk factor for
suicidal behavior (Arffa, 1983). In spite o f a grow ing awareness that im pulsivity is an
im portant construct to pursue in suicidal research, a com prehensive understanding o f the
role o f trait im pulsivity has been lacking. The present data showed that im pulsivity as a
state was differentially related to dependency and self-criticism and had particular
im plications for the lethality o f suicide attempts. H owever, it rem ained o f interest to ask
w hether characterological forms o f impulsivity (measures o f trait im pulsivity) also
influenced the relationship between dependency, self-criticism , and lethality. Differences
in the personality correlates o f impulsivity would be consistent with B latt’s conceptual
m odel (1974). I f such a relationship between trait impulsivity, dependency, self
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criticism, and suicide lethality existed in the present data, then it was felt that such
inform ation would have im plications for the prediction o f suicide lethality, as tendencies
toward im pulsive behavior, dependency, and self-criticism could be assessed in presuicidal individuals thought to be at high risk for suicidality.
The fact that im pulsivity has been defined and m easured in m any ways has raised
questions about the scientific value and clinical utility o f this construct (Barratt, 1985;
Depue & Collins, 1999; W hiteside & Lynam, 2001). Because there continues to be a
lack o f consensus on what appropriately constitutes impulsivity (Barratt, 1965, Eysenck,
1987; Eysenck & Eysenck, 1977; Twain, 1957), a num ber o f measures o f trait
im pulsivity that break dow n im pulsivity into its constituent parts were utilized in the
present study. It was believed that measuring impulsivity in this m anner would provide
m ore useful data in addressing the relationship between personality style and suicidal
behavior. Six different facets o f impulsivity, derived from two separate measures, were
utilized in the present study: functional impulsivity, dysfunctional impulsivity, urgency,
perseverance, prem editation, and sensation seeking. The m anner by w hich each o f these
forms o f im pulsivity related to dependency, self-criticism, and suicide lethality was
therefore assessed.
D ickm an’s functional and dysfunctional forms o f im pulsivity w ere differentially
related to dependency and self-criticism. Persons scoring high on dependency scored
lower on functional im pulsivity than individuals scoring lower on dependency. In other
words, dependent individuals tend to experience a negative outcome w hen a situation
dem ands quick action involving little forethought. In contrast, self-criticism was
positively correlated with dysfunctional impulsivity. Therefore, the higher an individual
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scores on self-criticism, the m ore likely such a person will be characterized as
dem onstrating dysfunctional impulsivity. Dysfunctional im pulsivity reflects the tendency
to act w ith less forethought than m ost people and represents a source o f difficulty because
the response does not lead to a desirable or positive outcome. In other words, persons
who score high on dysfunctional im pulsivity report that they do not think a situation
through thoroughly before responding. This finding occurred contrary to w hat would be
expected based on B latt’s (1974) conceptual model. That is, self-critics might be
expected to score relatively low on dysfunctional impulsivity, since they dem onstrate
higher achievem ent than dependent individuals.
Increases in functional im pulsivity were also associated with greater levels o f
suicidal risk, as evidenced by higher lethality ratings and low er rescue ratings. It is
reasonable to assume that, since dependent individuals displayed less functional
impulsivity, this may have resulted in lower risk and greater rescue potential in their
suicide attempts. There was no relationship observed between dysfunctional im pulsivity
and measures o f lethality. In general, the present data suggest that D ickm an’s
Im pulsivity Inventory was a poor predictor o f suicidal intent and risk scores, but a good
predictor o f rescue scores. The strong relationship between functional im pulsivity and
rescue scores likely contributed to ability o f functional im pulsivity to predict overall
lethality (risk-rescue scores). The present findings thus raise the possibility that
functional impulsivity m ay be the personality trait m ost responsible for the overall
relationship between im pulsivity and suicide lethality. Although self-critical individuals
m ay display dysfunctional impulsivity, they seem to dem onstrate normal levels o f
functional impulsivity and, as stated earlier, lower levels o f functional im pulsivity are
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associated w ith less serious suicidality. The m ore functional impulsivity an individual
possesses, the more likely it would be for that individual to plan out a suitable course o f
action to solve a predicam ent o r problem in a tim ely manner.
N orm al to high levels o f functional impulsivity m ay actually offset the negative
effects o f dysfunctional im pulsivity for self-critics in particular, since functional
im pulsives are more likely to report benefiting from their im pulsivity (Dickman, 1990).
They are m ore w illing to take risks and are likely to be very productive, as are self-critics.
The sheer quantity o f their output could well com pensate for any errors in output and,
once again, could offset effects o f having dysfunctional im pulsivity traits. Dependents
would be expected to have a lack o f functional im pulsivity based on B latt’s model, and
this would surface in the context o f suicidal behavior w hen they are faced with intense
emotion, such as with interpersonal strife. Functional im pulsivity m ay also be thought o f
as ego strength. It involves an individual’s capacity to m ake split decisions and function
autonom ously, two aspects in w hich the dependent individual is less adept at doing
com pared to the self-critical individual. A self-critic’s higher ego functioning translates
into increased effectiveness at planning means to ends w ithout the concerns o f others
im pinging on their plans and contributes directly in greater intent and lethality. In
addition, analysis o f the item s com prising dysfunctional im pulsivity suggests the
presence o f strong negative dem and characteristics, thus fostering punitive and harsh
evaluations by self-critical individuals (Blatt, 2005). For instance, a typical dysfunctional
im pulsivity item, “M any tim es the plans I m ake d o n ’t work out because I haven’t gone
over them carefully enough in advance,” would be evaluated m ore negatively by selfcritical individuals com pared to dependent individuals. A highly self-critical individual
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may never feel that he or she has thought through every situation satisfactorily before
acting, especially with respect to situations involving introjective concerns.
Dysfunctional impulsivity has also been shown to be associated with less sociability
(Dickman, 1990), which m ay represent a potential reason that self-critical individuals
score high on dysfunctional impulsivity.
D ear (2000) found the association between dysfunctional im pulsivity and suicidal
ideation to be stronger than between functional im pulsivity and suicidal ideation. Given
the finding that self-critical individuals tend to rum inate m ore about attem pting suicide
prior to carrying out the act, this result is not surprising. D ear felt that the relationship
between im pulsivity and suicidal behavior would surface w hen considering those who
have made the decision to attempt. The present sam ple consisted o f individuals who had
actually attempted suicide. Those who scored lower on functional im pulsivity (e.g.,
dependents) likely displayed less suicide ideation and may, therefore, have been m ore
prone to act impulsively, perhaps by attempting suicide, than those scoring higher on
functional impulsivity, specifically non-dependent individuals and self-critical
individuals. Blatt et al. (1982) felt that the dependent individual m ay be unable to
tolerate delay because o f a failure to have established adequate self-care and regulation
capacities, which could be expressed as impairments in functional forms o f im pulsivity
characteristics.
W hiteside and Lynam ’s (2001) four facets o f im pulsivity w ere also differentially
related to dependency/self-criticism, in addition to a num ber o f suicidal param eters.
Dependency and self-criticism were strong predictors o f only UPPS urgency and (lack of)
perseverance. Both dependency and self-criticism appeared to be positively associated
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w ith urgency. Persons scoring high on urgency are theorized to engage in im pulsive
behaviors in order to alleviate negative emotions despite the long-term harmful
consequences o f these actions. Urgency has been shown to be aligned with the
neuroticism factor o f the N EO-PI-R, suggesting, further, that im pulsive actions
associated with this personality trait are influenced by strong im pulses and emotions
(W hiteside & Lynam, 2001). B latt’s model could be used to account for w hy both
dependents and self-critics score higher on urgency. D ependents becom e frantic in the
face o f stressors and seek im mediate resolution (Fehon et al., 2000) and this m ay
represent a reason w hy they score high on urgency. Because urgency is a tendency to
com m it rash and regrettable actions, self-critics would also be expected to score higher
on this variable. Analysis o f items on the urgency scale appears to involve an evaluation
o f past behavior with respect to positive and negative outcomes. U rgency, therefore,
involves evaluative judgm ents regarding past behaviors. A self-critic’s critical
disposition, or attribution o f their own behavior, likely contributes to evaluating past
behavior in harsh or negative terms.
It is possible that both dependents and self-critics feel a sense o f urgency to
am eliorate their distress, but go about achieving its resolution in quite different ways.
Suicidal behavior m ay be one such example. For instance, the data from the present
study strongly suggested that dependents and self-critics engaged in quite different
suicidal scenarios, and that this was related to the ultim ate lethality associated w ith their
attempts. There is also evidence to suggest that serious attempters, sim ilar to self-critics
in the present sample, are calm er prior to attempting than are less serious suicide
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attempters (Spiegel & N euringer, 1963), which m ay imply that self-critics do not respond
im mediately to an acute stressor by attempting suicide.
Self-criticism was also associated with greater perseverance such that individuals
high on perseverance are able to complete projects and to w ork under conditions that
require resistance to distracting stimuli. Dependent individuals are m ore prone to
becom e distracted quite easily during times o f distress. Interestingly, perseverance and
urgency are not well represented in other measures o f im pulsivity, according to
W hiteside and Lynam (2001). In contrast, prem editation and sensation seeking tend to be
better represented in various measures o f impulsivity m easures, but were not reliably
related to dependency and self-criticism in the present sample. Therefore, studies using
impulsivity measures that do not include perseverance and urgency-type content m ay fail
to obtain a relationship between im pulsivity and suicidality (e.g., K essler et al., 1999;
Plutchick & Van Praag, 1989).
Although sensation seeking was positively correlated w ith suicidal intent and
rescue scores, the UPPS Impulsive Behavior Scale was a poor predictor o f intent and
lethality indices as a whole. This finding raises questions about the usefulness o f this
measure with respect to research on suicidality. The UPPS Im pulsive Behavior Scale
was associated in informative ways with dependency and self-criticism ; however, it
appeared that this did not translate into helpful ways o f accounting for disparate suicidal
behavior on the part o f both suicidal subgroups. Impulsivity, m easured as a trait with
D ickm an’s Im pulsivity Inventory, showed prom ise in this regard, w hereas W hiteside and
Lynam ’s UPPS Impulsive Behavior Scale did not. This raises questions about the ability
o f mental health professionals to use inform ation about characteristic patterns o f
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im pulsivity (trait m easures) and the m anner in which individuals would likely attempt
suicide; that is, whether they w ould likely engage in low versus high lethal suicidal
actions.
Psychological V ulnerability o f D ependent & Self-Critical Suicidal Individuals
Research has shown that suicide risk m ay be elevated in psychologically
vulnerable individuals who do not necessarily have a personality disorder, but
dem onstrate m aladaptive levels o f certain personality characteristics (M arttunen, Aro,
Henrikson, & Lonnquist, 1994), such as scoring high on m easures o f dependency and
self-criticism. Conner et al. (2001) reported that psychological vulnerabilities are stable
traits and they used the term “personality trait” to describe the dysfunctional cognitions,
behavior, and emotions that are associated with such dysfunctional vulnerabilities.
Persons who score high on dependency and self-criticism can be seen as being
m ore psychologically vulnerable to depression and suicide, com pared to persons who
score low er on these personality variables. The results o f the present study, in
com bination w ith prior research regarding dependency and self-criticism, allowed for a
discussion o f how these personality styles m ay result in distinct vulnerabilities that may
be expressed in quite different thoughts, behaviors, life circumstances, and suicidal
scenarios on the part o f both subtypes o f suicidal individuals. Identifying the chain o f
events and factors that contribute to and influence suicidal behavior rem ains critically
im portant for understanding suicidality.
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Dependents
The core set o f features that characterize dependency includes concern about
disapproval, fear o f separation/abandonment, and an extrem ely high investm ent in
interpersonal relationships (Arieti & Bemporad, 1980; N ietzel & Harris, 1990). A
dependent’s depression is characterized by a dysphoric tone, stem m ing from feeling
unloved, unwanted, neglected, and abandoned. Those w ith high interpersonal depressive
vulnerability display anxious/preoccupied attachm ents w ith others, characterized by an
intense need for em otional closeness (Z uroff & Fitzpatrick, 1995). In clinical samples,
this elevated interpersonal vulnerability has been associated w ith extrem e anxiety about
loss, neglect, deprivation, and abandonm ent in relationships (Blatt & Zuroff, 1992;
Robins, 1995). Dependent individuals generally fare well as long as they are satisfied
with the quality o f their social lives; however, once the integrity o f im portant
relationships are threatened, they becom e vulnerable to depression (M ongrain & Zuroff,
1989) and possibly suicide (Fazaa & Page, 2003; Raffes, 1999).
It has been found, through different types o f experimental and longitudinal
studies, that dependents are especially vulnerable to negative interpersonal life
circum stances, whereas self-critics are especially vulnerable to achievem ent-related
events (Blaney & Kutcher, 1991; M ongrain & Zuroff, 1989, 1994; Z u ro ff & M ongrain,
1987). A depressive and/or suicidal episode may, therefore, result from co-occurrence o f
a psychological vulnerability with congruent contextual circum stances (Blatt, Shahar, &
Zuroff, 2002; Richman & Flaherty, 1987). Vulnerability is activated w hen risk factors,
such as stressful life events, have specific m eaning and relevance to individuals and thus
exert a threat because o f their particular personality characteristics and psychological
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com position. A ccording to a diathesis-stress model o f suicidal behavior, life events,
personality traits, and affective experience m ay interact w ith impulsivity to precipitate
suicidal activity. Thus, individuals with elevated levels o f dependency react with distress
prim arily to disruptive interpersonal events.
A dependent’s fear o f abandonm ent and intense desire to remain connected with
significant others tends to be associated with either a difficulty or an unw illingness to
overtly express his/her anger for fear o f com pletely severing the relationship or losing the
love or support o f the other (Arieti & Bemporad, 1980; M ongrain & Vettese, 2003).
D isruptions o f interpersonal relations activates depressive and/or anxious states that result
in exaggerated attempts to m aintain im portant relationships, for example, by attem pting
to engage the concern and care o f others through the seeking o f constant reassurance and
suicidal gestures. This behavior is best characterized as passive-aggressive and
m anipulative in nature (Arieti & Bemporad, 1980). This notion is consistent with
research that has shown that individuals characterized by low lethality attempts, such as
dependent individuals, are externally m otivated to attempt suicide (Sendbuehler, Kincel,
N em eth, & Oertel, 1979).
Interpersonal loss m ay directly contribute to im pulsive suicidal behavior for
dependents. For dependents, a sense o f well-being is derived from a continual supply o f
love and assurance. W hen the person or object is unable to provide these requirem ents to
the dependent person, feelings o f being unloved and helpless becom e stimulated.
Further, because there is a constant demand for the visible and physical presence o f
objects or significant others, separation and object loss are dealt with by prim itive means,
such as engaging in a frantic search for substitutes. This frantic effort to w ard o ff object
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loss m ay lead to im pulsive behaviors. For instance, the num ber o f disrupted
interpersonal relationships in the preceding year was a significant predictor o f the
im pulsive nature o f suicide attempts, according to a study conducted by W eyrauch et al.
(2001). G reater levels o f interpersonal loss were associated with more impulsivity,
w hereas other types o f life stressors did not appear to be related to impulsivity. Further,
W eyrauch and colleagues found that impulsivity increased with certain self-protective
behaviors, such as com m unicating intent. Therefore, it appeared that, as im pulsivity
increased, the lethality o f suicide attempts showed a corresponding decrease. In the
present study, dependents w ere likely to attempt with little forethought or planning and
have been shown to be m ore likely to engage in self-protective behaviors w hile
attem pting (rescue factors). Self-critics were less impulsive, often guarded against letting
other know o f their intentions, and took greater precautions to avoid being interrupted or
rescued. Impulsive suicide attempters were also more likely to conclude that they will
survive their attem pt and tend to engage in m ore repetitive behavior (e.g., m ultiple
attempts), perhaps to achieve som e purpose (W illiams, Davidson, & M ontgomery, 1980).
It is im portant to note, however, that some researchers believe that im pulsivity is
independent o f emotional factors (e.g., Barratt, 1993), such as stressful life events. On
the other hand, others believe that negative emotions m ay prom ote im pulsive actions in
som e attempters (Jackson, 1984; W allace, Newm an, & Bachorowski, 1991), as has been
argued here with respect to dependents. Buss and Pom in (1975) speculated that, while
em otionality m ay m otivate som e individuals to action, impulsivity works to slow down
or inhibit behavior, affecting the m anner in which a specific behavior such as suicide was
ultim ately expressed. D ickm an (1990) believed that it m ight be stressful circum stances,
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such as interpersonal loss, that interfere w ith one’s ability to engage in slow, accurate
inform ation processing.
The pattern o f results obtained for dependents suggests that they experience
significant interpersonal strife that continues up until their suicide attem pts (Fazaa &
Page, 2003). For the m ost part, they endorse a low intent to die via their attem pts. This
intent also tends to be associated with a motivation to com m unicate a state o f
unhappiness to others and, in the process, m odify their world in som e w ay or elicit
attention and support from significant others (Fazaa & Page, 2003). A ttem pts on the part
o f dependents in som e cases m ay be seen as a form o f “ em otional blackm ail”
(Sendbuehler et al., 1978, p. 88). Dependents must, therefore, survive their attempts,
perhaps by attem pting in a non-dangerous manner, in order to experience these
reinforcements. Their attem pts are characterized by low m edical lethality, greater
opportunities for intervention by significant others, and self-sabotaging behaviors (e.g.,
calling the am bulance them selves), all o f which reduce the likelihood o f dying through
their suicide attempts. As they experience this interpersonal strife that elicits intense
fears and anxiety about being unable to cope with the stress o f the loss (M ongrain, 1993),
coupled w ith m ore prim itive coping resources than self-critics, dependents are m ore
likely to engage in suicidal behavior characterized by little to no planning o r preparation.
Dependents tend to also be less depressed, as com pared with self-critics, and there is
evidence to suggest that their experience is more closely tied to anxiety (M ongrain,
1993), which itself has been related to greater im pulsivity (Faw cett & Rosenblate, 2000;
Korn, Plutchik, & V an Praag, 1997; M ann et al., 1999). Their attempts m ay be
characterized as im pulsive as a result o f a combination o f experiencing a sense o f
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urgency, deficient ability in acting quickly when appropriate, poor coping resources, and
frantic feelings associated with the prospect o f disruptions in key interpersonal
relationships.
A non-serious attem pter may blot out intolerable distress, albeit temporarily,
because this individual essentially survives, while ensuring that other people pay more
attention to the person’s problem or that others change their behavior towards the
individual (Bancroft et al., 1979). In the unpublished findings o f a study by Bancroft
(1977) (cited in Hawton & Catalan, 1987), a follow-up o f suicide attempters found that,
in the slight majority o f cases, these individuals reported that the responses o f their
spouse, or boyfriend/girlfriend had been positive or sympathetic and that im provement in
the relationship occurred as a result o f the attempt. The study also found that friends and
co-w orkers showed few negative reactions to the suicidal individual. On the whole,
significant others were upset and sympathetic. Several o f the participants (suicide
attempters) were well aw are that such people had become “nicer” to them and had gone
out o f their way to help, as evidenced by their self-reports. Clearly then, the reactions o f
other people to the behavior are very important in understanding the behavior, especially
when the act has been carried out as a result o f inteipersonal strife.
It has been noted clinically that parasuicides, or non-serious attempters, are
usually relieved to be alive and to respond quickly to support. This stands in sharp
contrast to the attem pter who is serious and is often regretful to have survived, often
being angry with those who intervened to prevent death (Fremouw, Perczel, & Ellis,
1990). Fazaa and Page (2003) found that the former type o f suicide attem pter was more
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characteristic o f the dependent personality profile, w hereas the latter type o f suicidal
individual was more characteristic o f the self-critical personality profile.
Self-critics
The pattern o f suicidal behavior characteristic o f the self-critical profile appears to
stand in sharp contrast to that o f the dependent profile. The core features o f self-criticism
reflect an interest in preserving and increasing control over one’s life, individualistic
achievem ent, and a solitary self-focused lifestyle (Blatt, 1974; N ietzel & H arris, 1990).
Self-critics are extrem ely action-oriented and often place less weight on the possible
negative consequences o f their actions, even with respect to their health or death (Beck,
1983). Self-critical individuals’ excessive perfectionistic standards can be seen as a
driving force for achievement. However, these unrealistic ideals and energy devoted to
such desires could also contribute to little satisfaction in personal accom plishm ents and,
through a marked vulnerability to experiences o f failure and criticism (Blatt, 2004), lead
to increased susceptibility to ensuing depression and serious suicidality.
Self-critical individuals are most vulnerable to intrapsychic stressors that are
associated w ith achievem ent and autonomy, such as a failure to attain an im portant
personal goal (Blaney & Kutcher, 1991; M ongrain & Zuroff, 1994). In contrast to
dependent individuals, the suicidal episodes o f self-critical individuals seem to be
precipitated m ore by an internal experience characterized by feelings o f having failed to
live up to high standards or expectations. Therefore, onset o f depression o r suicidality is
determ ined m ore by internal processes than by environm ental stressors. M ann (1987)
characterized less serious suicidal behavior as caused more by interpersonal conflict,
whereas m ore serious or lethal suicidal behavior was caused by intrapersonal conflict.
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Further, M ann reported that m ore serious suicidal behavior was less im pulsive, m ore
planned, displayed a low chance o f rescue, and that these individuals w ithdrew from
others as opposed to com m unicating with others regarding their distress and suicidal
intentions. Ambivalence towards interpersonal involvement on the part o f self-critics
m ay actually increase their risk for depression by reducing social support and
underm ining opportunities for social exchanges and, therefore, opportunities for
experiencing positive affect (M ongrain 1993; M ongrain & Zuroff, 1995).
Self-critical individuals are not likely to be facing an acute stressor in w hich they
feel im m ediate resolution is required or possible and may, therefore, take tim e to plan out
their suicidal behavior, as opposed to engaging in a frantic act in the face o f an im m ediate
stressor. Alternatively, self-critics may, perhaps, experience a sense o f urgency to act,
but m ay plan out the suicidal act in greater detail in order to resolve their problem
permanently. It might be this planning and level o f deliberation that goes into their
attempts which leads self-critical individuals to display less im pulsivity on the day o f
their suicide attempts. This also directly relates to increases in the lethality o f their
attempts. For instance, a self-critic m ay research which methods are m ore effective and
plan out the act in a w ay that reduces opportunities for intervention and rescue.
A pter et al. (1993) conducted a study that dem onstrated how self-critical
individuals would respond to events focused around achievem ent through highly lethal
suicide acts. They evaluated the military records o f Israeli soldiers w ho com m itted
suicide and found that the m ajority o f precipitating events in this com pleted suicide group
involved service-related issues such as failure to perform a m ission (introjective concern)
to gain a prom otion, or to be selected for a prestigious mission. Interestingly, Fazaa
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(2001) observed that suicide attempts precipitated by intrapsychic stressors were
associated w ith suicide attem pts o f higher risk and lower rescue scores, com pared to
suicide attem pts that were precipitated by interpersonal stressors.
Since the events that seem to precipitate suicidal episodes in self-critics appear to
be less transient and m ore chronic in nature, members o f this group are at a real
disadvantage. That is, relationship problem s tend to result in more favorable outcomes,
while serious problem s w ith w ork or school tend to show the least am ount o f
im provem ent and less favorable outcomes over time (Hawton, O ’Grady, Osborn, & Cole,
1982), causing self-critics to becom e more depressed or feel m ore hopeless than their
dependent counterparts for a longer period o f time (Beck, 1983; Fehon et al., 2000).
R esearchers have sim ilarly dem onstrated that severe depression was m ore frequent in
serious suicide attem pter groups (Brown et al., 1991; Fazaa & Page, 2003; Hamdi et al.,
1991; M ichel, 1987) and that this intensity o f depressive experience w as associated with
an increased degree o f planning, suicidal intent, and medical lethality (Simon et al.,
2001). B rent (1987) found that less depressed groups o f suicidal individuals engaged in
attem pts characterized as im pulsive and displayed variable intent to die. B eck (1983) and
Shneidm an (1985) claim ed that, in more serious suicidal episodes, where the problem is
characterized as involving m ore personal suffering, the perceived solution is m ore likely
to involve a significant and lethal attempt. Alternatively, these authors viewed the
com m unication attem pter’s problem as m ore situational, and as m ore likely to be rooted
in interpersonal problem s, as with dependent individuals. D ue to the chronic nature o f
the self-critic’s condition and the far reaching distressing life circum stances they
experience, self-critical individuals are m otivated to escape life and are less m otivated to
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m odify their w orlds via attem pting suicide (Fazaa& Page, 2003). In addition, w hen
problem s are o f a m ore chronic nature there might be less o f a catalyst that would trigger
a suicide attempt. The decision to attempt m ay have been m ade w ell in advance as an
option in the face o f continued or anticipated future (acute) stressors or failures.
Shneidm an (1993) and Baechler (1979) have both suggested that suicide m ay be a
chosen act. Snyder (2002) claimed that when individuals have met profound, chronic,
and unending blockage to im portant life goals (e.g., career goals), they then abandon their
usual life goals in favor o f a “suicide goal.” W e know that self-critics place undue or
great em phasis on achieving stringent goals that are quite difficult to obtain. The
decision to effectively term inate one’s life may, therefore, lead to a conscious thought-out
plan to end the intense internal conflict by com m itting suicide in a predeterm ined
manner. The fact that self-critics do not dem onstrate im pairm ent in functional
im pulsivity, and are less im pulsive in the m anner in which they attem pt suicide, suggests
that they might have engaged in a decision making process about term inating their lives
in advance and have planned out their behavior. Hawton and Catalan (1987) claim ed that
where prem editation has occurred, especially if the action has been considered for days
and weeks beforehand, the attem pt is very often associated with serious suicidal intention
and lethality. This highlights an interesting issue and one that mental health professionals
m ust ultim ately struggle with; that is, whether “rational suicide” is a valid construct
(W erth, 1996), especially for self-critical suicidal individuals.
The m otivation to escape life and the greater levels o f prem editation and planning
m ay also be associated w ith the finding that self-critics dem onstrate a greater intent to die
and attem pt with an explicit w ish to end their lives. As a result o f the above factors, self-
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critical individuals tend to engage in much more m edically serious or lethal scenarios
than do dependents who attem pt in a different manner, for different thoughts, reasons and
motivations. This is o f particular importance for individuals who survive their highly
lethal attempts, since Pierce (1981) observed that patients with high intent/lethality
scores, such as self-critics in the present sample, were much more likely to have
com m itted suicide in a five year follow-up than those with lower intent/lethality scores.
Overall Prediction o f Suicide Lethality
Suicide may be viewed as a preventable health problem (Baca-Garcia et al.,
2001), as m any suicide attem pters consult with health professionals (Barraclough, Bunch,
Nelson, & Sainsburg, 1974) or significant others (W olk-W asserm an, 1986) prior to
attempting. However, despite having opportunities to intervene in reducing suicide rates,
Rogers and Soyka (2004) argued that there remains little concrete evidence regarding the
ability o f mental health professionals to predict and avert attempted or com pleted suicide.
Suicide risk assessm ent may, in fact, be the most difficult clinical task that mental health
professionals face throughout the course o f their careers (Leenaars, 2002).
Some authors have even speculated that it remains impossible to predict suicide in
a given individual with our current state o f knowledge and that this goal m ay never be
attained (Fawcett, 2001). Part o f the reason, according to Lewinsohn, Garrison,
Langhinrichgen, and M arsteller (1989), involves a lack o f theoretical m odels that could
be utilized to guide the assessm ent process. The present study essentially assessed
individuals with a method that took into account their psychological characteristics
relevant to suicidal behavior based on a prominent theory on dependent and self-critical
forms o f disorder. Given prior m ethodological shortcomings and the continued inability
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to adequately predict suicide risk, testing the present data for its ability to account for
levels o f suicidal risk was therefore performed.
In fact, one o f the goals o f the present study involved an effort to increase the
accuracy by which persons with serious suicidal intent and lethal behaviors m ay be
distinguished from those that do not display such serious intent and attempts. As has
been shown, this suggests that there are distinct subgroups o f suicidal individuals. A
logistic regression showed that levels o f dependency and self-criticism were able to
correctly classify 66% (45% o f low and 80% o f high lethality attempters) o f the present
sample into low and high lethality groups. The addition o f functional and dysfunctional
im pulsivity increased the overall accuracy rate by approxim ately 10% (overall rate: 76%,
low lethality: 73%, high lethality: 78%). The addition o f functional and dysfunctional
im pulsivity increased the accuracy in classification o f low lethality attem pts by roughly
28%, w hereas the classification o f high lethality attempts rem ained stable. Such
meaningful and clinically significant improvement suggests that characteristics o f
im pulsivity add significantly to the classification o f suicide risk. These four variables
(dependency, self-criticism , functional impulsivity, and dysfunctional impulsivity)
represent personality traits that could potentially be assessed at any point in tim e and
could be used as predictors for the lethality o f suicide attempts in individuals assumed to
be at risk for suicidal behavior. The addition o f W hiteside and L ynam ’s four facets o f
im pulsivity actually decreased the accuracy in prediction o f suicide risk and, therefore,
suggests that this scale is not useful for use with a suicidal population with respect to risk
assessment.
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There is no urgent need to predict which patients w ill threaten suicide but will not
subsequently com plete the act. W hat is needed, instead, is an effective w ay o f
identifying the patient who threatens suicide and for whom there is a high degree or
likelihood that he/she will engage in serious suicidal behavior or will subsequently
com plete suicide. Although accurate suicide prediction and effective prevention rem ains
an elusive endeavor, the present study has highlighted the notion that a greater aw areness
and understanding about the role o f personality factors, including im pulsivity, in
suicidality m ay help mental health professionals to recognize vulnerabilities and
anticipate likely outcomes o f potential suicidal behavior. Existing suicide prevention
strategies may, therefore, need to expand their conceptualization o f suicide risk factors to
include those related to depressive personality styles and characteristics o f impulsivity.
Incorporating such factors m ay serve to greatly improve our ability to understand,
predict, and prevent suicide.
Influence o f Gender & Substance Use
The effects o f gender and substance use were controlled for and analyzed where
possible and appropriate, since these are two variables that may exert an influence on the
relationships am ong personality style, impulsivity, and suicide lethality. In general, the
relationships am ong personality styles, measures o f state and trait im pulsivity, and
suicide intent/lethality held after controlling for gender. Therefore, gender did not affect
the m ajor relationships found am ong dependency, self-criticism, impulsivity, and suicide
lethality. There was evidence to suggest that gender was a m ore sensitive predictor o f
lethality than was D ickm an’s functional and dysfunctional impulsivity; how ever, the
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addition o f these form s o f im pulsivity added significantly to the prediction o f suicide
lethality above and beyond the contribution o f gender alone.
Investigators have reported mixed findings regarding gender and im pulsivity in
relation to suicidal behavior. For instance, some investigators have reported that males
w ere m ore likely to act im pulsively than women (Beautrais, Joyce, & M ulder, 1997;
G oldberg, Singer, & G am o, 2001; Horesh et al., 1999; Simon et al., 2001), whereas other
investigators have observed the opposite, where female gender was associated with more
im pulsive suicide attempts (W eyrauch et al., 2001). In addition, others have found no
association between the im pulsivity o f suicide attempts and gender (Baca-Garcia et al.,
2001). The results o f the present study revealed no association between gender and
im pulsivity through a series o f m easures o f impulsivity, including both state and trait
forms. Thus, the m ixed findings in the literature base m ay be a function o f the w ay in
V

w hich im pulsivity has been conceptualized and operationalized.
Interestingly, gender was not associated with either dependency or self-criticism,
contrary to w hat m ight be expected based on B latt’s (1974) conceptual model and prior
research. For instance, on the basis o f a meta-analysis o f 97 studies on gender
differences with respect to anaclitic and introjective personality configurations, Bom stein
(1995) concluded that w om en consistently obtained higher dependency scores than men.
P rior research has also generally demonstrated that males are more likely to have
introjective personality configurations and females to have anaclitic personality
configurations (Arieti & Bemporad, 1980; Beck, 1983; Blatt & Shichman, 1983; Nietzal
& H arris, 1990). Fazaa and Page (2003) observed that females displayed the same
patterns o f suicidal behavior as did individuals characterized as dependent, whereas
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m ales generally showed patterns characteristic o f the self-critical profile. They obtained
sim ilar results when the effects o f gender w ere collapsed and when gender was analyzed
separately. Both gender and dependency/self-criticism predicted suicide lethality, but did
so separately.
Females in the present sam ple were observed to engage in less lethal or serious
scenarios, relative to males. This finding confirm s prior research dem onstrating that
males generally use m ethods o f higher lethality and are m ore likely to die from their
attempts than are women (Beautrais, 2002; Health Canada, 1997; W orld Health
Organization, 1999). I f males are generally more self-critical than females (Blatt &
Shichman, 1993; Fazaa & Page, 2003), this m ay represent an additional possible
explanation for the finding that m ales are generally m ore successful w ith respect to their
suicide attempts than females. That being said, sim ilar relationships between
dependency, self-criticism, and indices o f suicide lethality were observed for both m ales
and females in the present sample. This suggests that m ales and females w ith introjective
personalities are more likely to engage in suicidal behavior characterized by greater
lethality com pared to m ales and females with anaclitic personalities.
W hereas gender appeared to be closely related to lethality, not surprisingly,
substance use appeared m ore related to measures o f impulsivity. Substance use,
however, did not significantly affect the results for any o f the analyses perform ed. This
suggests that the relationships am ong personality style, im pulsivity, and suicide lethality
are not affected by the presence o f substance use. In general, the present results suggest
that suicidal individuals who engage in substance use on the day o f their suicide attem pt
score higher on dysfunctional impulsivity, lower on a m easure o f prem editation, and
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endorse a greater sense o f urgency to act. In other words, substance use is generally
associated with attempters who generally act with little forethought, experience a greater
need to resolve an issue or problem, and find it difficult to remain on task to com pletion.
Psychological aspects o f substance use relevant to suicide may involve a heightened
sensitivity to negative life events, related to poor coping skills, and affective
dysregulation (Goldberg et al., 2001). Consequently, self-destructive behaviors with
relatively little prem editation m ay arise during such periods o f increased stress and
intoxication.
Im pulsivity has been hypothesized to play an im portant role in the relationship
between alcohol or substance use and suicidality. Investigators have argued that the
disinhibiting effect o f alcohol immediately prior to a suicide attem pt m ight be associated
w ith im pulsive suicide attem pts (Kendall, 1983). For instance, some have found
substance use to increase im pulsivity o f suicide attempts (Baca-Garcia et al., 2000) and to
be associated with lower intent and lethality (Nielgen, Stenager, & Brahe, 1993; Rossow,
Rom elsjo, & Liefman, 1999). However, in the present sam ple there was no relationship
between substance use and the impulsiveness o f suicide attempts, as assessed w ith a
m easure o f state impulsivity.
Past research has dem onstrated that substance use has been associated w ith
increased im pulsivity and low lethality. The present study found that substance use was
associated with various character traits o f impulsivity, but was not associated w ith either
how im pulsive or lethal (including intent) the suicide attempts were. Similarly,
Beautrais, Joyce, and M ulder (1997) found that consuming alcohol within three hours o f
attem pting did not distinguish impulsive attempters from non-im pulsive attem pters. No
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inform ation as to the lethality o f attempts was reported by these authors. The possibility
exists that studies that have assessed the role o f substance use, as opposed to misuse,
have largely failed to dem onstrate significant relationships am ong substance usage,
im pulsive suicidal behavior, and suicide lethality. A lthough both gender and substance
use were less related to im pulsivity and suicidal behavior com pared to dependency and
self-criticism in the present study, the issues o f gender and substance use/m isuse remain
critical foci for future research on personality style and aspects o f suicidal behavior.
Overview and Future D irections
In suicide research, as in other areas o f clinical investigation, one is forced to
trade certain advantages for certain disadvantages in terms o f basic research design and
procedure. Perhaps the greatest difficulty in conducting research w ith suicidal
populations involves the use o f retrospective designs and samples o f convenience. The
use o f retrospective accounts and descriptions often cannot be avoided, given the
practical lim itations o f data collection available and the nature o f the problem behavior
researched. There generally exists the general problem o f finding individuals to test prior
to their suicidal behavior, rather than afterwards, and o f obtaining adequate sample sizes
o f data from those who have com pleted suicide (Lecrubier, Braconnier, Said, & Payan,
1995).
The drawbacks o f the use o f self-report measures include the need to rely on the
veracity o f the participant com pleting the measures. Because o f the retrospective nature
o f the study, one cannot rule out the possibility that findings m ay som etim es be distorted
in som e w ay by the participants’ emotional reactions to the circumstances or the nature o f
the study, as w ell as its sensitive content. A num ber o f biases m ay emerge from negative
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m ood states that m ay have been activated while filling out the questionnaires, as
participants were interviewed in detail about their suicide attem pts prior to com pleting
the battery o f questionnaires. There is, however, evidence to suggest that retrospective
findings are not simply artifacts induced by current mood or m em ory distortions (Brewin,
Andrews, & Gotlib, 1993) and seemingly are accurate accounts o f the severity o f past
dysphoric states (Zuroff, 1980).
A lthough the approach utilized in the present study allowed for interviews with
living cases, it was inherently limited in the sense that suicide attempters o f high lethality
and com pleters m ay be very different from one another, even if they are considered to be
overlapping populations (Hammond, 2001; O ’Carroll et al., 2001). Results m ay not be
totally generalizable to individuals from clinical, that is, non-university populations,
whose life situation and general level o f functioning m ay be unlike those o f the present
participants. Future research is thus required to determine if there are reliable differences
in acutely suicidal populations across a variety o f settings along anaclitic and introjective
personality dim ensions. However, even clinical populations suffer from the sam e
problem o f not being representative o f all suicide attempters because individuals who
have an unequivocal intent to die form a relatively small group o f those w ho are
com m itted to hospital, having survived attempts, according to H aw ton and Catalan
(1987). The present sam ple included relatively few extrem ely lethal attem pts that would
have likely resulted in death, which did not for various reasons. N onetheless, there were
some cases where death appeared highly likely, but surprisingly, the individuals did not
die as a result o f their highly lethal attempts. The present study assessed suicidal
individuals w hose attempts were serious and required medical intervention or
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hospitalization, as well as less serious attempts that resulted in minimal medical
intervention or no medical attention at all. Information and data on a wide range o f
suicidal behaviors were, therefore, obtained. In fact, research solely involving attempts
that result in hospitalization would also lead to another form o f selection bias and would
ultim ately limit the ability to generalize such results to all suicide attempts (W eyrauch et
al., 2001).
W hile further research is required with different populations, including the use o f
m ethods not com pletely dependent on retrospective accounts (Berman & Carroll, 1984),
the present data confirm and extend B latt’s (1974; Blatt et al., 1976), and Fazaa and
P age’s (2003) formulation o f two different depressive and suicidal experiences,
respectively. Even though the extent to which the results are generalizable to com pleted
suicide is open to question, the results can and should be used to raise questions and
guide further research on com pleted suicide. Ideally, longitudinal prospective designs
w ould yield the m ost fruitful and valid findings on suicidal behavior. In future research,
it would be valuable to follow self-critical and dependent individuals over an extended
period o f time to determ ine whether the differences observed in the present sam ple apply
w hen com pleted suicides are taken into consideration.
As a caution, Stengel (1967) pointed out that the outcome o f a suicide attempt
w ould depend on a variety o f unpredictable factors other than the level o f planning,
degree o f suicidal intent, and/or m ethod used. For instance, an individual’s naivete
regarding the type and quantity o f a drug to ingest m ay result in lethal attempts where
low intent was involved. Similarly, com pleted suicides m ay occur in individuals who did
not actually want to die but rather m ade an impulsive attem pt using lethal means. In
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these contexts, com pleted suicide may be conceived o f as a mistake or, alternatively,
those with intent to perform a highly lethal attempt m ay survive despite all o f their
efforts. Simply put, suicide is a multidimensional event and m any factors are involved
that contribute to risk. Practical access to methods that could be used in suicide is also an
im portant factor. Research has dem onstrated that access to lethal means might heighten
the risk for com peted suicide (Neale, 2000). Dependents and self-critics m ay have
different access to various m eans and m ay contribute, to some extent, to the differences
observed in the lethality o f attem pts for both these types o f individuals. Thus, this is
clearly an issue that would be useful to incorporate in future research.
It has been argued that dependents and self-critics are reactive to different types
o f life circumstances; that is, self-critics and dependents react to life events that are
particularly relevant to them w ith often contrasting suicidal behavior. However, recent
research findings indicate that individuals also actively contribute to the construction o f
these congruent negative life events to which they are vulnerable (M onroe & Simons,
1991). V ulnerability may, therefore, be a more active than passive process, in which
individuals contribute to the construction o f particular stressful life events. This notion
has been described as an “action theory” o f how individuals contribute actively to the
construction o f environm ental conditions that are im plicated in their psychological
distress (Brandstater, 1998). Future research will benefit by assessing the extent to which
this is the case with suicidal individuals, and m ay offer a new w ay to conceptualize
suicidality, leading to a m ore com prehensive understanding o f how personality factors
and im pulsivity interact with suicidality. This view would have serious im plications for
self-critical suicidal individuals. For instance, self-critics have a tendency to generate a
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negative social environm ent, which then elevates risk and reduces protective factors.
This m ay be one reason for their relatively elevated levels o f depressive sym ptom s and
more serious suicidal actions com pared with more dependent individuals. Since positive
life events tend to have a stress buffering effect, the reduction o f positive life events for
self-critics m ay create a serious risk-related context and m ay lead to highly lethal suicide
acts and reduced opportunities for rescue.
The lack o f a com m on nosology regarding w hat constitutes impulsivity has
im peded progress towards understanding impulsive behavior in the context o f suicidality.
For instance, W hiteside and Lynam (2001) highlighted the difficulty in com paring studies
purporting to measure im pulsivity. W hiteside and Lynam labeled this difficulty the
“jingle fallacy” (p.670), w hich was first coined by Block (1995) and was used to refer to
situations in w hich two constructs with equivalent labels are in reality quite different.
F or instance, a variety o f different measures o f im pulsivity m ay reflect constructs as
diverse as short attention span and a proclivity to engage in risk-taking behaviors.
Therefore, com paring studies that utilize different definitions or forms o f impulsivity;
i.e., neglecting to break dow n im pulsivity into its constituent parts, m ay help to
contribute to an equivocal research base in this area o f inquiry. The present study is
based, in part, on the principle that future research would greatly benefit by utilizing a
num ber o f m easures purporting to m easure impulsivity or a com prehensive measure that
assess different com ponents o f impulsivity, as this approach has yielded im portant
differences am ong im pulsivity, personality correlates, and the nature o f suicidal acts.
Future research would also benefit by exam ining the extent to which trait variables o f
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impulsivity are predictive o f im pulsive behavior in various contexts, such as attem pting
suicide.
Clinical Implications and Sum m ary
Suicide remains a serious public health problem. The tim e is ripe for the field o f
suicidology to begin focusing on com prehensive theoretical models, such as B latt’s
theory applied to suicidal behavior, in order to organize the empirical know ledge base
and to guide future research and intervention in this area. Hopefully, the present study
has broadened the theoretical understanding o f suicidality and can be used to stim ulate
additional investigations o f suicidal behavior that will assess and expand on the merits o f
the theoretical framework proposed here. The present data strongly suggest there are
consistent differences am ong types o f suicide attempters, as defined by relevant
dim ensions o f the DEQ and the conceptual model o f Blatt (1974, 1990, 1995,2004; Blatt
& Shichman, 1983), and suggests that there are indeed two distinct subgroups o f suicidal
individuals. The differences between these two subgroups involve suicidal intent,
medical risk, rescues factors, overall lethality, and characteristics o f impulsivity.
Differences along these dim ensions should offer an effective and reliable m ethod o f
discrim inating between persons who engage in non-lethal or less serious suicide attempts
from persons who make m edically dangerous attempts or com plete suicide, a problem
that has plagued the field o f suicidology to date. It would be im portant for future
research to broaden the scope o f the theory proposed in the present study o f suicidality to
include other important dim ensions related to suicidal behavior. Such research would
help to develop a more com prehensive picture o f precisely w hy and how dependent and
self-critical individuals engage in suicidal behavior. This w ould have obvious
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im plications for the assessm ent, management, determ ination o f risk, and treatm ent o f
suicidal individuals. The results o f the present study should, therefore, be used to raise
additional questions and guide further research on the role o f personality factors and
im pulsivity in helping identify two distinct types o f suicidal individuals.
D espite a grow ing body o f empirically based knowledge, like m uch o f
suicidology, these prior studies tend to be atheoretical and, therefore, provide little insight
into the suicidal mind (Leenaars et al., 1997). The field’s reliance on largely atheoretical
approaches has resulted in a lessened ability in averting suicide and a lack o f integration
between our risk assessm ent and treatment methods. In order to be clinically practical
and useful, a theoretical model o f suicide needs to cut across all dom ains o f functioning,
including cognitive, affective, behavioral, and motivational. In other words, the model
should be able to serve as an “explanatory m ap” o f suicidality for a particular individual
(Rudd, 2004). It needs to account for and com m unicate the sym ptom presentation,
relevant developmental history, role o f personality traits, identifiable stressors, and
m aladaptive behaviors in an integrative manner. Therefore, the provision o f appropriate
help for individuals who attem pt suicide or deliberately injure them selves w ill depend, to
a large extent, on having a thorough understanding o f the circum stances in which the
attempts occur. Rudd further argued that a true test o f this theoretical model would be
realized, to the extent that it m ay explain how an individual went from point A (nonsuicidal) to point B (suicidal), and further, how to get to point C (recovery). These
questions, to a large extent, could be addressed based on the results o f the present study
and should play an im portant role in the assessm ent and m anagem ent o f suicidality.
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The value o f B latt’s approach essentially lies in focusing our attention on the
subjective world o f the person experiencing the psychological distress leading to
depression and suicidal behavior. Clearly, suicidal thoughts and acts on the part o f selfcritical and dependent individuals seem to w arrant different explanations and suggest that
a standard or rigid therapeutic response for all suicidal individuals is inappropriate.
Rogers and Soyka (2004) suggested that responding in a uniform manner, such as w ith a
basic “crisis intervention” model, has essentially led to a one-size-fits-all m entality that
moves clinicians away from the real clinical issues that exist and m ust be faced with
suicidal individuals. This has contributed to a lack o f effectiveness in the assessm ent and
treatm ent o f suicidal behavior. It is clear that suicidal individuals do not represent a
homogenous group, and so an assessm ent or treatm ent approach could not apply
uniform ly to all suicidal individuals. A one-fit approach also greatly reduces the
likelihood o f effective com munication regarding appropriate suicidal content.
The choice o f which patient qualities to address in any assessm ent and treatm ent
protocol needs to be theory driven, and to include dim ensions thought to be relevant to
processes that are assumed to underlie the pathology in question. Ideally, assessm ent and
treatm ent strategies should begin with the identification o f key dysfunctions associated
with a particular disorder o r problem atic behavior such as suicide. This suggests that
there should be a conceptual link established between assessm ent, the m ethod o f
treatment, and the dysfunctional mechanism identified in connection w ith the disorder.
Fazaa and Page (in press) have written in detail about how to achieve this w ith suicidal
individuals characterized as self-critical or dependent. In general, Fazaa and Page have
argued that a fuller understanding o f dependents’ and self-critics’ experiences such as
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those offered here, and their exploration in the psychotherapeutic process, are central to
effective treatment. The present findings can improve, or at least com plim ent, the
clinician’s assessm ent o f suicide risk either before the initiation o f a suicidal episode or in
the treatm ent o f those that have survived their suicide attempts.
The assessm ent o f suicidal persons’ proclivity to either engage in an unsuccessful
suicide attem pt or to die as a result o f their attempt is an im portant one. It is clear that a
greater awareness and understanding about the role o f personality factors and impulsivity
in suicidality m ay help clinicians to better recognize vulnerabilities and anticipate likely
outcom es and, hence, play an im portant role in the m anagem ent o f suicidal individuals.
N ot only will the addition o f these two personality constructs in a suicide assessm ent
battery im prove prediction and prevention o f suicide, but a greater degree o f
understanding can be gained about how individuals would m ost likely attempt, how lethal
the attem pt would likely be, the precipitating event that would m ost likely trigger a
suicidal act for that individual, and the rationale o f the person for attem pting suicide.
These variables o f suicidality would certainly highlight key issues to assess and address
therapeutically in order to resolve current issues and future vulnerabilities. In general,
qualitative differences in the nature o f each group’s experience have highlighted
differences in the underlying mechanism, etiology, and possible treatm ent response
(Blatt, 2004).
Sim ply know ing that someone was depressed prior to a suicidal episode tells us
nothing about personal vulnerabilities, environmental conditions, and mental picture that
com pelled the individual to attempt suicide. It is m ore useful to evaluate an individual’s
life experiences and circum stances and to consider how these, interacting w ith one’s
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personality characteristics, could lead to different expressions o f suicidal behavior. An
understanding o f both internal and external stressors that influence suicidality and the
m anner in which the attem pt is carried out is necessary in an attem pt to alter the wish to
end one’s life (Hulorich, 2004). High levels o f dependency and self-criticism can be seen
as significant risk factors for the lethality o f suicidal behavior, which if reduced, would
likely lead to subsequent changes in suicide risk and future suicidality. If issues such as
these are not addressed, including impulsivity, through therapeutic work, they represent
significant risk factors for continued and increasingly serious suicidality. Given the
im portance o f the findings related to impulsivity in the present study, it is im portant for
those at risk for im pulsive attem pts to not have access to methods that can be utilized to
make a suicide attempt, as risk o f unplanned attempts may be increased by access to
lethal methods (Brent, 1987). Further, recent research has shown that im pulsivity and
anxiety, com orbid with depression, are often im mediate suicide risk factors that are
potentially m odifiable if recognized and treated appropriately (Fawcett, 2001).
The type o f theoretical approach described here for understanding suicidality is by
no means exhaustive. It is sim ply m eant to represent a few general principles that
describe o n e’s psychological space in relation to depression and suicidality, based on
theory regarding the developm ent and expression o f two distinct forms o f psychological
disorder. Typologies such as these (e.g., Arieti & Bem porad, 1980; Beck, 1983; Blatt,
2004) can be clinically useful tools for rapidly assessing suicidal individuals, and
developing an appropriate and informed course o f action (Beck, Rush, Shaw, & Emery,
1979). Obviously, the clinical assessm ent o f a person’s proclivity to engage in lethal
suicidal behavior can never be reduced to a few dim ensions; however, B latt’s approach to
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understanding psychopathology has provided for a clinically innovative and rich method
for understanding suicidality. R udd and Joiner (1998) have argued that it is only through
the application o f such a strategic and clinically sim ple model, such as that outlined, that
we can begin to ultim ately understand and treat the inherent com plexity o f
m ultidim ensional phenom ena such as suicide. The present model will essentially help
those involved in the assessm ent, m anagement and treatm ent o f suicidal individuals to
both identify and directly treat those factors that pose the greatest risk for suicide whether
psychotherapeutically or through pharm acological intervention. The conclusion is,
therefore, made that the differentiation o f the personality constructs o f dependency and
self-criticism provide a m eaningful basis for a m ore refined and precise study o f the
com plex and often perplexing phenom ena o f suicide. Although any suicidal ideation
m ust be addressed w ith a high degree o f professional concern, the present data strongly
suggest, further, that suicide precautions are particularly im portant following risk
markers, suicidal com m unications, or ideation expressed by highly self-critical
individuals.
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APPENDIX A
Depressive Experiences Q uestionnaire
L is t e d b elow are a number o f s ta te m e n t s concerning p e r s o n a l c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s and
t r a i t s . Read each it e m and d e c i d e whether you agree or d is a g r e e and to w hat .
exten t.
I f you s t r o n g l y a g r e e , c i r c l e 7; i f you s t r o n g ly d i s a g r e e , c i r c l e 1;
i f you f e e l somewhere i n b etw een , c i r c l e any one o f th e numbers between 1 and 7.
The m id p o in t, i f you a r e n e u t r a l or u n d ecid ed , i s 4.
S tr o n g ly
D isa gree
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

7.
8.

9.

10.

Stroni
Agrei

I s e t my p e r s o n a l g o a ls and sta n d a rd s as h ig h as
p o ssib le.

1 2

3

4

5

6 7

Without su p p o r t from o th e r s who a re c l o s e to me,
1 would be h e l p l e s s .

1 2

3

4

5

6 7

4

5

3

4

5

6 7

I tend to be s a t i s f i e d w ith my c u rre n t p lan s and
g o a l s , r a t h e r than s t r i v i n g f o r h ig h e r g o a l s .

1 2

3

Sometimes I f e e l v e r y b i g , and o t h e r times I
f e e l v e r y s m a ll

1

When I am c l o s e l y in v o lv e d w i t h someone, I never
f e e l je a lo u s.

1 2

3

4

5

6 7

I u r g e n t l y n eed t h in g s t h a t o n ly o th e r p eo p le
can p r o v i d e .

1 2

3

4

5

6 7

I o f t e n f i n d t h a t I d o n 't l i v e up t o my own
sta n d a r d s or i d e a l s .

1 2

3

4

5

6 7

I f e e l I am alw ays making f u l l u s e o f my
p o te n tia l a b i l i t i e s .

1 2

3

4

5

6

2

7

The l a c k o f permanence i n human r e l a t i o n s h i p s
d o e s n ' t b o t h e r me.

1 2

3 4

5

6 7

I f I f a i l t o l i v e up to e x p e c t a t i o n s , I f e e l
unworthy.

1 2

3 4

5

6 7

3

4

5

6 7

3 4

5

6

11.

Many tim e s I f e e l h e l p l e s s .

12.

I seld o m worry about b e in g c r i t i c i z e d f o r th in g s
I h ave s a i d or d one.

1 2

There i s a c o n s i d e r a b l e d i f f e r e n c e between how I
am now and how I would l i k e to b e .

1

14.

I e n jo y sh arp c o m p e t it io n w it h o t h e r s .

1 2

15.

I f e e l I h av e many r e s p o n s i b i l i t i e s th a t I must m eet.

13 .

6 -7

1 2

1
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2

2

3

4

5

6

7

7

3

4

5

6

7

3

4

5

6

7
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S tr o n g ly
D is a g r e e

Strong
Agree

16.

There are tim es when I f e e l "empty" i n s i d e .

1 2

3

I’*

5

6 .7

17.

I tend n o t to be s a t i s f i e d w ith what I h av e.

1 2

3

t4

5

6

7

18.

I d o n 't care whether or n ot I l i v e up to what
o th e r p e o p le e x p e c t o f me.

1 2

3

i4

5

6

7

19.

I become f r ig h t e n e d when I f e e l a l o n e .

1 2

3

4

5

6

7

20.

I would f e e l l i k e I ' d be l o s i n g an im portant part
o f m y s e lf i f I l o s t a v ery c l o s e f r i e n d .

1 2

3

4

5

6

7

P eo p le w i l l a c c e p t me no m a tter how many m istak es
I have made.

1 2

3

4

5

6

7

I have d i f f i c u l t y b rea k in g o f f a r e l a t i o n s h i p th a t
i s making me unhappy.

1 2

3

4

5

6

7

I o f t e n th in k about th e danger o f l o s i n g someone
who i s c l o s e t o me.

1 2

3

4

5

6

7

24 .

Other p e o p le have h i g h e x p e c t a t i o n s o f me.

1 2 - 3

4

5

6

7

25.

When I am w ith o t h e r s , I tend t o d ev alu e or
" u n d e r s e ll" m y s e l f .

1 2

3

4

5

6

7

I am n o t v e r y concerned w ith how o th e r p e o p le
respond to me.

1 2

3

4

5

6

7

No m a tter how c l o s e a r e l a t i o n s h i p between two
p e o p le i s , th e r e i s always a l a r g e amount o f
u n c e r t a in t y and c o n f l i c t .

1 2

3

4

5

6

7

28.

I am v e r y s e n s i t i v e to o th e r s f o r s i g n s o f r e j e c t i o n .

1 2

3

4

5

6

7

29.

I t ' s im p o rtan t f o r my fa m ily t h a t I s u c c e e d .

1 2

3

4

5

6

7

30.

O fte n , I f e e l I have d is a p p o in t e d o t h e r s .

1 2

3

4

5

6

7

31.

I f someone makes me an gry, I l e t him (her) know
how I f e e l .

1 2

3

4

5

6

7

I c o n s t a n t l y t r y , and v ery o f t e n go ou t o f my way,
t o p l e a s e or h e lp p e o p le I am c l o s e t o .
'

1 2

3

4

5

6

7

33.

I have many in n e r r e s o u r c e s ( a b i l i t i e s , s t r e n g t h s ) .

1 2

3

4

5

6

7

34.

I f i n d i t v ery d i f f i c u l t to s a y "No" to th e r e q u e s ts
of fr ie n d s.

1 2

3

4

5

6

7

I never r e a lly f e e l secu re in a c lo se r e la tio n s h ip .

1 2

3

4

5

6

7

21.

22.

23.

26.

27.

32.

35 .
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S tro n g ly
D isagree
36.

The way I f e e l about m y s e lf f r e q u e n t l y v a r i e s :
th ere are tim e s when I f e e l e x t r e m e ly good about
m y self and o t h e r tim e s when I s e e o n ly th e bad i n me
and f e e l l i k e a t o t a l f a i l u r e .

1

Strongl;
Agree

2

3 ‘4

5

6

7

37.

O ften , I f e e l t h r e a t e n e d by ch an ge.

1 2

3

4

5

6

7

38.

Even i f th e p e r s o n who i s c l o s e s t to me were to
l e a v e , 1 co u ld s t i l l "go i t a l o n e . "

1 2

3

4

5

6

7

One must c o n t i n u a l l y work to g a in l o v e from an other
person:
t h a t i s , l o v e h as to b e e a rn ed .

1 2

3

4

5

6

7

I am v e r y s e n s i t i v e t o th e e f f e c t s my words or
a c t io n s h ave on th e f e e l i n g s o f o t h e r p e o p le .

1 2

3

4

5

6

7

I o f t e n blame m y s e lf f o r t h in g s I h ave done or s a i d
to someone.

1 2

3

4

5

6

7

39.

40.

41.

42.

I am a v e r y in d e p e n d e n t p e r s o n .

1 2

3

4

5

6

7

43.

I often f e e l g u ilt y .

1 2

3

4

5

6

7

44.

I th in k o f m y s e l f as a v e r y complex p e r s o n , one
who h as "many s i d e s . "

1 2

3

4

5 6 7

1 2

3

4

5 6

7

45.

I worry a l o t ab ou t o f f e n d i n g o r h u r t in g someone
who i s c l o s e to me.

46.

Anger f r i g h t e n s me.

1 2

3

4

5 6

7

47 .

I t i s n o t "who you a r e , " b u t "what you have
accom plished" t h a t c o u n t s .

1 2

3

4

5 6

7

48.

I f e e l good ab ou t m y s e l f w hether I s u c c e e d or f a i l .

1 2

3

4

5

6

7

49.

I can e a s i l y p u t my own f e e l i n g s and problems a s i d e ,
and d e v o te my c o m p lete a t t e n t i o n to th e f e e l i n g s and
. problems o f someone e l s e .

1 2

3

4

5

6

7

I f someone I ca re d about became angry w it h me, I
. would f e e l t h r e a t e n e d t h a t he (s h e ) m ight l e a v e me.

1 2

3

4

5

6

7

I f e e l u n c o m fo r ta b le when I am g iv e n im portant
r e s p o n sib ilitie s.

1 2

3

4

5

6

7

A ft e r a f i g h t w it h a f r i e n d , I must make amends
as soon as p o s s i b l e .

1 2

3

4

5

6

7

I have a d i f f i c u l t tim e a c c e p t i n g w eak nesses i n
m y s e lf .

1 2

3

4

5

6

7

50.

51.

52.

53.
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S t r o n g ly
D is a g r e e
54.

I t i s more im p o rtan t t h a t I en jo y my work than
i t i s f o r me to have my work approved.

Strongl
Agree

1 2

2 3

5

6

7

5

6

7

5

6

7

55.

A fter an argument, I f e e l very l o n e l y .

56.

In my r e l a t i o n s h i p s w i t h o t h e r s , I am v e r y concerned
about what th ey can g i v e to me.

1 2

3 '

57.

I r a r e ly th in k about my f a m il y .

1 2

3

4

5

6

7

58.

Very f r e q u e n t l y , my f e e l i n g s toward someone c l o s e
to me vary: t h e r e a r e tim es when I f e e l c o m p le te ly
angry and o th e r tim e s when I f e e l a l l - l o v i n g
towards th a t p e r s o n .

1 2

3

4

5

6

7

What I do and say h a s a v ery s t r o n g im pact on
th o se around me.

1 2

3

4

5

6

7

59.

1

3^
1

60.

I sometimes f e e l t h a t I am " s p e c i a l . "

1 2

3

4

5

6

7

61.

I grew up i n an e x tr e m e ly c l o s e f a m i l y .

1 2

3

4

5

6

7

62.

I am very s a t i s f i e d w i t h m y s e lf and my acco m p lish 
ments .

1 2

3

4

5

6

7

63.

I want many t h in g s from someone I am c l o s e t o .

1 2

3

4

5

6

7

64.

I tend to be v e r y c r i t i c a l o f m y s e lf .

1 2

3

4

5

6

7

65.

B eing a lo n e d o e s n ' t b o t h e r m e:a t a l l .

1 2

3

4

5

6

7

66.

I very f r e q u e n t ly compare m y s e lf to sta n d a rd s
or g o a l s .

1 2

3

4

5

6

7
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A PPENDIX B
State Im pulsivity

Instructions: This questionnaire consists o f two groups o f statements. Please read each
group o f statements carefully, and then pick out the one statem ent in each group that best
describes the circumstances o f your m ost serious suicide attempt.

1

Active Preparation for the Attempt
0
1
2

2

None
M inimal to moderate active preparation
Extensive active preparation

Degree of Premeditation
0

None

1

Suicide contem plated for three hours

2

Suicide contem plated for more than three hours

or less
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A PPENDIX C
D ickm an’s Im pulsivity Inventory

Listed below are 23 statements concerning personal characteristics. Please read
each item and circle "true" if you believe the statement is generally characteristic of
you or circle "false" if you believe the statement is generally not characteristic of
you. Please do not skip any questions and try to answer all questions as honestly as
possible.

1.

I d o n ’t like to make decisions, even simple decisions, such as
choosing w hat to w ear, or w hat to have for dinner.

True

False

2.

I w ill often say w hatever comes into m y head w ithout thinking first.

True

False

3.

I am good at taking advantage o f unexpected opportunities, where
you have to do som ething im mediately or lose your chance.

True

False

4.

I enjoy w orking out problem s slowly and carefully.

True

False

5.

M ost o f the time, I can put my thoughts into words very rapidly.

True

False

6.

I frequently m ake appointm ents without thinking about w hether
I w ill be able to keep them.

True

False

7.

I am uncom fortable w hen I have to m ake up my m ind rapidly.

True

False

8.

I frequently buy things w ithout thinking about w hether or not I
can really afford them.

True

False

9.

I like to take part in really fast-paced conversations, where you
d o n ’t have much tim e to think before you speak.

True

False

10.

I often m ake up m y m ind w ithout taking the time to consider the
situation from all angles.

True

False

11.

I d o n ’t like to do things quickly, even when I am doing som ething
that is not very difficult.

True

False

12.

Often, I don’t spend enough time thinking over a situation before
I act.

True

False

13.

I w ould enjoy w orking at a jo b that required m e to m ake a lot o f
split-second decisions.

True

False
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14.

I often get into trouble because I don’t think before I act.

True

False

15.

I like sports and games in which you have to choose your next
move very quickly.

True

False

16.

M any tim es the plans I m ake don’t work out because I haven’t gone
over them carefully enough in advance.

True

False

17.

I have often missed out on opportunities because I couldn’t m ake
up m y mind fast enough.

True

False

18.

I rarely get involved in projects with first considering the
potential problems.

True

False

19.

People have adm ired me because I can think quickly.

True

False

20.

Before m aking any im portant decision, I carefully weigh the
pros and cons.

True

False

21.

I try to avoid activities where you have to act w ithout m uch tim e
to think first.

True

False

22.

I am good at careful reasoning.

True

False

23.

I often say and do things w ithout considering the consequences.

True

False
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APPENDIX D
UPPS Impulsive Behavior Scale

Listed below are 45 statements concerning personal characteristics. Please read
each item and circle "yes" if you believe the statement is generally characteristic of
you or circle "no" if you believe the statement is generally not characteristic of you.
Please do not skip any questions and try to answer all questions as honestly as
possible.

1.

I have reserved and cautious attitudes towards life.

Yes

No

2.

M y thinking is usually careful and purposeful.

Yes

No

3.

I am not one o f those people who blurt out things w ithout thinking.

Yes

No

4.

I like to stop and think things over before I do them.

Yes

No

5.

I d o n ’t like to start a project until I know exactly how to proceed.

Yes

No

6.

I tend to value and follow a rational, “sensible” approach to things.

Yes

No

7.

I usually m ake up m y mind through careful reasoning.

Yes

No

8.

I am a cautious person.

Yes

No

9.

Before I get into a new situation I like to find out w hat to expect
from it.

Yes

No

10 .

I usually think carefully before doing anything.

Yes

No

11 .

Before m aking up m y mind, I consider all the advantages and
disadvantages.

Yes

No

12 .

I have trouble controlling m y impulses.

Yes

No

13.

I have trouble resisting m y cravings (for food, cigarettes, etc.).

Yes

No

14.

I often get involved in things I later wish I could get out of.

Yes

No

15.

W hen I feel bad, I w ill often do things I later regret in order to
m ake m yself feel better now.

Yes

No

16.

Sometimes w hen I feel bad, I can ’t seem to stop w hat I am doing
even though it is m aking me feel worse.

Yes

No
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17.

W hen I am upset I often act without thinking.

Y es

No

18.

W hen I feel rejected, I w ill often say things that I later regret.

Y es

No

19.

It is hard for me to resist acting on m y feelings.

Y es

No

20.

I often make matters w orse because I act without thinking
w hen I am upset.

Y es

No

21.

In the heat o f an argum ent, I will often say things that I later regret.

22.

I am always able to keep my feelings under control.

Yes

No

23.

Sometimes I do things on impulse that I later regret.

Yes

No

24.

I generally seek new and exciting experiences and sensations.

Y es

No

25.

I ’ll try anything once.

Y es

No

26.

I like sports and games in w hich you have to choose your next
move very quickly.

Yes

No

27.

I would enjoy w ater skiing.

Y es

No

28.

I quite enjoy taking risks.

Y es

No

29.

I would enjoy parachute jum ping.

Y es

No

30.

I welcom e new and exciting experiences and sensations, even if
they are a little frightening and unconventional.

Y es

No

31.

I would like to learn to fly an airplane.

Y es

No

32.

I sometimes like doing things that are a bit frightening.

Y es

No

33.

I would enjoy the sensation o f skiing very fast dow n a high
m ountain slope.

Y es

No

34.

I would like to go scuba diving.

Yes

No

35.

I would enjoy fast driving.

Yes

No

36.

I generally like to see things through to the end.

Yes

No

37.

I tend to give up easily.

Y es

No

Y es
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38.

Unfinished tasks really bother me.

Yes

No

39.

Once I get going on som ething I hate to stop.

Yes

No

40.

I concentrate easily.

Yes

No

41.

I finish w hat I start.

Yes

No

42.

I ’m pretty good about pacing m yself so as to get things done
on time.

Yes

No

43.

I am a productive person who always gets the jo b done.

Yes

No

44.

Once I start a project, I alm ost always finish it.

Yes

No

45.

There are so m any little jo b s that need to be done that I sometimes
ju st ignore them all.

Yes

No
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APPENDIX E
Intent & Precipitating Event Scale

Some questions on this survey ask about very sensitive and private information.
However, the only way to find out more about these issues is to ask about them.
Your participation is very much appreciated.
1. Please indicate in the space how many times you have attempted suicide: _____
2. Have you ever attem pted suicide W ITHOUT an intent to die?
Yes

N o _____

I f you answered yes to the above question, how m any times?

_____

3. Have you ever attem pted suicide WITH an intent to die?
Yes

N o _____

I f you answered yes to the above question, how m any times?

_____

4. Please rate how bad you wanted to die on the follow ing scale w ith respect to your
m ost serious suicide attempt. Circle your choice:
N ot That Badly
1

2

3

V ery Badly
4

5

6

7

8

9

10

5. If you indicated experiencing more than one suicide attempt, on w hich attem pt
num ber (i.e, first, second, third etc
) was your m ost serious suicide attempt?

6.

H ow long ago was your m ost serious suicide attempt? ________

7.

H ow deadly (close to dying) was your m ost serious attempt? Circle you choice:
Low

M edium

High

Very-high

8 . Please check one o f the following statements about your reaction to your m ost

serious attempt:
I am glad I have recovered
I am uncertain whether I am glad or sorry
I am sorry that I have recovered
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9. Please describe in the space provided below w hat caused you to attem pt suicide on
the last (if you only attempted suicide once) or most serious suicide attempt:

10.

Please check as m any o f the reasons below for attem pting suicide as apply. If
more than ONE applies, please rank the m ost serious concern #1, the second #2
and so on.

G irl/Boyfriend concern [ ]
Academ ic concern [ ]
Fam ily concern [ ]
Friendship concern [ ]
W ork concern [ ]
Loss o f a significant person in your life [
]
Failure to reach a personal goal or standard [ ]
O ther [ ] State co n cern :_____________________________________________________
11.

Individuals m ay attem pt suicide for quite a num ber o f reasons. For some, the
suicidal act is m eant to com m unicate a state o f unhappiness and represents an
attem pt to get help from others. The goal or m otivation is to change their world
in some way. For others, the goal or m otivation is sim ply to end their life,
w ithout trying to change any o f their life circum stances or relationships with
others. On your m ost serious suicide attempt, check o ff com m unication if your
aim was to change an aspect o f your environm ent and check o ff escape if your
aim was sim ply to end your life without w anting to change your w orld or let
anyone else know o f your attempt. I f you are not sure please estim ate w hat your
motivation m ost likely was.
Com m unication ________

Escape_________
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APPENDIX F
A dditional Analyses w ith Items on the Intent & Precipitating Event Scale
A lthough m ost items assessed for through the Intent and Precipitating Event Scale
have not been included as specific hypotheses or research questions, they have interesting
relationships to dependency, self-criticism, lethality, and impulsivity. Exploratory
analyses between these variables are reported below and m ay be used to stim ulate new
research questions or directions to pursue with respect to how personality style is
associated with the nature o f suicidal behavior.
Total N um ber o f Prior Suicide Attempts
The findings concerning those who attempt either w ith or w ithout the intention to
die via attem pting suicide should be considered in light o f the fact that 54% o f the
respondents had m ade m ore than one suicide attem pt in the past, w ith 46% attem pting
suicide on one single occasion (range: 1 to 10). Pearson r correlations revealed that both
levels o f dependency (r = .01, n = 96, ns) and self-criticism (r = .17, n = 96, ns) were
unrelated to the num ber o f prior attempts in this sample. The mean num ber o f attem pts
for males was 1.74 and 2.23 for females; however, a one-w ay ANOVA indicated that
these means were not sufficiently different to suggest a relationship between gender and
the num ber o f prior attem pts, F(1, 93) = 1.02, ns.
A series o f Pearson r correlations revealed that the num ber o f prior suicide
attempts was positively associated with risk-rescue scores (r = .37, n = 96, p<.01) and
state im pulsivity total scores (r = .23, n = 96, p<.05). Taken together, these results
suggest that those with a greater num ber o f attempts generally indicate engaging in
greater levels o f planning and premeditation, in addition to engaging in suicide attem pts
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characterized by higher lethality. It m ay be that attempts becom e more prem editated with
each additional attempt, although such a relationship could not be assessed directly in the
present study. No relationships were observed between the num ber o f attem pts and the
two factors o f D ickm an’s Im pulsivity Inventory, or the four facets o f the UPPS Impulsive
Behavior Scale.
Intent to Die
Intent to die as a result o f a suicide attempt was also assessed for as a categorical
variable, in addition to a continuous variable, in the present study. Participants were
explicitly asked if they have ever attempted suicide with an intent to die. A response o f
“no” was coded as a 1 and a response o f “yes” was coded as a 2. In other words,
individuals either had the objective to live or die as a direct result o f their m ost serious
suicide attempt. The follow ing analyses are based on this categorical variable.
Sixty-eight percent o f the participants reported that they had attem pted suicide
w ith an explicit intent to die, while 32% indicated that they attempted suicide without an
intent to die. Fifty-five percent o f the sample indicated that they had attem pted suicide
on at least one occasion in w hich they did not wish to die. Therefore, the m ajority o f
participants had attem pted suicide in the past without a serious wish to die. M oreover,
26% o f participants reported that they dem onstrated both an intent and a lack o f intent to
die over different suicide attempts.
A chi-square test was com puted to assess the relationship between intent to die
(no and yes) and dichotom ized dependency (low and high), resulting in a non-significant
relationship between intent and dependency, x 2( l , N = 96) = 2.41, ns. However, a
significant relationship was found between intent to die and self-criticism, as evidenced
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by an additional chi-square test, x 2(U N = 96) = 4.40, p<.05. In general, those who
scored higher on self-criticism were more likely to attempt with an explicit desire to die
than those who scored lower on self-criticism. A chi-square test with gender and intent to
die entered as variables found that there was no relationship between o n e’s gender and
w hether or not they wished to die via their attempts, x 2( l, N = 96) = 1.14, ns.
A one-w ay ANOVA was performed with intent to die entered as the independent
variable, with risk-rescue scores entered as the dependent variable. In general, not
surprisingly, persons who reported attempting with an intent to die evidenced high
lethality ratings, F (l, 92) = 9.76, p<.01.
W ith respect to the relationship between intent to die and state impulsivity,
individuals who endorsed an intent to die demonstrated m ore non-im pulsive and
intermediate levels o f im pulsive attempts than those who did not endorse an intent to die,
based on a significant chi-square test, x 2(2, N = 96) = 5.63, p<.05. A series o f one-w ay
ANOVAs w ere also run w ith intent to die entered as the independent variable, and
variables o f trait impulsivity (functional impulsivity, dysfunctional im pulsivity, and the
four facets o f the UPPS Im pulsive Behavior Scale), entered separately as dependent
variables. No significant relationships were observed between intent to die and the
various m easures o f trait impulsivity.
Subjective Lethality
Participants were asked to rate how close to dying they came w hen they attem pted
suicide. Four response choices were available and included, low, medium, high, and very
high. Responses on this item reflected a subjective assessm ent o f the lethality o f
participants’ own suicide attempts.
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Forty-six percent o f respondents indicated that their most serious suicide attempt
was likely o f low subjective lethality, 27% with a medium level o f subjective lethality,
20% w ith a high level o f subjective lethality, and 7% w ith a very-high level o f subjective
lethality.
A chi-square test w ith gender and level o f subjective lethality revealed no
relationship between the two variables, %2(3 , N = 96) = 4.63, ns. A chi-square test
suggested there was no relationship between low and high levels o f dependency with
subjective lethality (x 2(3, N = 96) = 6.55, ns); however, a significant relationship was
found between low and high levels o f self-criticism with levels o f subjective lethality
(X2(3> N = 96) = 13.01, £<.05). In general, those who scored lower on self-criticism
tended to rate their ow n suicide attempts as being less lethal, whereas those who scored at
the higher levels o f self-criticism tended to rate their attempts as involving greater levels
o f lethality.
A chi-square test perform ed with levels o f subjective lethality and low/high levels
o f risk-rescue scores revealed a significant relationship, x 2(3, N = 96) = 29.63, £<.01. It
appeared that individuals who rated their own attempts as being m ore lethal tended to
also obtain greater risk-rescue scores, which were rated by the researcher. These results
indicate that m ost participants were able to accurately rate their attempts as lethal if they
were, in fact, lethal and non-lethal if they were not.
A chi-square test w ith levels o f subjective lethality and levels o f state im pulsivity
dem onstrated a significant relationship, x 2( 6 , N = 96) = 13.95, £<.05, suggesting that
individuals w ith low er levels o f subjective lethality engage in m ore im pulsive attempts.
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In contrast, persons who endorse higher levels o f subjective lethality tend to engage in
more non-im pulsive attempts.
A series o f one-w ay ANOVAs were performed w here subjective lethality was
entered as the independent variable, w ith the various measures o f trait impulsivity
(functional impulsivity, dysfunctional impulsivity, urgency, prem editation, perseverance,
and sensation seeking) entered as the dependent variables. The relationship between
levels o f subjective lethality and dysfunctional impulsivity was significant, F(3, 90) =
3.17, p<.05. Tukey HSD post hoc tests indicated than those with medium levels o f
subjective lethality scored significantly higher on dysfunctional impulsivity than persons
w ith low levels o f subjective lethality (p<.05). No differences were observed between
the other levels o f subjective lethality and dysfunctional impulsivity. There w as also a
significant relationship between levels o f subjective lethality and UPPS (lack of)
perseverance, F(3, 91) = 2.90, p<.05. Tukey HSD post hoc tests revealed that those who
reported higher levels o f subjective lethality endorsed low er levels o f UPPS (lack of)
perseverance.
M otivation for Attempting Suicide
The motivation behind attem pting suicide was also assessed for in this sample.
P articipants’ materials (an item o f the Intent and Precipitating Event Scale) informed
them that individuals may attem pt suicide for different reasons. For exam ple, it was
explained that, for some, the suicidal act is meant to com m unicate a state o f unhappiness
and represents an attem pt to receive help from others. For others, the goal or m otivation
is sim ply to end their life w ithout trying to alter their life circumstances or relationships
with others. Participants were asked to indicate if their m otivation was to change som e
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aspect o f their environm ent or whether it was to end their life w ithout w ishing to m odify
their world. Participants were thus required to choose w hether the m otivation behind
their m ost serious suicide attem pt involved either com m unication or escape. The
m otivation o f com m unication coded as a 1 and a m otivation o f escape w as coded as a 2 .
D uring the m ost serious suicide attempt, 33% o f respondents reported that they
attem pted suicide w ith a m otivation to com municate a state o f unhappiness. This
represented an effort to m odify their world or elicit attention and support from significant
others. Seventy-seven percent o f respondents endorsed an alternative m otivation in
which they sim ply sought to escape life, dem onstrating no desire to m odify or alter their
worlds through their suicidal behavior.
A chi-square test perform ed found no relationship between low and high levels o f
•y

dependency with the m otivation for attempting, x (1, N = 96) = .08, ns; however, there
did appear to be a strong relationship between the m otivation for attem pting and self•y

criticism , x “0> N = 96) = 10.31, p<.01. Persons who scored higher on self-criticism were
m ore likely to endorse attem pting suicide with a motivation to escape life as opposed to
com m unicating a state o f unhappiness. A chi-square test between gender and m otivation
revealed no significant level o f association, x 2(T N = 96) = 1.63, ns.
A series o f one-w ay A NOVAs perform ed between m otivation (independent
variable) and various indices o f lethality (dependent variables) revealed significant
relationships between m otivation with intent to die (F (l, 93) = 13.6, p<.01) and riskrescue scores (F (l, 93) = 9.83, p<.01). These findings suggest that those m otivated to
escape life endorsed a greater intent to die and subsequently engaged in m ore lethal
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suicidal behavior, com pared to individuals who were m otivated to com m unicate
som ething through their attempts.
A chi-square test revealed a significant relationship between m otivation for
attem pting and levels o f state impulsivity, x (2, N = 96) = 13.47, p<.01. Individuals who
were m otivated to escape life seemed to engage in a non-im pulsive manner, w hereas
those who were motivated to com municate to others a state o f unhappiness appeared to
attem pt impulsively. A series o f one-w ay ANOVAs were perform ed w ith m otivation
entered as the predictor variable, and variables o f trait im pulsivity (functional
impulsivity, dysfunctional impulsivity, and the four facets o f the UPPS Impulsive
Behavioral Scale) entered separately as outcome variables. The only significant finding
occurred between m otivation and UPPS sensation seeking, F ( l, 93) = 7.14, £<.01). In
general, those m otivated to escape via their attempts tended to score higher on items
assessing sensation seeking.
Precipitating Life Stress Events
A list o f potential reasons for attempting w as given to each participant. This was
also an item located in the Intent and Precipitating Event Scale. This list was
preclassified by the exam iner as representing either a personal (self-definition and
achievem ent) or interpersonal precipitating event that contributed to or triggered the
attempt. Two variables were created. The first variable (precipitating event) was coded
as a 1 if the event was personal, such as a failure at school, or as a 2 if the event was
interpersonal in nature, such as a break up w ith a significant other. A second related
variable (precipitating events) was coded as a 1 if individuals endorsed either a personal
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or interpersonal event and coded as a 2 if individuals endorsed events reflecting both
personal and interpersonal events.
W ith respect to the prim ary types o f events that seem ed to precipitate the suicidal
attempts in this sample, 34% o f respondents reported attem pting following an
intrapsychic or personal stressor, whereas 6 6 % o f respondents reported attem pting
following an interpersonal life stress event. Fifty-two percent o f respondents reported
that they had attempted in response to sim ultaneously experiencing both intrapsychic and
interpersonal stressful life events.
A series o f chi-square tests were performed with low/high levels o f both
dependency and self-criticism w ith precipitating event(s). No relationship was observed
between precipitating event(s) and levels o f dependency. H owever, it appeared that those
who scored higher on self-criticism tended to attem pt following an intrapsychic stressor
(X2(l> N = 96) = 14.02, pc.01), and following both types o f stressors occurring
sim ultaneously (x 2( l , N = 96) = 1 0 .1 5 , p<.01). A chi-square test perform ed with gender
and the prim ary precipitating event revealed a significant association, x 2( l, N = 96) =
4.18, p<.05. This finding suggests that the prim ary reason that females attem pt is related
to an interpersonal stressor relative to males. A chi-square test found no relationship
between gender and suicide attempts in response to experiencing both interpersonal and
intrapsychic stress events as the precipitating events, x 2( l , N = 96) = .65, ns.
A one-w ay A NOVA suggested that those who attem pted in response to prim arily
an intrapsychic stressor tended to engage in suicide attem pts characterized by higher riskrescue scores, com pared to those attem pting in response to interpersonal events, F (l, 92)
= 9.71, p<.01. M ore specifically, a series o f one-w ay A NO V As revealed significant
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relationships between the type o f interpersonal event with risk (F (l, 92) = 9.69, £><.01)
and rescue (F (l, 92) = 7.17, £<.01) scores. These results, taken together, suggest that
those who attem pt in response to more interpersonally-oriented events tend to evidence
higher rescue and lower risk scores, as com pared with those who attem pt due to prim arily
intrapsychic stressful life events. There was no relationship between attem pting in
response to both types o f precipitating life stress events and risk-rescue scores, F (l, 93) =
1.24, ns.
A chi-square test perform ed on the type o f precipitating life event and levels o f
state impulsivity found that those who attempted in response to prim arily an interpersonal
stressor tended to engage in more impulsive attempts, x \ 2 , N = 96) = 5.84, £<.05. An
additional chi-square test revealed no relationship between attem pting in response to both
types o f stressors and levels o f state impulsivity, £ 2(2, N = 96) = .75, ns^.
No relationships were found between the precipitating event (independent
variable) and the various trait impulsivity m easures (dependent variables) (functional
impulsivity, dysfunctional impulsivity, urgency, prem editation, perseverance, and
sensation seeking), as assessed through a series o f one-w ay ANOVAs. A series o f one
w ay ANOVAs between experiencing both intrapsychic and interpersonal life events
(independent variable) and the various variables o f trait im pulsivity (dependent variables)
revealed only a significant relationship with functional im pulsivity, F (l, 92) = 3.51,
£><.05. This finding suggests that those who attempt follow ing both types o f stressors
generally display higher levels o f functional impulsivity.
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Personal Reaction to Suicidal Behavior
Participants were asked to rate their reactions to the outcome o f their suicidal
behavior from three possible choices. Personal reaction to the attem pt was coded as a 1,
2, or 3 to reflect participants’ feelings about having survived their suicide attempts. A
response o f 1 indicated that individuals were sorry to have recovered after their attempt.
A response o f 2 indicated that individuals were uncertain w hether they w ere sorry or glad
to have recovered after their attempt. Lastly, a response o f 3 indicated that individuals
were glad to have recovered after their m ost serious suicide attempt.
Five percent o f the respondents indicated that they w ere sorry to have recovered,
24% claim ed they were uncertain w hether they were sorry or glad to have recovered, and
71% claim ed they were glad to have recovered.
A chi-square test revealed a significant relationship between low and high levels
o f self-criticism and personal reaction to the attempt, x 2(2, N = 96) = 10.70, p<.01.
Those who scored higher on self-criticism were m ore likely to report feeling uncertain
about having survived and less reported being glad about surviving, as com pared with
those who scored lower on self-criticism. No relationship was observed between levels
o f dependency and personal reaction, x 2(2, N = 96) = . 11, ns. There was also no
relationship between gender and personal reaction, x 2(2, N = 96) = 2.55, ns, or between
dichotom ized risk-rescue scores and personal reaction, x 2(2, N = 96) = 1.76, ns.
A chi-square test revealed a significant relationship between personal reaction and
levels o f state impulsivity, x 2(4, N = 96) = 10.50, p<.05. Those who appeared m ore
“glad” to have recovered engaged in m ore im pulsive attempts than those who were either
uncertain or sorry regarding their recovery.
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A series o f one-w ay ANOVAs indicated that there w as no relationship between
reaction and m easures o f trait impulsivity, as m easured by D ickm an’s Im pulsivity
Inventory, and the UPPS Im pulsive Behavior Scale.
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A PPENDIX G
A dditional Analyses with Respect to Depression
Level o f depression was assessed with the Beck D epression Inventory, Second
Edition (BDI-II; Beck, Steer, & Brown, 1996), worded in the past (at the tim e o f the m ost
serious suicide attempt). The BD-II was given to all participants in the present study;
however, the role o f depression was not included as a specific hypothesis or research
question. This measure is presenting in Appendix H. The BDI-II is a 21 item self-report
instrum ent used to m easure the cognitive, affective, motivational and somatic symptom s
o f depression. The BDI-II has becom e one o f the m ost w idely accepted instrum ents for
assessing the severity o f depression in depressed patients and for detecting possible
depression in normal populations (Archer, M aruish, Im hof & Piotrowski, 1991;
Piotrow ski & Keller, 1992). On each item, participants were required to select one
statem ent from a group o f four that best described their feelings over the preceding two
weeks, including the day they com pleted the inventory. Each response was w eighted on
a scale from 0 to 3, w ith higher scores representing severity o f depressive
sym ptom atology. The m easure has been shown to have high reliability, regardless o f
type o f clinical population, high test-retest correlation, and has been shown to display
good convergent, discrim inant and factorial validity (Beck et al., 1996). Correlations
w ith dem ographic factors such as race/ethnicity and age are not significant (Beck et al.,
1996). A higher Beck D epression Inventory- II score suggests that one displays m any o f
the neurovegetative sym ptom s o f depression. The lower the score, the lower the
sym ptom identification w ith depression.
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A series o f Pearson r correlations dem onstrated that levels o f depression in the
two weeks preceding, and including the day o f their m ost serious suicide attem pts, were
related to a num ber o f im portant variables. BDI-II scores were positively correlated with
levels o f self-criticism (r = .24, n = 96, p<.05), state im pulsivity total (r = .21, n = 96,
g<.05), and risk-rescue scores (r = .20, n = 96, p<.05). Essentially, these findings
indicate that as o n e’s level o f depression increases that there are associated increases in
levels o f self-criticism, greater levels o f state prem editation and planning, and greater
levels o f suicide lethality. N o relationships were observed between functional or
dysfunctional forms o f impulsivity, and the four facets o f the UPPS Im pulsive B ehavior
Scale.
A one-w ay A NOVA revealed that females were m ore likely to report higher
levels o f depression in the two week period preceding, and including the day of, their
m ost serious suicide attempts com pared to males, F (l, 93) = 6.05, p<.05.
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APPENDIX H
B eck Depression Inventory (BDI)-II

Instructions: This questionnaire consists of 21 groups of statements. Please read each group of
statements carefully and then pick out one statement in each group that best describes the way
you were feeling during the two weeks prior and including the day of your most serious suicide
attempt. Circle the number beside the statement you have picked. If several statements in the
group seem to apply equally well, circle the highest number for that group. Be sure that you do
not choose more than one statement for any group, including Item 16 (Changes in Sleeping
Pattern) or Item 18 (Changes in Appetite)._______
1. Sadness
6. Punishment Feelings
0
1
2
3

I did not feel very sad.
I felt sad much of the time.
I was sad all the time.
I was so sad or unhappy that I couldn’t stand it.

2. Pessimism
0
1
2
3

I was not discouraged about my future.
I felt more discouraged about my future than I used
to be.
I did not expect things to work out for me.
I felt my future was hopeless and would only get
worse.

3. Past Failure
0
1
2
3

I did not feel like a failure.
I failed more than I should have.
As I looked back, I saw a lot o f failures.
I felt like a total failure as a person.

0

I d id n ’t fee l I w a s b ein g p un ish ed .

1

I felt I m a y b e p un ish ed .

2
3

I e x p ec ted to b e p un ish ed .
I felt I w a s b e in g p un ish ed .

7. Self-Dislike

0

I felt the sa m e about m y s e lf as ever.

1

I lo st c o n fid e n c e in m y se lf.

2
3

I w a s d isa p p o in ted in m y self.
I d islik e d m y se lf.

8. Self-Criticalness
0

I d id n ’t criticize or b lam e m y s e lf m ore than usual.

1

I w a s m ore critical o f m y s e lf than I u se d to be.
I criticize d m y s e lf for all o f m y faults.
I b la m ed m y s e lf for ev ery th in g bad that
h appened.

2
3

9. Suicidal Thoughts or Wishes
4. Loss of Pleasure
0
1
2
3

I got as much pleasure as I ever did from things I
enjoyed.
I didn’t enjoy things as much as I used to.
I got very little pleasure from the things I used to
enjoy.
I couldn’t get any pleasure from the things I used to
enjoy.

5. Guilty Feelings
0
1
2
3

I didn’t feel particularly guilty.
I felt guilty over many things I did or should have
done.
I felt quite guilty most o f the time.
I felt guilty all of the time.

0 I d id n ’t h a v e a n y thou gh ts o f k illin g m y se lf.
1

2
3

I had thou gh ts about k illin g m y s e lf, but I w o u ld
not carry them out.
I w o u ld h a v e lik ed to k ill m y se lf.
I w o u ld h a v e k ille d m y s e lf i f I had the ch a n ce.

10. Crying
0

I d id n ’t cry an ym ore than I u sed to.

1

I cried m ore than I u sed to.
I cried o v er ev e ry little thing.

2
3

I felt lik e cryin g, but I c o u ld n ’t.
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11. Agitation

17. Irritability

0
1
2

0
1
2
3

3

I was no more restless or wound up than usual.
I felt more restless or wound up than usual.
I was so restless or agitated that it was hard to stay
still.
I was so restless or agitated that I had to keep moving
or doing something.

18. Changes in Appetite

0
1a
1b
2a
2b
3a
3b

12. Loss of Interest
0
1
2
3

I was no more irritable than usual.
I was more irritable than usual.
I was much more irritable than usual.
I was irritable all the time.

I did not lose interest in other people or activities.
I was less interested in other people or things than
before.
I lost most of my interest in other people or things.
It was hard to get interested in anything.

1 did not experience any change in my appetite.
My appetite was somewhat less than usual.
My appetite was somewhat greater than usual.
My appetite was much less than before.
My appetite was much greater than usual.
I had no appetite at all.
I craved food all the time.

13. Indecisiveness

19. Concentration Difficulty

0
1
2

0 I was able to concentrate as well as ever.
1 I couldn’t concentrate as well as usual.
2 It was hard to keep my mind on anything for very
long.
3 I found I couldn’t concentrate on anything.

3

I made decisions about as well as ever.
I found it more difficult to make decisions than usual.
I had much greater difficulty in making decisions than
I used to.
I had trouble making any decisions.

14. Worthlessness

20. Tiredness or Fatigue

0
1

0 I was no more tired or fatigued than usual.
1 I got more tired or fatigued more easily than
usual.
2 I was too tired or fatigued to do a lot of the things
I used to do.
3 I was too tired or fatigued to do most o f the things
I used to do.

2
3

I did not feel I was worthless.
I didn’t consider myself as worthwhile and useful as I
used to.
I felt more worthless as compared to other people.
I felt utterly worthless.

15. Loss of Energy
0
1
2
3

I had as much energy as ever.
I had less energy than I used to have.
I didn’t have enough energy to do very much.
I didn’t have enough energy to do anything.

16. Changes in Sleep Pattern

21. Loss of Interest in Sex

0
1
2
3

I did not notice any change in myinterest in sex.
I was less interested in sex than I used to be.
I was much less interested in sex.
I lost interest in sex completely.

0

I did not experience any change in my sleeping
pattern,
la I slept somewhat more than usual,
lb I slept somewhat less than usual.
2a I slept a lot more than usual.
2b I slept a lot less than usual.
3a I slept most of the day.
3b I woke up 1-2 hours early and couldn’t get back to
sleep.
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